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THE AMERICAN JEWISH. COMMITTEE· 

da1le October 21, 1986 

110 Selma Hirsh 

illl'Om David Harris 

subject 
Soviet Jewry Update 

Much of my thinking on the current opportunities and challenges facing 
the Soviet Jewry advocacy ·movement in the face of evolving Soviet
American relations is set forth i .n the enclosed Moment article. Let me 
use this opportunity, however, both to .sunmarize the .main points and add 
some th9ughts based on the Reykjavik meeting. 

Supporters of the Soviet Jewry issue are faced with a nl.mlber of pressing 
issues: 

1. Emigration figures have declined steadily since the peak year of 
1979. Whereas 51,000 Jews were issued exit visas in 1979, it is 
expected that less than 1,000 will be permitted to leave . in 1986. 
At the same time, · selected repression of Jewish activists continues 
under Gorbac·hev. While there are comparatively few. Jewish 
prisoners of conscience -- some twp dozen -- nearly half were . 
arrested since. Gorbac~ev's accession to power in Ma~ch 1985. The 
situa.tion of Jewish relig_ious and cultural practice remains 
essent.i·aily unchanged, nanely, virtually no offici!ll opportunities 
to engage in serious study or practice despite a few well-publi
cized ·cosmetic gestures. And the flow of vitriolic anti-Zionist 
tirades in the electronic and pr.int media continues, with some of 
the subject matter bordering very close on the anti-Semitic . 

2. The Soviet government "is stepping up its efforts to "re-assimilate" 
Jews, stating publicly that Jews are a .respected and equal nation
ality in the Soviet f a!flilY of some 120 nationalities. Although 
this may seem contradictory to the thrust of points raised above, 
it reflects a variation of a two-track policy on the Jewish 
question that the ~remlin has frequently pursued . 

3. The current round of bi.lat"eral discussions provides the first . 
serious opport-uni ty for u. S. n~gotiator~ . to.-address human rights 
issues with their Soviet counterparts since 1979. President Reagan 
and Secretary of State Shultz !:lave affi.rmed publicly on several 
occasions their recognition of the magnitude of the problen and 
commitment to its favorable res.olt!tlon. They have noted that the 
human r lghts · ls~ue ls one of . four intrln~da items with 
Mosco.w the others being arms control and security, bilateral 
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issues and regional conflicts -- and that every appropriat~ 
opportunity will be used to press the Kremlin on the human rights 
question, of which a central element ~s the emigration of Soviet 
Jews. While no direct linkage with arms control .has been proposed, 
President Reagan has noted that the atmosphere of trust and 
credibility would be greatly enhanced if the Soviets were to begin 
fulfilling their obligations under the Universal Declaration for 
Human Rights, Helsinki Final Act and other relevant international 
agreements to which they are signatory. 

4. At the same time that we note the current opportunities for 
mov~ment on the Soviet Jewry question, we are also aware o.f the 
serious challenges before us. It is possible to visualize a 
scenario whereby Soviet Jewry ls, in effect, "left behind" while 
superpower relations move forward on· other fronts. Clearly, the 
Kremlin is anxious to find the minimum possible price to pay to 
mute ~riticism of its human rights practices and to permit progress 
on other fronts, namely, arms control and security .and trade and 
commerce. Thus, the Kremlin has been engaged in a well-orchest
.rated and shrewdly calculated attempt to ·gain favorable publicity 
through a~y staggered release of several well-known dissident and 
refusenik cases. In doing so, however, it has left unaddressed the 
large underlying questions, relying instead on such well-worn 
themes as "f amlly reunification has essentially been completed;" 
"the only refusals are for those possessing state secrets and such 
refusals last from five to ten years;" "Soviet Jews are a talented 
and privileged minority;" and "U.S. discussion of such issues 

5. 

. represents a gross violation of Soviet internal affairs." Thus, 
the Administration and the Jewish conununity are presented with a 
dilemma. What if the Soviets simply refuse to resume large-scale 
emigration despite ~sraeli assertions that nearly 4000,000 Soviet 
Jews desire exit visas? Is it appropriate to consider proferring 
non-strategic carrots to the Kremlin to attempt to undo the current 
situation? Should the Administration (and. ~he Congress) consider 
restrictions beyond the Jackson-Vanik and Stevenson Amendments to 
seek to influence Soviet behavior? And, of course, the·se questions 
are even more· pressing for the Jewish community which will be 
expected to take a lead in offering policy direction, bearing in 
ml.nd that it might · find itself in conflict with other private 
interest groups, i.e. the business community, or with segments of 
the government itself• 

An interesting new dimension in the discussion is the future of 
Soviet-Israeli relations. In light of the Helsinki talks in August 
and the Peres-Shevardnadze meeting in New York the next month, one 
must begin to consider the possibility of a resumption of at least 
low-level diplomatic ties at some point in _the future. The Soviet 
Jewry issue will undoubtedly play a sigl"!ificant ro~e in all 
negotiations. Hence, there ls a possibility, remote as it may now 
seem, that future talks will impa~t on Soviet Jewish emigration. 
Further, it could have the added benefit for Israel of providing · 
for direc_t flights (or via an East European transit point) and thus 
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preventing So.vlet Jews from "dropping out " in Vienna and pro
ceeding to North America . Indeed, should large-scale emigration 
resume, but wi.thout agreement on direct flights, it is· clear that 
the long-bre~lng controversy over final destination will again 
surf ace as a major issue in Israel and the American Jewish com
munity. 

6. A final issue that keeps surfacing ls the relationship of the 
Sovl~t Jewry question to other human rig'hts issues. in the USSR. 
Host Soviet Jewry advocates, including the Israeli govern~ent and 
the National Conference on Soviet Jewry, have alw~ys stressed the 
uniqueness of: the issue and gone to great lengths to prevent the 
intermingling of the Soviet Jewry and other human rights questions. 
They contend that Soviet Jews seek not to change· the Soviet system 
b~t to leave, consistent with the Soviet . practice of acknowledging 
the right of repatriation (i.e., ethnic Germans to West Germany) 
and family reunification. They note that, with few exceptions , 
Jewish activists in the USSR, regardless of their private views, . 
have avoided alliances with other human rights activists precisely 
for this reason • . Other~ particularly in this country, however, 
contend t .hat it ls tactically impossible to a.void mixing the 
issues, especially for coalitional reasons. If Soviet Jewry 
advocates seek the support, as they must, of non-Jews, then they 
must be prepared to address the human rights concerns of those 
groups as well. 

But, ultimately, the most pressing question before us, as raised 
earlier, is th~ challenge of insuring that Soviet Jewry becomes a 
beneficiary -- . and not a victim -- of any improving superpower 
relation.ship • . · 

cc: Marc H. Tanenbaum 

encl. 
7863-IRD 
10/21/86-gn 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

I 

date September 12, 1986 

to. The Files 

from David Geller 

s ·ubject Hungarian Jewish Community 

Yesterday I met with Andras Losonci, the head of the Hungarian Jewish community; 
his wife, ~gries; and their son, Gabor. ·It ~as a strictly off-the-record meeting • 

.. or. Losonci expressed. deep pessimism about the future of the Jewish community. 
Assim·ilation and intermarriage have made deep inroads into the Jewish community, 
and, coupled with low birth rates and an extremely low· level of Jewish education 
among the general population, it is .obvious to any objectiye observer that 

· the future s_eems bleak indeed. 

On the positive side, there has been a dramatic rebirth of interest in the 
.young about their heritage, and; in the general population, a greater in~erest 
in religion ahd a greater willingness to participate in religious activities, 
especially those connected to Jewish holidays. Coincide~tally, the government 
is displaying a more relaxed attitude towards these activities and this has in 
turn encouraged more interest in the community. 

Losonci expressed concern that ant-i-Semitism, though outlawed by the government ," 
st i 11 .exists and could be aroused by the greater asserdveness that many in 
~he conmunity, especially the young, feel increasingly willing to express. 

His o~her.great concern is the deteriorating conditi.on .of the conununity's 
finances. Before Wor.ld War 11 the c0mmunity was supported_ by an income tax 
of a sort, as well as substantial contributions by a number of wea·lt·hy famil.ies 
and ind iv idua 1 s. Now, wealthy · ~ontri butors do not · exist. Furthermore; on 1 y 
10-15% of the community can contribute, because, besJdes the very young, most 
of the community are elderly, including many Holocaust survivors without 
families. Government s~bsidies are small, and given Hungary's grave financial 

·problems at the presert time, the community fears that the subsidy wi 11 -be · 
· decreas~d. · 

. As for the Joint, its heJp _is crucial. But here, too, there are problems . . 
· The Joint makes payments directly to· the government . For every million forints 

given to the government, the community receives about 200,000 . :. i.e., about 
·· 10% ·::. and no ·one ·dates inquire .about die . wher.eabouts of the 90%! Losonci 
asked me to speak to Ralph Goldman to see if it is possible to make payments 
dire_ctly to the institutions -- old age homes, hospital,.· schools, etc. 

/ 
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Hungarian Jew!sh· Corrvnunity -2-

Regarding the scholars-in-residence idea w_~ich 1. had raised at the Presidents . 
Conference meeting, he asked me to get in tou.ch with Rabbi Schmelzer at JTS 
who is au cour~nt with. conversations on this subject which have already been 
held. Losonci hoped we might work together. 

Finally, he asked me to bear in mind that the government 1 s flexibility re
garding religious and c1,1ltural matters .is inversely proportional to the state 
of their finances. In other words , n_ow is a good time to press . . 

He told me that AJCongress will be visiting Budapest in October, and the World 
Jewish Congress wi l l be meeting the re in .Hay of 1987. Such visits are very 
important and hel.pfu l . 

OG/es 



THE AMERICAN JEWISH C()MMITTEE 

date October 28, 1986 . I 
to Marc Tanenbaum, .Shula Bahat 

from Allan Kagedan · ~ 

· subject South Africa Project -- Funding Methods 

As you may recall, we met last week with David Gordis and · Bob Goodkind to 
decide how to raise funds for the South Africa Civil Rights and Education 

· Project outlined in our Statement on South Africa, ari issue of concern to · 
some of our chapters: . T_he hope was that the support of AJC officers would 
be secured .before the NEC session that will consider that Statement, so · 
that funding questions which are raised could be answered, th~s perrriitting 
us to launch the South Africa Project in Seattle. 

We decided .to pursue three avenues for raising funds: (1) A 1 etter fr.om 
Ted Ellenoff to AJC members requesting their support; (4) Encouraging 
AJC ch~pters to organize programs around ~he Project (e.g., with the 
participation of South African students in the U.S., vi~iting civil rights 
lawyers from South Africa, etc:.) to raise funds, in cooperation with like
mi nded black, church, or human rights organizations; (3) To $0 licit funds 
from interested American Jewi~h foundations. 

If the funding ·issue ·is clarified at . the NEC, we could begin work immediately 
on settipg the · south Africa Project in moti~n. 

. . 

Enclosed are additional materials relatfog t_o the Project that may be 
~el pful. 

AK/es 

Enclosures 

cc: E. Robert Goodkind 
David M. ·Gordis 
David A. Harris 
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Issue 

National Executive Council 
Plenary Session: South Africa 

November 1, 1986 - 2 P.M. 

Notes for Presentation by E. Robert Goodklnd, 
Chairman, South Africa Task Force 

South Africa Civil Rights and Education Project 

* South Africa has become a key American foreign policy issue, one 

that will be with us for years to come. By and large, discussion has 

focussed on economic sanctions -- their effectiveness or ineffectiveness 

in promoting peaceful change. But what the sanctions debate expresses 

above all is the American public's desire to do something about the 

denial of basic human rights to blacks and other non-whites in South 

_ µ · L Africa . 
tJY ,. v1--·"' 

The question ls how to channel this legitimate concern into 

·1 ~~ effective, f~ooklng positive action. 

* Among policy-makers, there is .a growing awareness that, sooner or 

later, blacks and other non-whites will overcome discrimination and 

share in the governing of the richest country on the African continent. 

How America deals with South Africa now will have a profound effect on 

its relations post-apartheid South Africa and with other African states 

who see policy toward South Africa as a litmus test of attitudes toward 

themselves. Moreover, a more positive attitude toward America anong 

South Africa's majority would enhance the prospects for democracy in 

that country. 



* A major American foreign policy issue, Sou.th Africa also raises 

particular concerns for Jews . Although it ls experiencing significant 

emigration, South Africa's 110,000 member Jewish conmunity will remain 

in place for years and its members realize the importance of reaching 

out -- as Jews -- to the black majority. 

AJC PROGRAM 

* In response to these concerns, the South Africa Task force has 

devised a proposal for a South Africa Civil Rights and Education Project 

to enhance our current work on South Africa. The project would seek ( 1) 

to engage in applied human rights work by assisting in educating and 

defending the civil rights of disadvantaged South Africans and promoting 

ideas for a democratic post-Apartheid South Africa (2) to establish 

connect ions with the South -African major! ty, clearly identifying . 

ourselves as a Jewish organization (3) to involve AJC chapters in 

coalition-building work around this issue, serving in this way as a 

catalyst to encourage Americans to become creatively involved with South 

Africa. 

• The project would function on an ongoing basis under the guidance 

of the South Africa Task Force. AlC would be actively involved in 

every project it undertakes with an American or South African partner . 
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* Examples of partners, with whom we have begun tentative dis-
-

cussions, are: (1) The Funda Center in ~oweto, outside Johannesburg, 
(~ ~ 

which provides teacher training and supplementary education courses~the 

Center for Applied Legal Studies at Witwatersrand University, which ~ids 
(iJ 

detainees and others whose human rights have been violated;..-f the 
" 

South African Training Program of the African-American Institute, which 

provides training at American Universities for South African refugees. 

Every project we undertake will have a specific target: the support of 

one or more students, the initiation of a course, the provision of 

educational materials, the undertaking of a legal case. We will 

publicize our work in the hope of educating the public on conditions in 

South Africa, on encouraging government and private support for similar 

1K>rk. 

* The project has been endorsed by AJC's International Relations 

Steering Committee, and by our officers. Thus far, 15 AJC chapters have 

expressed an active interest in participating and organizing programs 

around it. The project has also received approval from US and Israeli 

government officials from prominent members of the South African Jewish 

COll'lllunity, and the progranmatlc work we plan to do is approved by a wide 
'· 

range of South African and American black leaders • 
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FUND RAISING 

• We plan to raise funds in three ways: (1) Thro~h an appeal to the 

AJC membership as a whole in the form of a letter from our President, 

Ted Ellenoff; (2) By en.couraglng fund-raising in connection with 

specific chapter events organized around this project, possibly in 

cooperation with civil rights church, or other groups; (3) Though 

soliciting funds from foundations that~eciate the value of American 

Jewish participation in the movement to democratize South Africa. ,..... 

CONCLUSION 

• Project South Africa offers AJC an opportunity to initiate applied, 

tangible, human rights work, and act as a catalyst for Jewish conmunal 

and general American work on a central foreign policy and hunan rights 

issue. Your support of this project would be most appreciated. 

. 
' 

86-550 
8002-{IRD-9) 
10/21/86 /sm 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date 

to 

from 

subject 

October 28, 1986 

E. Robert Goodkind 

A 11 an Kagedan 

Further Chapter Reaction to South Afri°ca Statement . 

Further to my October 21 and 24 memoranda, our Atlanta and 

Westchester Chapters have approved the Statement. This brings 

to seven the number of chapters that have voiced support for the 

Statenent (the previous five were Miami, Philad~lphia, Portland, 

Cleveland and Boston). 

AK/es 

cc: David Harris 
Geri Rozanski 
Marc Tanenbaum 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

d~te 

to 

from 

subject 

May 29, 1986 

Marc H. Tanenbaum 

Jacob Kovadlof f 

CONSULTATION ON SOUTH AMERICA 

1· am pleased to report that concrete steps have been taken 
for our Cons~ltation on South Arnericg which will take place 
in ~ston on October 26 27. As you know, we ate takin9 
advantage of the·_:presence there of academicians who are 
experts on South American countries in general, as well 
as having a great deal of involvement in Jewish life both 
here · in the U.S. and in South America. They will be there 
attending the Latin American Studies Association Conference 
before the Consultation begins. 

I spoke to some of the people participating in our Consultation 
and · received positive replies from: Prof. Judith Elk·in;' 
Department of History, Ohio State University; Prof . Saul 
Sosnowsky of Maryland University; Prof. Carlos Waisman, · 
Univers ity of <;alifornia-$an Diego; and Pt.of. Haim Avni-·iof· 
Hebrew University-Jerusalem, and I am waiting for answers 
from several others . As soon as the complete · list of regis
tran:tss to the LASA Conference l$3:av.a:ilable, I will have other 
names to add. 

Also, I think that scholars from Brandeis which · i? involved 
in special programs for Latin American professionals will be 
interested i .n joini-ng us. The same applies to International 
Associates of our Washington , D.C. Chapter as we.l:-1 as one or 
two leaders of the Miami Chapter . Also, I think that ·pro
fessionals who are involved in programs with South America 
here in New York ?hould be invited. 'lhey ~re : Alfredo 
Berflein of JDC; Rabbi Clifford Kulwin, Director of Latin · 
American Affairs ·of the World Union for Progressive Judaism 
and Prof . Eddie Rauch of the Jewish Theological Semi.nary. 

Our Boston Chapter shows great interest in co- sponsoring the 
Consultation. I spoke about this with the Chapter Chair, 
Mrs. ~aomi J. Banks and Diane Steinman. I would suggest that 
we have a maximum of 20 participants. We must also think 
about a budget that will cover hotel accommodations for one 
night, three meals · and fees for the scholars. I do not know 
as yet if the Boston Chapter will share these· expenses with 
us. 

continued ••• 
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Th~ · ·mai"n goal of the Consultation is · to learn about problems 
of ·the ~outh -American · Jewish communities and prospects for the 
future of these communities. Both of th~se aspects will 
enhance the formulation of future AJC programs for the . sUb
cont,inent, as well as proviO.ing material for an in-de_pth 
backgrounder for the AJC Of£icer's Mission in March of '87. 

I would like. to have your reaction to the plan~. I have oµtlined 
_above. As you know, tirq.e is of the essence. 

Many · thal].ks. 

JK/BJB 

cq: Oav1d A. Harris 



date May 28, 1986 

t.o Marc . H. Tanenbaum 

from Jacob Kovadlof f 

subject AJC OFFICER'S MISSIO / TO SOUTH AMERICA - MARCH 1987 

In accordance with my meeting with David Gordis and subsequent 
discussions with you, Marc, I woulq like to ·outline the 
specifics of the AJC Officer's Mission to South America 
scheduled for March 1987. The tentative dates and itine~ary 
are .attached . . 

The last J+.JC Officer's Mission was. in .March of 1982. Since 
.then, many changes -- both good and bad -- have taken place 
in the South American countries that, in particular, af.fect 
the Jewish communities but have also brought new dimensions 
to bilateral relations. Therefore, a fact-finding mission 
will give . the ·new AJC leadership fi~st-hand experience on the 
current geopolitical situation and be of great value. 

This trip also represents solidarity with the local Jewish 
. communities and ·~n opportunity to learn ·about tpeir external 

and . internal problems. Yes, the democratic regimes are 
flourishing but there are still threats from ·both the ex
tremists of the Left and Right. Indigenous terrorist gro'ups· 
which have links to international terrorist networks are still 
present in the new democracies. The Arab penetration through 
the actions of diplomats and PLO representatives is a matter 
of utmost concern to the Jewish communities. The agenda for 
the mission_ will include meetings . ~ith high level government 

· officials, jewish· community leaders, church officials, ·1ea9ers 
of h~an rights groups, a_cademicians, the media, etc . 

. J.~ have _already started the basic preparations for this agenda 
and I hope to have it definitively in place by this August whe~~ 
as_ planned,.j r will go to South America to attend several events 
to which I was invited so a lot of groundwork will be covered 
at that time. 

continued •••• 
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It will be prudent to have approval of the agenda and itinerary 
for the mission as soon as possible . Also, it is vital to know 
who the attendees will be. Therefore, I would very much 
appreciate it if you can proceed with inviting the participants 
and give me a copy of your list. 

In conclusion , I would like to remind you that next October 
26th and 27th , in Boston, we will have consultations with 
academicians who are experts on Jewish life in South America 
to discuss current and future situations of Jewish communities 
there as well as to guide us regarding the most appropriate 
programs t hat AJC shoul d de velop . These discussions will be 
most useful for members of the mis s i on in advanc e of their 
trip. 

Please l et me hear f r om you regarding t he above at your 
earliest convenience . 

Many thanks . 

JK/BJB 
attachment 
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AjC OFFICER'S MISSION TO SOUTH AMERI~A - MARCH 1987 

TENTATIVE ITINERARY 

MARCH 

Saturday - 14·. 

Sunday & 
Monday - 15 & 16 

Tuesqay ,.... 17 

Wednesday...,. 18 

Thursday & 
Friday -19 & 20 

Saturday & 
Sunday · 21 & .22 . 

Monday, 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday & 
Thursday · -23.,. :24 , 25 & 26 

Friday & 
Satµrday -27 & 28 

Sunday -29th 

JK/BJB 

DEP~R-TURE FROM NEW YORK .FOR RIO DE JANEIRO-BRAZIL 

RIO DE JANEIRO 

BRASILIA 

BRASILIA AND SAO P~ULO 

SAO PAULO 

MONTEVIDEO URUGUAY 

BUENOS AIRES - ARGENTINA 

SANTIAGO CHILE 

VINA D~L MAR ~ CHILE' -- AND PEPARTURE FOR 
NEW YORK 
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CURRENT MIDDLE EAST ISSUES 

State Department Briefing, ,riday, May 16, 2 : 00 P.M. 

Plenary Sessidn , Sunday, May 18, 10:00 A. M. 

U.S.-Israe1 Relations 

Relations between the United · States and Israel remain strong. 
The · Reagan Administration continues t ·o regard Israel as our most 
reliable democratic . ally in the Middle East. Strategic 
cooperation between the two countries is .evident in sue~ areas as 
the war against inte~national terrorism, the Strategic Defense 
Initiative (SDI) ~nd the stationing of a Voice of America 
transmitter in Israel. 

The Administration has also expressed its satisfaction with 
the austerity measures Israel is taking to stabilize the economy 
and to reduce its economic dependence on the United States. 
American and Israeli policymakers differ, however, as to the 
appropriate time and · method to ·begin stimul~ting growth and the 
respective roies of the pub1ic and private sectors. These 
differences are reflected tn internal debates within Israel as 
well. Prime Minister . .Shimon Peres has advocated 
government-fostered growth, while former Finance Minister Yitzhak 
Moda'i pressed for reliance on f~ee market forces and the 
privatization of state-run industries. This clash of perspectives 
helped spark the recent Israeli government crisis. Nevertheless, 
Israel's Government of National Unity, under Peres's leadership, 
has achieved a number of significant economic accomplishments that 
would have been politically difficult µnder normal circumstances. 
Foremost ·were the curbing of Israel.' s astronomical rate of 
inflation and a reductio.n in the country' a· foreign· trade defi·ci t . 

During his visit to the United States in April, Prime 
Minister Peres proposed a Middle East "Marshall. Plan , " whereby the 
Western European allies and Japan, which had benefitted from the 
drop in world oil prices, would join with the U. S . in offering 
assistance to Arab states, such as Egypt and · Jordan, whose 
economies have suffered from the side effects of the end of the 

. oil boom .in the Gulf states. Peres's plan . is based on the premise 
that economic development rather than more armaments provide the 
best defense against internal social unrest and pol.iticai 
instability . (The recent riots by the Egyptian ~nternal security 
forces graph~cally illustrated this point. j According to informed 
sources, u.s . officials , incl.uding Secretary of State George 
Shultz , and several European countries have .expressed interest in 
the Peres proposal. and the State Department is examining ways of 
implementing it . 
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The Israeli-Jordanian-Palestinian peace process 

Peres has also made sign1~1cant conciliatory gestures toward 
the Palestinians. In his address to the United Nations General 
Assembl:,r on Octo.ber 21, i.9a·5, he acknowledged that the 
Palestinians are a people and endorsed the concept of "land for 
peace." During the Labor party convention · in April, Peres 
af'f'irmed that I .srael recognizes the Palestinians "as a nation." 
The latest AJC-sponsored poll in Israel indicates that Peres 
enjo~s widespread popu1ar support (62%) for his offer to begin 
negoti~tions with a Jordan~an-Palestinian delegation. provided it 
does not include known Pa~estine Liberation Organization (P~O) 
members. 

Pe·res 's latest peace initiative has also had favorable 
repercussions in Amman, where King Hussein has agreed in principle 
to negotiate with Israel if he has an ''international umbrella" and 
Palestinian backing. The U.S. Government has actively supported 
the Peres-Hussein efforts. 

On February 19, the King publicly declared that he was 
suspending his year-long effort to coordinate politically with the 
present leadership of the PLO because it h~d tailed to live up to 
its commitments. Hussein had earlier believed that he had secu~ed 
PLO chief Vasser Arafat's endorsement of' UN Security Council 
Resolution 2U2: Arafat's failure to make an unequivocal statement 
to that effect and to renounce all acts of terrorism ·against 
Israel undermined the King's effort to include . the PLO iri the 
diplomatic process. 

1 

Both Israel and Jordan are interested in cultivating moderate 
Palestinian leadership based in th~ West Bank. Israel's 
appoint'ment of' Zaf'er al-Masri as the mayor of' the West. Bank city 
of Nablus. with the tacit approval of Jordan, was seen as an 
important step toward this objective. The real tragedy of' 
a1-Masr·i 's assassination by· Syrian-backed Palestinian extremists 
in March is that it has served to ~ntimidate other pragmatic 
leaders from coming forward and working with Israel to achieve 
greater autonomy tor the Palestinians of the West Bank and Gaza. 

Syrian ~ Cries 

The foremost instigator of' such pol~tically motivated 
terrorist acts designed to undern:iine the U·. s. -backed peace process 
has been Syrian President Haf'ez Assad. In February, during his 
address to the .Syrian Ba'ath Party congress; Assad threaten~d to 
make the Golan H~ights not only the ~rontier of Syria, but its 

. center. While Syria is undoubtedly continuing its massive military 
buildup. it is considered unlikely that Assad will actually launch 
an offensive in the near future. Prime Minister Peres has 
asserted that Assad "still has a long way to ~o" before · he will 
ac~ieve his goal of "strategic parity" with .Israel, whereby the 
Syrian Army would be capable of challenging Israel militar~ly , 
alone and on equal terms. 

--· ·--~· 
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In addition . Assad has been unsuccessful in supplanting the 
now-defunct Lebanese National Charter with an alternative 
agreement among Lebanon's various denominationai groups. whose 
support he seeks to enlis~ in his strategy against . Israel. 
However. if tensions flare up again. as they did several months 
ago. a Syrian-Israeli clash cannot be completely ruled out. 

u.S.-Libyan Military Confrontation 

The United States recently carried out two military attacks 
against the regime of Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi in retaliation 
for Libyan state-supported terrorism a~ainst Americans. It is yet 
to been seen Whether the strikes Will. have their desired deterrent 
effect or will topple the -Qaddafi regime. The Administration is 
currently trying to convince America's European allies to 
cooperate in an effort to isolate · Qaddafi politically; their 
economic ties to Libya and fear of terrorist retaliation have so 
far precluded their cooperation. The one notable exception is 
Great Britain, Which allowed the most recen~ U.S . airstrike on 
Libya to originate from U.S. airbases in Britain. France refused 
to even _permit American bombers the use of its airspace, which 
greatl¥ increased the length and cost of the mission. 

~ Iran-Irag War 

The Arab states. especially those located along the Persian 
Gul·f. are becoming increasin'gly alarmed at Iran's apparent abi.11 ty 
to break through Iraqi defenses and hold some Iraqi territory. 
The Arabs' top mil.itary priority at this time it to prevent any 
major Iranian breakthrough. Great B~itain has already pledged its 
assistance to Kuwait should it become threatened. The U.S. is 
also committed to the defense of the . Arab Gulf states, although 
the paring-down of ~he U.S. sale of advanced weaponry to Saudi 
Arabia has required the Administ~ation · to reassure its Arab 
friends in the Gulf. This was one of the reasons for Vice 
President Bush's recent visit to the region. (His other . still 
inadequately explained reason. was to encourage the Saudis to 
stabili~e oil prices.) 

Although Israel has no "favorite" . in the Iraq-Iran war. an 
Iraqi victory would have serious implications for Israel. It 
would allow Iraq to devote its large. battle-trained ar.my to a 
potential war on Israel's "Eastern Front." Assad's belligerent 
threats would have to be taken much more seriously in such a 
context. On the other hand, an Iranian victory over Iraq would 

. strengthen the power of Islamic fundamentalism throughout the 
region. including Syria, Jordan and Lebanon. The victory of 
extremism would preclude any n~gotiated settlement with Israel. 



" -
Egyptian-Israeli Relations 

For the past seven years. Israel's "Southern Front" with 
Egypt has been Quiet. Egypt has abided by the military provisions 
of its 1979 peace treaty with Israel; •gyptian compliance with 
the ~on-military aspects of the treaty. however. has been less 
than satisfactory to Israel. With the exception of Egyptia~ oil 
sales to Isr.ae1. both· trade and tourism between Egypt and Israel 
flow predomiminantly in one direction: from Israel to Egypt. 

Furthermore. even though the ·1sraeli cabinet fina11Y agreed 
to settle the dispute with Egypt over Taba -- ·a miniscule strip 
of Sinai coastline through a process which would combine 
conciliation with arbitration. Egypt appears unwil~ing to make the 
reguired gestures of goodwill that would eliminate the lin·gering 
Israeli opposition to arbitration . 

Egyptian-Israeli relations have been further marr.ed by the 
killings of Israelis -- both tourists and official representatives 
-- in Egypt. In.June 1984. Zvi Kedar. an Israeli diplomat in 
Cairo. was assassi~ated. In August 1985. another Israeli 
diplomat . Albert Atrachki. was murdered in Cairo. Last October. 
seven Israeli tourists were shot by a ~erser.k Egyptian soldier and 
left to bleed to death in the Sinai desert. And on. March 19. 1986 
Eti Tal-Or. a hostess at the Israeli pavilion at the Cairo 
Inte~national Trade Fair. was shot to death i~ the fairground 
parking lot. The Egyptian Government has str-ongly condemned these 
attacks. promised to fully investigate th~ incidents. an~ has 
prosecuted those it has found re~ponsible. 

On a more positive note. Israeli and Egyptian political 
figures were warmly received in each . other's capitals rec~ntly. 
Knes~et Foreign Affairs· Chairman Abba Eban met. with leading 

: Egypti•n · statesmen during. a reception in his honor at the · Israel 
envoy's home in Cairo in April.. Egyptian President Hosn1 Mubarak 
reportedly told Eban that once the Taba arbitration agreement is 
signed .· a summ~ t meeting wi'th the Israeli prime minister wil.l. be 
held. the Egyptian ambassador. wi11 return to Tel ' Aviv . and a11· 
bilateral agreements will be fulfil.le~. .In Israel. Egyptian 
Minister of· State for Foreign Affairs Butros Ghali attended the 
Labor Party convention in April. where he was greeted with a 
standing ovation. 
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Questions for Discussion 

1 . How viable is Peres• s prop.osa.l for a Middle East "Marshall Plan?" 

2 . What are the advantages and disadvantages of an international peace 
confe~ence· - on the Middle E~st? 

3. ls it real1st~c to assume . that Israe1 and Jordan will succeed in 
produci~g an alternative Palestinian leadership? 

' · 
IL If Aes·ad is the foremost · instigator of · terrorist acts designed to 
undermine the u."s . ..:backed peace process. why does it appear ·that_ the 
United States is directing its anti.-terrorist campaign primarily 
against Q.addai'i? 

5- Wh~t is th~ best st~ate~y to secure European coope~ation in the war 
against terrorism? 

6. What is the U.S. 
relations? 

doing to help foster better Egypt1~n-Israel1 

·• . . 
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·SOME DIRECTIONS IN AJC'S INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

PROGRAM FOR EUROPE DURING 1986-87 

I- EUROPEAN RELATIONSHIPS - During the past three years, AJC's 
International Relations Department has made a number of programmatic 
approaches ·to several key areas on the European continent. These have 
been directed mainly at the following sectors: . 

(1) The European Economic Community, the Council of Durope, the 
European Parliament, all in Strasbourg; the NATO P.a.rliamentary Group 
(especially its human · rights commission) in Brussels; 

(2) Missions to European governments - France, Italy, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Spain, Hungary and Rumania. Conta9ts ~ere afso. 
established with the Washington Embassies and UN missions in New York, 
and with Consulates in New York and in other major U.S. cities (through 
our local chapters) . wltl) these countries, but also with Austria, 
Denmark, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Sweden, and Switzerland. 

(3) · Missicin to the· Vatican and audience with Pope John Paul II in 
February ·1985 and October 1985. Contacts rtere also estab_lished with 
Catholic and Protestant leaders in each of the countries ~hose govern-· 
ments AJC delegations visited (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Hungary, 
Rumania, etc.) 

(4) Close contacts were established and maintained with :the key 
Jewish leadership in most of these countrie.s (through regular: corres;:· 
pondence t and reciprocal in Vi tat! OnS tO at tend each Other IS annual' 
meetings and conferences; exchange of publications and mailings.) 

II- AJC PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 

In all these programmatic undertakings, we sought to advance our 
AJC ·goals, tailoring our approaches differentially to the target group 
we .sought out. These were our major goals: 

' · · (1) . ·Seeking to stimulate support and build a. constituency f.or 
active collaboration with the U.S. Government in combatting interna~ 
tional terrorism ·(based on our conversations with. Ambassador R~e~.t 
Oakley .of the State Department, etc.) We .raised this issue with . foreign 
min~sters in Italy, France, West Germany, and Spain, among others. 

(2) Advocating increased support of international human ·rights , ~ 
and esp.ecially t'he cause of Soviet Jewry (.we raised .these concerns with 
aovernment o(flcialshaodbacademics. in the B8nnjconference,_ March -1986._i In ~ranee, 1 a~. ~t Am assaoor Marcelino re a, Secretary ~eneral or· 
the 21-nation Council ·of Europe, March 10, '86, in Washington, D. C., 
among others. ) · · . · · · · 

( 

(3) ·we interpret~d a number of issues affecting Israel · (Ger~an 
arms sal~s to Saudi Arabia; Italy's indulgence of the PLO; Frapce '~nd 
Spain's providing have~ for PLO and other anti-Israel forces in . ~h~ir 
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countries). We cautioned against another version of th~ EEC'~ one-sided 
Venice Declaration that legitimized the PLO, while affir,ming I s rael's 
right to exist. We actively supported the ~stablishment "of diplomatic 
relations between Spa i n and Israel, both through our mission to Spain 
and w~th Spanish ambassadors in Washington and New York. 

(4) We pressed for governmental opposition to the anti-Zionist and 
anti-Jewish propaganda at the United Nations and at international bodies 
and conferences through our meetings with UN Secretary General ·Perez .de 
Cuellar ; with heads of state at the EEC, NATO, France. Italy, Germany, 
Spain, and Hungary, among others. We made available solid documentation 
of our case on these issues which we ·provided at each of our meetings. 

(5) Endangered Jewish communities - we. worked closely with French 
authorities and world Jewish communities at conferences in Pal'is, 
London, and New York devoted to the plight of Ethiopian, Syrian, ·and 
Lebanese Jews. 

(6) We made forceful ·statements through AJC 's President Howard 
Friedman to the Pope and to Cardinal Willebrands on the ·importance of 
establishing · diplomatic relations between the Vatican and Israel, as 
well as in combatting anti-Semitism, especially in Catholic countries. 
Similar representations were made to Cardinals in Europe, the U.S., and 
South America. · 

(7) We explored the possibilities of joint programming, including 
youth exchange visits, with Jewi~h communities in contact with the 
Europe Conference of Jewish Communities, as well as with Jewish leaders 
and groups in France, Italy, Spain, Germany, Sweden and Hungary ; 

III- IRD PROGRAM EMPHASES FOR 1986-87 IN EUROPE 

Keeping this broader background in mind as context ~ we propo~e t~ 
concentrate on the following priorities during the coming months : 

(1) AUSTRIA - In light of the international furor over the Kur t 
Waldheim affair, we have begun substantial conversations with the'. 
Austrian Government aimed at stimulating Austrian cultural, educational, 
and political figu~es to f~ce Austria's involvement in . the Nazi holo
caust , and its long and dangerous tradition of political anti-Semitism. · 
w·e have submitted a detailed program concentrating on a sem~nar _in 
_Vienna on "Confronting Anti-Semitism in Austria;" . a ' serie·s of secular 
and religious textbook studies based on our U.S. and ' German experiences; 
exchange visits (based on the German models with the Adenauer and Ebert 
Foundations); missions of our AJC leaders to meet with highest govern
ment, political, and cultural leaders who are appropriate for these 
projects. 

The first mission of top AJC leaders . has been invited to Vienna by 
the Austrian government for August 1986 (exact date now being deter
mined.) There will be meetings with the new Chancelior and Foreign 
Minister, but the primary pur.pose o.f the mission is to engage in 
in~ensive discussions with officials of the Ministries of Education, 
Interior, and Justice on developing programs for dealing with teachings 

~ . 
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and other cultural influences (media, law, among others) relating to the 
Nazi holocaust and the persistence of anti-Semitism in Austria. Univer
sity of Vienna academics, · Political Science Institute research 
specialists, the Renner Research Institute leaders, among · others, are 
expected to take part in this think-tank. 

If a.11 goes well, we expect a major, comprehensive, long-term 
program to develop out of this consultation. 

(2) FRANCE - Based on Bill Trosten's· recent meetings with Presi
dent Mitterrand's aide, Charles Salzman, we are planning a visit to the 
Q'uai d'Orsay, possibly . in September. Our p'urpose is to discuss AJC's 
co-sponsoring with an appropriate French Foundation (possibly, Madam·e 
Mitterrand's new foundation on human rights), a conference on human 
rights· in Paris. This could be · based in part on the model of the 
successful Bonn conference on the situation of minorities in the Soviet 
Union. 

Ou.r September meeti.ng · in Par is with government and foundation 
officials is a planning session during ·which we hope to design :the 
general plans for such a conference -- themes, participants, program 

t objectives·, publicity, political impacts, etc. 

We also expect to arr~nge a series of meetings with the highest 
governme~t officials; especially in light of ~ew cabinet personalities 
recently · ass~ming office. At these .meetings we· would prepare ourselves 
to discuss such subjects as international terrorism, promoting peace 
initiatives in the Middle East, Jewish and other hostages in Lebanon, 
French-Syrian rel at ions, French-Israe 1-Jewis.h relations in Africa 
(France has 300,00Q people working in 20 African countries), Soviet 
jewry in the context of East-West relations, the role of AJC in helping 
pro.mote Franco-American relations In the a.dvancement of · constitutional 
democracies and human lib~rties, etc. 

As time allows, we will meet also with ·our friends in the French 
~ Jewish community (Theo Klein, David Rothschild, Ady Steg, Jean Paul· 

Elkann, Nicole Goldmann, etc.) We will need to prepare ourselves for 
proposals for joint programming. especially with Alliance Israelite 
Universelle who wish to co-sponsor a conference with AJC on Catholic
Jewish relations, human rights, or some related theme. Similarly, the 
European Conference of Jewish Co1J1muni ties has invl ted our . closer 
collabo.ration with their program. The Chief Rabbi of France, Rene 
Si rat, repeatedly has asked for AJC cooperation in sponsoring .a Jewish·
Islamic dialogue at the Sorbonne. 

All these program possibilities involve decisions about budget and 
assuring staff persons who wouid implement .agreed-upon projects with . 
professional competence. 

' We might also meet with Cardinal Lustiger, to discuss Vatican-
' Israel diplomatic relations, the Carmelite convent at Auschwitz, etc. 

(3) WEST GERMANY As a result of meetings between Howard· 'Friedman 
and Bill ·Trosten withtRG officia.l's, we are riow completing a parallel 
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textbook study with the Eckert Foundation; namely, they are examining 
the portrayal of Jews, Judaism, anti-Semitism, the Nazi holocaust and 
Israel in West German textbooks; AJC is studying the po.rtrayal .of 
Germany in American secondary school textbooks. 

When the studies are completed, they will provide the basis of a 
joint conference in Germany. We would explore what implementation is 
requi~ed to translate the. findings into revised teaching systems. (This 
also would provide the basis for a pres~ conference to announce the 
findings and progr~m follow-up.) · 

The dates for these meetings need to be worked out. 

Bill Trosten has also explored the possibilities of holding a 
conference on human rights, terrorism, anti-Semitism with Prof. Herbert 
Strauss at the Free University in Berlin. Date •. budget., etc. 

There is also need to review the present status of our program with 
the University of Duisburg (textbook revision, publication of excellent 
books on the theological roots of anti-Semitism in German culture, the 
Nazi holocaust, Israel, etc.), Freiburg. and Aachen~ (Zach Shuster, 
olov hashalom, laid the foundation for these programs, and they require 
his kind of personal follow-up). 

There is also need to examine the Catholic and Protestant exchange 
programs, the visits to East Berlin from the perspective of developing a 
coherent AJC German . program with priorities, defined objectives, time 
schedule, ·budget and staff resources. 

Over and above these concrete program considerations, there is · need 
to renew our top-level political and foreig~ relat~ons contacts with the 
West German government, especially in light of Ted Ellenoff 's presidency 
and our having a new slate of officers. Such a mission, based on the 
success of previous missions, would also enable us to follow up some 
program initiatives begun with the late Alois Mertes, the FRG Staats
minist~r. 

(4) ITALY - As a result of an address delivered last February 
before the AJC's International Relations Steering Committee by Italy's 
Ambassador to the United States, Ambassador Petrignani, we have an 
invitation from him . to explore an Italian-AJC exchange program, modeled 
on the German experience. Budget and staff resources will determine how 
this might fit into our priorities. But the proposal is there, it is 
real, waiting to be enacted at the proper time. 

Italy is of major concern to us for two primary reasons: 
(a) its role in combatting terrorism and its linkages with the Arab 
world; 

(b~ the Pope and the Vatican. 

Having successfully concluded its foreign policy objective of 
establishing diplomatic relations with Spain, Israel's Foreign Ministry 
will now concentrate its attention on promoting full diplomatic rela-

-. .,,,. . 
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tions between the Vatican and Isr'ael. In my conversations with Israel's 
Prime Minister's offi6e and with Israeli Foreign Ministry officials, 
they have asked. AJC to play a leading role in helping mobilize Catholic 
support for this goal. As we.can see from Cardinal O'Connor's ambiguous 
statements on the· Middle East following his recent Lebanon visit, Bishop 
Malone's letter opposing the moving of. the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem ; 
this is going to be a very bumpy road over a long period of time. 

This will require a carefully thought-out strategy for reaching 
Catholic authorities in the U.S., Europe, and Latin America. It should 
also involve, ·I believe, interventions with President Reagan and 
Secretary Shultz (President Jack Kennedy was asked by AJC to intervene 
with the Pope during Vatican Council II to support Nostra Aetate's 
passage, and he did.} 

At the core is strengthenin~ ou~ ties with the Vatican Secretariat 
of State, as well as ~Ith Peace and Justice . We need ·therefore to plan 
an early mission - in the Fall 1986 or early 1987 - for an audience 
with the Pope involving Ted Ellenoff and AJC officers, · -including chair · 
people of. IRD and Interreligious Affa~rs . That audience should· be used 

;;; a.s an opportunity for meetings with 'the :Vatican State and Justice-and-
i: Peace officials. in addition to Cardinal Willebrands. · 
( 

. (ADL. tias just set up a full-time office in Rome with I.ts aggressive 
program director present. We need to keep this in mind as we plan our 
own work and role in the Vatican and in Italy.} . · 

While in Rome, we should plan visits with key Italian government 
officials as we have in the past. It is helpful to reinforce - our 
friends, such as Defense Minister Spadolini, in their pro-Israel; 
pro-Soviet Jewry, anti~terrorist positions. · 

We would also meet with 1.eaders of the Italian Jewish Community, 
foremost among them; Ms. Tullia Zevi, and Chief Rabbi Toaff (an increas
ingly important actor in Vatican circles.) Mrs. Zevi has repeatedly 
discussed cooperation on programs, and here, too, budget and staff 
resources are important considerations. 

(5) SPAIN - Through our close working contacts with Sam Toledano, 
presi~ent of the Spanish Jewish community, we have invitations for 
regular missions to Spain, fncluding meetings with government, politi
cal, cultural, Catholic and Jewish Community officials. 

Spain plays a role in the Arab world, and is a factor in counter
terrorism, and in supporting human rights. 

Decisions about further work in Spain need to be integrated with 
possible missions to Italy. or France • 

. , (6) HUNGARY - We have developed warm, fraternal ties with the 
J Hungarian Jewish community. Their leadership regularly invites o~r 
~ sending missions to Budapest as a way of strengthening solidarity with 

Hungarian Jews . 
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We have begun valuable conversations with the Hungarian Ambassador 
to the U.S., as well as with government officials in Budapest estab
lished by last year's AJC mission there. Hungary has begun opening its 
ties with Israel, and next to Rumania, may be a normalizing agent in 
relations between Israel and the East European bloc. There is some 
speculation as to whether Hunga~y, Rumania and other East bloc countries 
may yet play some role in influencing the USSR tn honor the rights of 
Soviet Jewry to emigrate. 

Depending again on budget and staff personnel, we are considering a 
proposal for sending a high-level AJC 'mission on an East European trip. 
including Poland, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia; Bulgaria, 
Rumania and Hungary. This requires much policy reflection, but if 
favored, could be undertaken later in 1987. · 

(7) INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES - EEC, COUNCIL OF MINISTERS, ETC. -
Despite its obvious weaknesses and limitations, the European Economic 
Community and its allied agencies all clustered in Strasbourg, and the 
NATO Parliamentary groups in Brussels, represent important opportunities 
for advancing our program objectives on the European scene; namely, 
Israel, Soviet Jewry, human rights, counter-terrorism, opposing ariti
Zionism and anti-Semitism, etc. 

Our early contacts with the EEC, the European Parliament (Ed Elson 
and MT meeting with its President last September), the Council of 
Ministers, the NATO human rights group all indicate a warm receptivity 
to continued relationship with AJC, and some program possibilities. (It 
ls quite likely that we could obtain an invitation for AJC's president 
and other officers for presentations to the European Parliament and . 
other EEC Commissions.) 

Through th~ Jacob Blaustein Institute, we are exploring a con
ference on Human Rights Education with the Strasbourg Institute on Human 
Rights. That will involve repr~sentatives from all the appropriate EEC 
and NATO groups. Date to be set. 

In planning our European work, we will need to give major consider-· 
ation t~ Strasbourg and Brussels as key areas for our international 
relations programs. 

8289-(IRD-8) 
7/14/86 - _og 
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Marc H. Tanenbaum, Director 
AJC's International Relations Department 
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AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

INTERNATIONAL 1RELATIONS COMMISSION 

Memorandum On European PrograIJIIIling . 

AJ.C has lonq su~ported proqrams characterized as "European." 
.;~ &up~ere ef ~heee p£eg5ams", It has supported those p·rograms 
with domestic reso.urces and staff and.offices on the continent. 
This Memorandum is a study of the purposes, capacity, content, 

desirability and organization of qo~tiR!eRey A.JC activity 
focus·ed on continental Europe. 

·' 
The discussion that · foilows is based on two central 

assumptions • . The first is that Europeans perceive the American 
. ' 

Jewish community as the p~ssessor. of substantial politica."'1 power 

· in the Unite~ States. The s~cond ·is that Europeans perceive 
A.JC . to be .an example of that .power and an ~portant . institution 

through which it is exercised.. . . 

PURPOSES 

We propose six puxposes for European activity of AJC. They 
are, in sug~ested order of impprtance: ·support of Israel, 
Support for the · caus~ of Soviet.Jewry; Reduction of anti-Semitism; 
Enhancement of AJC's effectiveness, prestige and· status; Support 
for other programming; a~d Support ·for European Jewish communities. 

While we con~ider these purposes. separately, we urge that they 

are elaborately inte~related. 

I 



Support of Israel. The importance of the governments of 
Western European countries to the strengths o·f Israel needs no 
rehearsal here. Our domestic programming is in part directed 
toward the development of ~olicies and programs by our govern
ment which will influence European governments to increas~ 
their support for · Israeli international political goals. We 
cannot pretend to act as an ann of our government . We can 

maximize our persuasiveness by acting a rather powerful player 
on the American pol·i tical scene, understanding and capable of 
sympathy and even support for some other goals of foreign 

governments. · 

Suooort for the Cause .of .Soviet Jewry. Meaningful support 
by major non-Jewish institutions in Europe for the right of 

• J' • 

Soviet Jews ~o emigrate is of utmost importance. The issue can 
be useful to go~ernments 'i~ conii.ectj,.on with other matters in 

. . 
which they are more 'directly .concerned. 

The issue of the emigration rights of ethnic Germans in · ·the 

Soviet Onion is important .to West Germany ~ That importance led 
to direct support by .the Bundestag of emigration by both German~ 

and Jews. · We were able to play a part in achieving that .support 
and should position our:selv.es to continue to .influence West 

German actions which might b~ . suppo~tive .of such emigration. 
9pportunities to secure similar support. by other European 
goveJZnments_and major non-governmental institutions are more likely 
to . ~e found by Jewish organizations with presence and respect 

in Europe than by others . ··. 

Reduction of Anti-Semitism. Anti-semitism lives and is 

dangerous in Western Europe. Anti-semitism in Europe can play a 

larger role in . the development of national policies than in the 
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United States. European Jewish communities, whatever their 

beliefs in their own independence, have less ability to oppose 
and counteract anti-semitism than we do. We magnify our 
potential for success in this area by a respected presence in . . 

Europe arid an observed interest in and knowledge of related 
European issues and problems. 

Org.anizational Prestige and Status. Our organizational life 
and vigor depend on the willingness of American Jews to provide 

us with financial, organizational and intellectual resources. We 
and other Jewish organizations are learning that our community · 
will not now support all. of its organizations to the limits of 

their wishes. Our history, if reflected · in our activities , and 

our skills, if effectively mobili.zed, may permit us the other 
. . 

resources needed for continuation of our contributions to Jewish 

. lif.e. 

Europe is becoming more of a concern not only to mass Jewish 
. . 

Amer~can opinion but a~~o to .. its leadership, recognizably a 

financial elite. They . are · lea~ning and· can increasingly be 
·taught that sound .and fury often are not cost effective . Europe 

can provide a charming classroom. 

Relationship to Domestic Programming. · Of all the Commissions 

and Departments of .AJC, its International Relations . Commission 
most.clearly relates to its Interreligious Affairs Commi~sion. 

This is particularly obvious when one reflects on the importance 
of the Vatican and our.historic· participation in Vatican II. We 

have also .had. a long and close relationship with the American 

hi~rarchy and the ~ational Council 9f. Catholic Bishops. Recent 
activity in Europe has created ~lose ·relationships with major 

Protestant theologians .. and theological institutions·, a~ ; well as · 
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with Catholic institutions and leade~s not always closely self

identified with the Vatican. All of these institutions interact. 
We need a strong emphasis on interreligious affairs to maximize . 

our international concerns in Europe, not .to mention Central and 
South America . 

Other intergroup, inter ethnic programs spill over into many 

areas of our European interests. Our domestic success in these 

areas can often be mobilized for support abroad. 

International affairs provide an attractive source ~or a 

variety of interesting chapter programming. The uncertainties, 

volatility and "strange.ness" .of foreign affairs combined with the 

excellence of our staff can attract an audience otherwise com
mitted in respect to domestic Jewish concerns. Jewish 

organizations are .not so overloaded with capacities in the · 

international affairs area as they are elsewhere. 

Support for European Jewish .Communities . This purpose is 

placed last because of our· perc_eption that · J~wish communities in 

Europe often do not welcome "interference" from their American 

co~terparts • . ~his sensitivity is understandable. They existed 
before we did. Their survival is stronger testimony to Jewish 
ability to survive· than -is ours • .We should respect their views 

of themselves, be prepared to support them when asked and retain 

our indepensjence ·from them by emphasis on our status as an · 
American, not .a European, institution. 

'CAPACITY. 

We must hesitate to devote scarce resources even to .purposes as 
;" . 
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important as those described above unless we have the resources 
to effectively support them. We do. 

European programming requires a mix of skilled, wise and 
experienced staff and intelligent and perceptive lay lea.ders. 
AJC now does and can continue to satisfy those requirements. The 
cause of modesty may be served by noting that perception by 
others is more important than actuality. 

This Memo~andum is, with the exception of the next four · 

paragraphs, the work ·of both professional and lay members of 
the International Relations Commission. Those paragraphs have 
only one author and editor, the Chairman. 

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum is, in his own right, a major figure 
and a major voice in the American Jewish community. His status 
is a fact and a resource. His_ role in Vatican II and continiµ.ng 
relationships with Catholic and other religious leaders, his 
abilities and recognitiqn as a theologian,. his rhetorical skills, 

his acquaintance with ~ wide range of Am~rican and foreign. 
personages, and the t:otality of. his presence ·r .equire that he 
continue to .be the .leader of AJC's efforts in EW:ope. 

William Trosten has been a .major contributor to, a sine quae 

~on of, the develop~ent and P?tential of ~C's Western European 
progranuning. .He has the language and .understanding of the major 
power in non-communist, continental Europe. He is shrewd, wise, 
quiet and effective. · 

.· 

David Harris has become .the source of an increasing reputation 
of the International Affairs Commission, and AJC in general, as 

an institution capable of major intellectual effort .. and study in 
the area of international relations. He has a strong presence 

in the Soviet Jewry movement. He, and Trosten, are prd~ably the 

two best listeners among the staff and lay leaders of AJC active 

-s-
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in international ·affairs. He is an excellent writer and a 
wise counselor. 

George Gruen shares in the virtues described above ·' is 
widely and currently knowledgeable and has an intellect 

sufficiently subtle to deal with the complex relationships that 

· must be understood if any European progr~ng is to be success
ful. He communicates his knowledge well. 

In addition to a full-time, highly compe~ent staff, the 
Commission attracts the best of AJC's lay leadership, not only as 
members of the Commission actively participating in its 
deliberations, but also as members of "missions~ ·to .Europe. In 
these they bring their own skills as well as the ability to 

enforce the appearance of an American institution with European 
intere~ts, not the European branch of AJC. 

The International Relations Commission has tjle staff and lay 
resources to make major contributions to the goals described 
above. There ·can be no doubt that .AJC has sufficient financial 

and other resources to· support an effective use of the Commission~ 
. . 

With the mobilization of all those resoll!'.ces along the lines 
suggested by this Memorandum, AJC has the capacity .to contribute 
to the interests of the Jewish c:ommunity in a way not duplicated 

by ~ny other agency. Unless so mobilized, that capacity will 
rapidly wither. 

CONTENT 

The International Relations Conunission must take programmatic 

aim at two types of targets. Permanent targets _always on the 

range and targets of opportunity which pQp up at unpredictable 
times and places . Examples of the former are exchange :programs like 

-6-



those with Germany, text book pr~grams, study and analysis, 
consultations with other areas of AJC ' s activity, including those 
directly devoted to its institutional life, and education of 
staff, lay leadership and members and the American Jewish 
community generally • . We are arranging discussions with the · 

French government looking toward cooperative activity. and are 
planning an official mission to France late this year~ Targets · 
of opportunity are exemplified by Bitburg, Waldheim and Austri~, 

and the. German parliamentary support for· emigration of Soviet 
Jews. 

We alre~dy have determined that we have the capacity to act 
in respect · to each of the matters mentioned i~ the preceding 
paragraph. We believe that each .of those . determinations were 

correct. .Our success rate leaves room for improvement but not 
for d_iscouraqement·. We need to continue ·to address subjects . . . 
like.those, and others which will appear, in the fact of 
substantial risks of . failure. . ·Indeed, the abili.ty and willing
ness to take such risks . is an ·institutional need and an 

. . 

important part of .all programming. 

To .support the Europe.an pr~gramming, we need to maintain and 
' further develop our tieslRWashington and New .York to European · 

embassies and consulate~. Similar t 'ies can be created in .large, . 
. . 

chapter cities.·. Those contacts can ·provide ·appropriate support 
for our programs from foreign diplomats here. We recommend that 
a full-time staff member be .assigned to this task. 

DESIRABILITY 

. Our development of .' this Memorandum demonstrates, we hope, 

our conviction of the need for AJC to pursue the _ purpo~es and 
programs we have described • . We must continually 'demon~trate to 
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the American Jewish comm.unity -that we merit its support. The 
continuing and developing work of the ·International Relations 
Commission ·is a major element of that demonstration, as well as 
an evidence to ourselves of our continuing concern with and 

participation in the survival and strength of world Judaism. 

ORGANIZATION 

Discussion .of the organiza.tional form whi.ch will best 

support the. goals of the International Affairs Commission should 
perhaps have · been the first sub)ect · wii!h, which this .Me'morandum 
dealt . Law .is not the ·only ·institution in which, nsubst~nce is 
secreted ·in the interstices of p~ocedure. n Orqaniza tional .... , .. 

goals will not be .achieved in difficult areas without persistent 
attentian to t~ need and form ot effec.tive organization~ . 

We suggest, first,. that in .respect to its· European ·.-·; 
activity, AJC in general, and the International Relations 
Commission. in particular, · think and act as American, not 
European age.ncies. We must . at all costs maintain that image and 
actuality in Europe and with Europeans. We believe that this 

imperativ~ is implicit, and often .explicit, in this Memorandum. 

we · must maintain and· if possible. improve our relationships_ 

with European religious institutions, especially - ~cludi~g the 
Vatican. This .organizational and substantive need. requires that 
Marc Tanenbaum regularly, as we:Ll as when irregularly required, 

··'"· 
visit with that institution and th~ major Catholic . leaders and 

. . 
~sti tutions in Europe, . as well as in this country. . He must be . 

given that responsibilit~. and the .organizational support that is . 

required to discharge · it. · He should .also continue. to act __ as 

·the .professional leader of the Commission. 

.. . 
. . 
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Administrative staff must be ."sufficient to support a wide 
and constantly .varying· range of activity. That level of staffing 
is not now available. 

A European of.fice is required. That office, however / should 
neither be or seem to -be the source of AJC activity on the 
continent. It is needed only· to provide support and follow up 

. . 

for activity instituted and advanced from the ·Onited States. 

·. 
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To: Marc H. Tanenbaum 

From: David A. Harris 

Date: August 18, 1986 

Re: 1986-87 Program Year 

As requested, I have begun giving thought to the forthcoming program year. 
itlc~u · 

Herewith some preliminary t~ts on a number of topics: 

1) Administrative/Support - The most pressing need will be for a full-time . 
secretary to hand~e the work of David Geller and Allan Kagedan. At the moment, 

the need is being partially met by the part-time presence of Shep, but that will 

prove inadequate as the program ~ear goes into high gear and Allan assumes 

greater progranunatic responsibility in several areas. 

I dd . . d 1 . . f .. ~, . h n a it1on , we nee to p an a minimum o ~ne meeting every two mont s 

with the clerical staff to permit an airing of magor issues of concern. 

2) Equipment - a)xxfx Especially if a full-time secretary is to be hired and 

_presumably located at the desk in front of David Geller's office, we will need 

to order a ~~lephone console . This will cast several hundred dollars and doubtless 

prove a point of contention with Anita Watkins. 

b) It is long overdue for IRD to have its own table top photocopier. 

We should no longer have to lose time begging the Libray to use theirs or having 

secretaries waste time going to the basement for small copying jobs. ~he cost will 

be under $1,000. 

c) Careful consideration should be given at the earliest possible 

moment to expanding our computer facilities to include a word processing capactiy 

and access to Dialogue, the data base to which xk National Affairs is hooked up. 

A modem and printer, which would permit access to Dialogue but not word 

processing, would cost approximately $900. A complete operation would cost 

about $3,000. 



d) While it is not an immediate priority, longer-term consideration should 

be given to installing a FAX machine in the Mexico City office (and , later, 

in a revamped European office). Itx is inefficient to have to rely on the mail 

to a country like Mexico whereby as much as two weeks can be lost in the 

process. 

3) Publications - a) Our goal should be three issues of Global Issues, the 

first to appear in connection with the N.E.C. at the end of October, the 

second in February and the third for the May Annual Meeting. 
~ t-..J . 

b) A second issti·e of Impact, the compilation of press 
Jll7CA-

clippings, should be prepared for the May Annual Meeting. 

c) Greater attention should be paid by all the IRD staff 

members. to writing analyses and backgrounders appropriate to publication 

in leading general and Anglo-Jewish newspapers and magazines. Otherwise, they 
almost 
invariably have little impact . 

d) We have had good success with the preparation of Op Eds 

for Sonya Kaufer. Every staff member has cooperated, and the result has been 

rather widespread use in newspapers of these pieces . Recent pieces on Yosef 

Begun and Naum Meiman for example, got excellent pick up, inclufiing the 
).,,AA,·,.,'\ t' 

St. Louis Post Dispatch and San FRancisco Ghtoni~e. The effort should be 

continued. 

e) Greater attention should be paid to the expansion of 

mailing lists to insure that key figures in the general and Jewish communities 

are receiving relevant publications. In this regard, our ongoing effort at 

computerization of the lists can be very helpful. 

F) ,A f>oo kt..f : l'o '(Lon iu ~,.... ~ k.,..,_..., n)t.f.s 

4) ~- a~ In the last two y"ears we have improved our collaboration with 
-.:::. 

chapters in a number of important ways, including more frequent memos, better 

response time ·to their requests, programming ideas and visits. To further this 

effort I would recommend: 

a) A goal of several IRD-chapter confere . . 
~~-.....;_~----=:.:..:.:.:::nces this X~IUC 
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program year. xaxak Theme,'XKR timing and location should, of course, be given 

careful thought. Jacob Kovadloff is consideri ng two conferences on Latin 

America. George Gruen and Harry Milkman shoul d also be thinking of at least 

two conferences, one in the fall and the other the spring, in key parts of 

the country. Sidney the same, especially as we mark 80 years of fighting for 

human rights. Six should be the absolute minlfnnum, although there is no reason 

we could not do more using Allan and David. 

b) We should proce~d with plans to bring Aleck Goldberg for a 

chapter tour on the South African issue. We should also seek to utilize other 

South African ~isitors, including possibly Helen Suzman and Harry Schwarz, both 

on the national and chapter l~vel. Helen is planning a visit in October, I 

believe~ and the Boston Chapter is very interested in hosting her .. Harry will 

be in the U.S. in November. 

c) We should move forward with the chapters on the twinning program 

and be in a position to annouce the first pairings at the N.E.C, if possible. 

The best candidates are Miami and Guatemala, Cleveland and Panama, and, possibly, 

Houston and Mexico. 

d) The consular pLogram should be stressed. It has been extremely 

well-received and popular as it has expanded in L.A., Chicago,San Francisco, 

Miami, Houston, Atlanta and is likely to get stated in Phoenix and Seattle. 

5) ~ Steering Committ$e - Our primary goals in the coming year should be to 

expand membership on a quality basis, consider the naming of a vice chairman, 

and develop a select number of sub-committees. At present , we have the Task Force 

on Soviet Jewry (which might be expanded to include Eastern Europe), the Sub-

Committee on South Africa {which, too, could be expanded one day to include all 

of Sub-Saharan Africa) and the ad hoc group on diplomatic outreach led by Susan 

Gitelson. The latter, by the way, should be activated early in the program year 

and charged with 

be encou raged to 

a few key projects. Susan had some excellent ideas and should 

k :> .. tJ.t., ~.J Uh·.,, t ~.,Lt/ ~ 1 IArlcrl 
pursue them, with staff support.A 

. /IWe may want to attempt the 
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formation of another task force, dealing with Western Europe. I would suggest 

consideaation of at least one alternative format Steering Committee meeting 

this year, possibly an intensive Sunday meeting on a few key topics before 

the agency with selected outside speakers, possibly a visit to Washington. 

Af,,, 
1 

f ~t.. 9) . J\JOl'I - 0U-tv~1. 

6) Missions - At the moment, three missions appear quite certain: Austria 

in August, Panama and Costa Rica in February (?), and Argentina, Brazil and 

Urug~ in March (?). In addition, there is consideration of a mission to 

France. I would also strongly urge, particularly in light of our 80th 

anniversary year, that we carefully consider a mission to the USSR. Obvmously, 
in part 

this will depend on whether the Rogou connection is resumed, but if nothing 

develops we should move ahead with a trip. Other possibilities worth 

considering include Eastern Europe, especially Poland, Hungary and possibly Romania 

and East Germany (Bulgaria and Yugoslavia are aslo reportedly edging closer 

towards Israel), Xke~l!XiXXK 

7) Staff Responsibilities· - It is worth considering a sharper delineation of 

staff responsibilities, especially concerning Allan Kagedan and David Geller. 

8) Israel Office - George and Harry should be asked toonest to draft a proposal --
f~r several xRxixi:xiKx major activities -- conferences, symposia,etc . -- to be 

undertaken by the Israel Office in the next year. Shimon Samuels should also 
information 

be asked to provide us with regualr ixxaxii:ge11RK on Israeli foreign concerns, 

region by region (Africa, Asia, Eastn and Western Europe, etc.). 



I Program Priorities 

* Monitoring and protection of endangered .or otherwise 
threatened Jewish communities 

- Soviet Jewry; East European Jewry 

- Middle East & North African Jewry 

South African Jewry 

* Enahncement of the qualitT .of Jewish life 

- Central and. South America~ 

- Europe · 

* Security and well- being of the State of Israel 

- Intergroup relations: Promotion of tolerance 

1) Religious-secular 

2) Arab-Jew 

3) Christian- Jewish-Muslim 

4) Ashkenazic-Sephardic 

- Geopolitical programming 

1) Israel and Asia 

2) Israel and Black Africa 

3) Israel and Western Europe 

4) Israel and the Soviet Bloc 

5) Israel and the Arab world 

6) Israel and the U. S. 

7) Israel and South Africa 

* Promotion of human rights standards and compliance 

- Blaustein Institute for the Advancement 
·· -:.:. 

of Human Rights 
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II Professional Staff: New York 

III Overseas Representation 

IV Adminsitratoive/Support Staff 

V Publications 

* International interreligious dialogue 

- Vatican; IJCIC 

- Catholic-Jewish outside Vatican 

- World Council of Churches 

- Jewish-Muslim 

* Existing staff subject and time 
allocation 

* Additional staff 

* Overseas offices, incluming Paris office 

* Correspondents 

* Additional staff 

* Effective utilization of existing staff 

* Global Issues 

* Impact 

* Backgrounders & analyses 

* Commissioned papers 

* Israel Press Highlights 

* Effective distribution 

VI Conferences and Symposia 

* New York 

* Overseas 

* Topics: 1) Middle East 

2) Human Rights 

3) Terrorism 
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4) Anti-Semitism · 

5) Other 

VII Overseas Missions 

1) Leadership Missions 

2) Chapter leadership missions 

3) Destination: a) Austria 

b) Germany 

c) France 

d) Vatican 

e) USSR 

f) South America 

g) Central America 

h) Eastern Europe 

VIII Diplomatic Outreach 

] 

* Meetings with and cultivation of diplomats in 
Washington, D. C., ·at UN missions and New York consulates 

* Contact with diplomats overseas 

1) National 

2) Regional (EEC, Council of Europe, etc.) 

IX International Relations Commission 

* Development of qualified new members 

* Creation of working groups 

X IRD - Chapter Progrannning 

* Diplomatic outreach 

* Conferences on israel~related topics 
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* Conferences on Latin America-related topics 

* Chapter delegations to the USSR 

* Chapter twinning with overseas Jewish 
communities 

* More effective utilization and distribution 
of IRD materials 

* Involvement in South Africa projects 



Some priorities that should be addressed in the coming year: 

1) Stepped up presence of the ·AJC Israel Office, including more effective 
information gathering on both i.itternal and external questions. 

2) Resolution of the long- standing question pf the future of the Paris Office 
and the natnn~ of AJC's European presence, at least for the near-term 
future. 

3) Clarification of the responsibilities of David. Geller and. Ailan Kagedan. 

4) Better utilization of lay talent in international affairs, hitherto largely 
untapped in many communities aroudn the country. 

5) Improved clerical situation, including improved filing 

6) More target-ted prog:r:amming in all subject areas: What are our go_als in 
Soviet Jewry , Latin America; the Middle .East? How do we plan to achieve tamm? 
We need Dix more forethought and planning on thepart of all staff members, 
both here and overseas. 

7) Ever more effective use and distr.ibution of our publications 

8) A FAX machmne for the Mexico office, a photocopy machine for our office 
and updated tel~phone sy~tem 

9) More effective interpretation of the work of the Blaustein Institute 

10) Oversight of the East German program, to be shifted from 9ene DuBow 
to !RD (David _Geller?) 

11) Mo;re frequent opportunities -to interpret IRD-'s work, including 
programming in 'key chapters (we have made a start with planned conferences 
in Atlanta, Dallas and Boston; this should be further developed) 

12) Expanded contact with key diplomats in -New York and Washtngton 



THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date May 28, 1986 

to Marc H. Tanenbaum 

from Jacob Kovadlof f 

"subject AJC 'OFFICER'S MISSION TO SOUTH AMERICA - MARCH 1987 

In accordance with my meeting with David Gordis and subs~quent 
discussions with you, Marc, I wou_ld like to outline the 
specifics. of the A.Jc Officer's Mission to South America 
scheduled for March 1987 . · ' ... The·..:.t.entative dates and itinerary 
are .. ~ attaehecil ~:. 

The last AJC Officer's Mission was in March of 1 982. Since 
then, many changes -- both good and bad -- have taken place 
in the South American countr~es that, in particular, affect 
the Jewish communities but have also brought new dimensions 
to bilateral relations . Therefore , a fact- finding mission 
will give the new AJC leadership fi~st-hand experience on the 

_current geop0litical situation and .be. of great value. 

This. trip also represents solidar_i ty with the local Jewish 
communities and an opportunity to +earn about their external 
and internal problems. · Yes, the democratic regimes are . 
flourishing but there are still threats from both the ex
tremists of the ~~ft and Right. Indigenous terrorist gro'ups 
which have links to international terrorist networks are still 
present in the new democracies. The Arab penetration through 
the actions of d i _plomats ·an.d PLO representatives is a matter · 
of utmost concern to the· Jewish communities. The ag~nda for 
the mission will include meetings with high level government 
officials , Jewish community leaders·, church officials, leaders 
o.f human rights groups, academicians, the media, etc. 

I . have already started the basic preparations for this agenda 
,_.:__ _ _ __ __;·.;::\ =:a~n;:;=:d~_;r hope to have i-r-deffii"itively- in place by .tni-s August waen~ 

ap planne~111 go to South- America to attend several events 
-~~t~o~which I was invited so a lot of groundwork will be covered 

at that time . 

continued •••• 
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It will be prudent to have approval of the agenda and itinerary 
for the mission as soon as possible. Also, it is vital to know 
who the attendees will be. Therefore, I would very much 
apprecj..ate it if you can proceed with invi t .ing the participants 
and give me a copy of your list. 

in conclusion, I would like to remind yqu that next Octoper 
26th anQ. 27th, in Boston, we will have consultations· with 
academicians who are experts on Jewish "life in South America 
to discuss current and future situations ·Of Jewish communities 
there as well as to guide us regarding the most appropriate 
programs that AJC should develop. These discussions will be 
most useful for members of the mission i ·n p.dvance of their 
trip._ 

Please l~t me hear from you regarding the above at your 
earliest ~onvenience . 

Many thanks . 

JK/BJB 
attachment 
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AJC QfFICER'S MISSION TO SOUTH AMERICA ..... MARCH 1987 

MARCH 

Saturday - 14 

Sunday & 
Monday 15 

Tuesd~y ,... 17 . 

Wednesday- 18 

. . Thursday & 

& 16 

Friday -19 & 20 

Saturday .& 
Sunday - 21 & ·22 

Monday, 
Tuesqay, 
Wednesday & 
Thursday -23, 24, 25 & 26 

Friday & 
Saturday ·-27 & 28 

Sunday -29th 

JK/BJB 

TENTATIVE · ITINERARY 

DEPARTURE FROM NEW YORK FOR RIO DE JANEIRO-BRAZIL 

RIO DE JANEIRO 

BRASILIA 

BRASIL+A AND SAO PAULO 

SAO PAULO 

MONTEVIDEO - URUGUAY 

BUENOS AiRES - ARGENTINA 

SAN.TIAGO - · CHILE 

VINA DEL MAR ~ ~HI~E 
NEW YORK 

AND DEPARTURE FOR 
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TO t ~AVID GORDIS FROM : M. BERNARD RESNlXOFF 

Thanks for your fuc of Sept. 19 qiving me the dates of your visit . 
. I ask you and Marc; to note that I have booked the Laromme Hotel 
the evening of N~~- 18 for Shua<i>n.' s reception. 

09-22-$6 MO N 06:08:39 G3 ** **** N0.01 
- ---



CONFIDENTIAL 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date 

to 

from 

subject 

October 27, 1986 

Steering Committee, International Relations Commission 

George E. Gruen, Director Israel & Middle East Affairs~~~ 
JAPAN AND THE ARAB BOYCOTT OF ISRAEL 

The Israelis .are undertaking a major effort to improve economic and 
political relations wi'th Japan, South Korea and other Asian countries. A 
serious impediment to these efforts in the past has been the exceptional. 
degree to which Japan was prepared to comply with the Arab boycott of 
Israel, shying away even from some ordinary trade transactions which 
were not prohibited by the boycott. Japan's heavy dependence on 
imported oil, largely from Arab sources, a~d its desire to find lucra
tive markets in the Arab world were the usual explanation for this. 

Although not easy to prove, it would appear that the Japanese 
Government has acquiesced in and even tacitly advised some major 
companies to refrain from .entering into various forms of economic 
cooperation with Israel, such as direct investment, joint industr.ial 
projects, research and development and exchange of know how. Israe.li 
exports to Japan in 1985 were ~round $200 million, with some 70 percent 
consisting of cut diamonds. Only 1.7 percent of all Israeli exports of 
goods and services were directed to Japan, and Japan provided only 1.2 
percent of Israel's imports. In terms of the burgeoning Japanese 
economy, trade with Israel still accounts for only one-tenth of one 
percent of Japan's foreign trade. · 

It is generally believed that changes in the world economic and 
political climate -- notably the oil glut and decreased power of OPEC, 
on the one hand, and the growing importance of and increasing strains in 
Japanese-American economic relations, on the other -- make this an 
oppor.tune time for Americans to express t<:> Japanese officials and 
corporations their interest in seeing that the principles of free trade 
are applied also to Japanese-Israeli relations • . 

The official invitation to Israel Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir 
to visit Japan in September 1985 was widely hailed as a turning point 
and hopes were expressed ·that there would be a breakthrough in Japanese
Israeli economic relations. However, the successes thus far have been 
few and limited. Scitex, the Israeli-based graphics arts company, has 
established a joint venture with the Japanese Tokyo Ink Manufacturing 
Company (Nihon Scitex Ltd.) Former Foreign Minister Abba Eban, who led 
a three-member Knesset delegat"ion to Japan in .September 1986, told me 
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that while the group was received with traditional courtesy, the 
Japanese refused to commit themselves to any positive change in regard 
to the Arab boycott. 

There . have also been negat!ve developments. In May 1986 the 
Boycott of Israel Off ice in Dubai announced that it had removed Mitsu
bishi from the list of countries subject to . the Arab boycott, presumably 
because the heavy industrial producer had satisfied the boycott office 
that it was not dealing wt th Israel. When New York Mayor Ed Koch 
declared during his November 1985 visit to Tokyo that the Japanese 
government's adherence to the Arab boycott contradicted its professed 
support for free trade principles, not a single Japanese language paper 
reported these remarks although Koch's press conference had been 
attended by some 200 journalists. 

In view of this official stifling of crit'icism, how does one convey 
American displeasure over Japanese compliance with the ~ab boycott? 

Appropriate and effective ways of getting this message across have 
been the subject of meetings of the subcommittee on Japan of the 
International Steering Committee on Freedom of Trade wlth Israel, on 
which I have represented the AJC. One way is through the adoption of 
statements by major v.s. organizations, such as the AJC, reaffirming our 
-adherence to the principles of free trade and opposing restrictive 
practices, such as the Japanese compl!ance with the Arab boycott. (AOL 
recently adopted such a statement.) These statements can then be 
communicated to the Japanese Em.bassy and consulates. Another suggestion 
raised at recent meetings .was the need to identify and involve members 
of the American Jewish Committee and other Jewish organizations who have 
professional and business ties in Japan and other ra·r East;ern countries. 
Such persons would provide th~ necessary expertise and credibility to 
the effort of demonstrating to the Japanese that there are positive 
benefits to be gained from developing Japanese-Israeli bilateral and 
possibly also trilateral .Israeli-American-Japanese business relation
ships. 

Thought is also being given to organi:z1ng a delegation of such 
businessmen to visit Japan at an appropriate t"i_me in the near future. 
Such a delegation could also reinforce the efforts· cu.rrently l,lnder way 
to have the Japanese authorities invite a delegation of Israeli manufac-
turers to Japan and conversely to permit a delegation -- governmental 
trading company and manufacturing representatives -- from Japan to visit 
Israel and explore the_ economic opportunit!es the.re. 

Attached is additional background information that we have prepared 
on Japan and the Arab boycott as well as a general survey of Israel's 
relations with Asian nations that was prepared under our guidance by 
Harry Milkman and Jordana Schein-Levi of the IRD staff. 

8080/IRD-8 - ar 

86-580 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH c ·oMMITTEE 

date October 28, 1986 

to Miles Jaffe 

from. George Gruen 

subject Japan, th.e Arab Boycott and Israeli-Asian Relations 

Since t;he last session of the Steering COmmittee did not have 
time to deal with the above-mentioned issues, I am sending you an 
updated package of materials · in preparation for the Commission's 
discussion in Seattle. 

As you know, dealing with Japan is a complicated and ~en.Sitive 
subject. I lUlderstand from Marc Tanenbaum that some .American Jewish 
businessmen wh~ have.commercial relations with Japan, are reluctant 
to become engaged in a public campaign in opposition to Japan's 
yield~ to Arab boycott pressure. 

The discussion in Seattle should, the!efore, be exploratory to 
ascertain the sentiment among the member5hiP.·. If there is not strong 
sentiment for a public statement at this · time reaffirming .t\JC's commit
ment to. free trade and opp9sition to yielding 'to Arab boycot:t pressures, 

· then the .least that should be done is the · appointment of a subconmrittee 
to explore appropriate strategies, including quiet personal contacts to 
bring about a change in Japanese policy. 

. Among the names suggested for participation in the subcommittee have 
. bee:n Maynard Wishner; Norman Alexander, Mel Merians and Joseph . Durr~. 

Other AJC members with contacts with . Japan or other Asian c01..U1tries should 
also be encouraged t~ participate. I believe this is .also an area appro
priate for chapter work, especially in cities where there is a Japanese 
Consulate. 

If you have any -questions on the substance of the materials, please 
·give me a call in New York since I will not be .at the NEC sessions iri 
Seattle . Marc Tanenbaum will of course be there ·ana he ·win be available 

· to discuss with you the appropri ate ways to present the issue. 

GEG:mr 

P.S. I thought you would also be µiterested in a brief analysis of 
current Middle East · issues which I was asked to provide for &ol 
Linowitz . 

Encs. -

cc:~ .. Tanenbaum 



For Internal AJC Distribution Only 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

JAPAN AND THE ARAB BOYCOTT 

This assessment is based on information tte have received from 
Israeli official and commercial sources. - George E. Gruen, 
Director, Israel 6 Middle East Affairs Division. 

In Israelis efforts to develop trade and establish closer economic 
coope~ation ~ith · Japan, the Arab boycott emerges as a significant 
obstacle which limits the scope of business in both directions to a 
level much below its potential. 

Jap~n' s attitude towards the Arab economic boycott of Israel 
differs substantially from that of other Western industrialized states. 
Unlike other countries, Japanese business openly gives in to pressure by 
th~ boycott authorities to refrain from maintaining economic contacts 
with Israel. Furthermore, Japanese companies frequently preempt such 
pressure by voluntarily boycotting Israel. One cannot avoid the 
impression that some Japanese companies decide to boycott Israel after 
consulting official Japanese authorities. 

The common Japanese argument is that this peculiarly Japanese 
attitude is dictated by Japan's heavy dependence on Arab oil. However, . 
this argument_ alone cannot fully explain the difference between the 
Japanese attitude and that of other states which are equally dependent 
on Arab oil. Furthermore, since Japan's dependence on Arab oil has 
declined in recent years as a result of diversification of supply 
sources and growing purchases of oil from non-Arab suppliers (such as 
the People's Republic of China, Indonesia and Malaysia), this 
explanation becomes increasingly unsatisfactory. 

Some of the main reasons for the Japanese going out of their way to 
please the boycott authorities are as follows: 

* _The importance of the Arab oil-producing countries as major 
markets for Japanese goods. In addition, Japanese firms are involved in 
the execution of large projects in industry and construction in several 
Arab oil-producing countries, and by 1983 Japanese investments in these 
countries amounted to $3 billion. 

* Japan's hard-nosed ·business approach and .protectionist 
inclinations. This results in all other considerations being sub
ordinated to commercial interests, frequently disregarding the 
principles of free trade. 
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* The partial ignorance of Japanese business regarding the actual 
operation of the Arab boycott. This includes ignorance of the fact that 
in accordance with boycott rules and implementation, sanctions are not 
applied against companies· which do regular non-military export-import 
business with Israel. 

Arab Pressure on Japan 

The Arab boycotting states are clearly aware of Japan's extreme 
susceptibility to economic pressure, which invites the intensification 
of such pressure. 

In 1972 the Arab states tried to convince the Japanese Government 
to break off its diplomatic relations with Israel, which were 
established in 1952, and to close its Tel Aviv Embassy,. which was opened 
in 1963. Japan refused to give in and go to the ext~eme of breaking off 
re.lat ions with Israel, to some extent due to fear of negative repercus
sions in the American market. 

However, in 1973 the poli~y of the Japanese Government shHted from 
one of neutrality in the Arab-Israeli conflict to one reflecting a clear 
pro-Arab bias. The reward for this policy change was that Japan was 
granted the status of 'friendly state' by the Arab countries, and the 
threat of an oil embargo was lifted. 

The shift in- Japanese policy resulted in a demonstrative coolness 
towards Israel. Until 1985 official visitors from Israel had not been 
welcome in Tokyo, while political, economic and cultural relations were 
kept low-key. In September 1985 Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir made an 
official visit to Japan and in September ·1986 former Foreign Minister 
Abba Eban headed a three-man Knesset delegation. Although the Israelis 
were courteously received, they failed to obtain assurances of any 
significant change in Japanese economic policy. 

Manifestations of the boycott 

The boycott is exercised mainly by the large Japanese 
conglomerates. Most of them either refuse to deal with Israel 
altogether, or are willing to do so only indirectly; through trading 
companies set up for this purpose, dummy companies or through third 
countries~ Smaller companies, which do little business with the Arab 
states, are frequently more amenable to doing business with Israel. 

As far as imports from Israel are concerned, ther~ is a reluctance 
among Japanese importers to purchase Israeli-made consumer goods which 
receive great public exposure. On the other hand, there is greater 
willingness to buy Israeli-made products, such as cut diamonds, 
chemicals and electronic equipmen~, which are less exposed to the 
general public's eye. But. even here Israeli exporters frequent~y come 
across difficulties. For example, the Japanese agricultural co-
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operatives associ~tion Zennon, which for 26 years imported potash from 
the Dead Sea Works, stopped all purchases in Israel out of pure boycott 
coris iderations. 

Strangely enough, the boycott is even more evident in Japan's 
exports to Israel. Several major Japanese exporters, especi!llly of 
consumer durables, such as the car manufacturers Toyota and Nissan, 
refuse to sell to Israel altogether. Others, such a.s Sanyo, Sharp and 
National [electronics firms] trade with Israel only indirectly. 

It is not uncommon for Japanese firms approached by potential 
Israeli customers to inform them openly that due to the Arab b~ycott 
they are unable to supply the desired items. For example, the Japanese 
Mochida company refused to sell medical supplies to an Israeli hos
pital, and the Japanese Toshiba company refused to sell mail-sorting 
equipment to the Israeli Ministry of Communications. Among the items 
which Japanese companies have refused to sell to Israel one may find 
photographic equipment, pocket computers and even barber chairs --hardly 
items one would consider of strategic value to the Israeli economy and 
thus objectionable from the boycott authorities' point of view. 

it is not only trade in goods which is affected by the boycott, but 
transportation and finance services as well. Japan Air Lines (JAL) 
refrains from landing in Israel, and even though ships bearing the 
Israeli flag do call on Japanese ports, no Japanese ships throw anchor 
in Israel. Japanese banks refuse to grant commercial credit lines for 
over 180 days or long-term financing for exports of investment goods to 
Israel. 

The Future 

. Even though there are first indications for a change in the 
·Japanese attitude towards the Arab boycott, the continued cooperation of 
the Japanese authorities and business community with both real and 
imaginary requirements of the boycott authorities remains a major 
barrier to trade· and economic cooperation between Israel and Japan. 

The immediate target of those combatting the boycott remains to 
convince the Japanese Government and business community that their 
policy is both morally and politically mistaken and . counterproductive to 
Japan's economic interests. The arguments against the boycott are 
well-known: 

* The secondary and terc iary boycotts are contrary to the 
principles of free trade and non-discrimination to which Japan adheres 
and upon which GATT and other international organizations and agreements 
are based . (The secondary boycott involves the blacklisting by the Arab 
boycott authorities of companies which maintain 'prohibited' economic 
contacts with Israel. The terciary boycott involves non-Arab companies 
refraining from doing business with blacklisted firms under pressure by 
the Arab boycott authorities.) 
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* Due to fear of frequently imaginary losses of business with 
the Arab states, Japanese companies lose real business opportunities 
with Israel. --

* Japan's considerable political and economic power is undoubtedly 
great ·enough to stand up to the boycott's diktats, as is done by several 
smaller and weaker states with considerable success. 

Although the expectation that the Japanese will introduce anti
boycott-legislation, such as that which exists in several major in
dustrial states, may seem premature, this does remain a goal .for the 
future. The immediate target ·of the anti-boycott policy within the 
3apanese context is to convince the Japanese business community and 
government to r.educe: their far-reaching cooperation with the boycott, 
and to take positive steps to encourage the development of free economic 
relations on all levels between Japan and Israel. 

Implic,ations for Korean-Israeli Relations 

Since 1980 Israel has been trying to obtain approval from the 
Government of the Republic of Korea to reopen its Embassy in Seoul. Its 
various demarches, up to now, have been unsuccessful. The reason., given 
by officials of the Republic of Korea, was that "reopening Israel's 
Embassy in Seoul might endanger Korean economic interests in the Arab 
countries." 

Economic exchanges between Israel and Korea are, at present, at a 
very low ebb. This is due to the lack of on-the-spot representation and 
to the Korean Government's reluctance -- in spite of its declared policy 
in support of international free trade -- to promote bi1ateral trade 
with Isr·ael. Korean companies refrain from doing business with .Israel 
following the pattern of Japanese companies as described above. 

Israel believes th.at the reopening of its Embassy in Seoul and the 
promotion of bilateral economic activity are_ in the best interest of 
both countries and therefore, will appreciate any aid directed towards 
attaining the above-mentioned goals. 

· Improvement in Japanese-Israeli economic relations is valuable not 
only for the intrinsic benefits involved, but may also have a salutary 
effect on Israel's relations with the Republic of Korea and other Asian 
countries which have cited Japan's example in yielding to Arab boycott 
demands. 

* * 
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AMfRlCAN S1EERJJ.G COWJIITTE ON fREEo.OM Of TRAOE fllJTH JS~l 

280 Park Avenu-e 
N~w York. New Yor'k 10017 · 

Walter P.' Stern 
c~ 

August · 26, 1986 

Dear Allen, 

I am writiqg to provide you a further update on 
activities regarding .Japan and the boycott, which J 
promised tQ. do at oµr ias~ me~ting on March 31st. 

First, the Israeli government has ·informed us 
that negotiations are proceeding Qn a trade mission 
to Jap~n. with December 19&6 ·~s a probable date. 
Important specifics relating to who .will host the 
group. where an~ at what level, have not yet been 
worked out. We continue to believe that senior-

· level government ,a,idmajor business participation 
- is cri tic~l as ~ s Japanese conuni tment to meaningful' 

follow-up . -- so that the meeting is not only "form" 
but alsq "substantive." It appears · that, while 
there is clearly np offici~l· boycott, th~re is a 
de facto boycott by major companies, · possibly 
following administr~tive guidance from the 
government. I .want ·to t}l.ank you again fo:i; your 
help and would. welcome any further assistance 
you may be· able. to provide. 

SecoQd, giv~n the virtual. absence of Japanese 
trade or rniniste~ial mission~ to Israel, it ~eems 
a logical ~ext step in the process to promote and 
encourage such a visit. I would like your thoughts 
on this proposal - -: as we]l- as your .help -- if you 
consider it meritorious. 

. .. /2 

Corrvnlttee Mc.mb~ ( paJLt(.a.t .tl.6ti..i15J ) 
Ke.ru1eth Blal.hA..n (ex-066.i.clo) Con6eJLenc.e. o~ 
o 6 P.1tei.ident.6 . 

Pa.Lil 8CJL9Vt - A.tto.1tne.1Jr WM.hington, V.C. 
l.aW!t.enc.e Goldmwitz .., 1t1ve.6,toJt; WM.hington, V. C. 
Abe f OXJT1l1J1 - A~-Ve~~n Le.asue 
Ke~ndh Jac.obhon -An..ti.-Ve.6amation league 

WLU MM.louJ -Ar.iCJlic..an Je.J4Ji6h Conglte..bh 
Geo1tge. Glr.ilen-Arnvvi.etm J e.wi.6 h Conmi.Ue.e 
Jut. Holtdu - Sto.66 V.i.Ae.ctolt. 
M.tene Beluvt - Sto..6 6 AAh.i.ht.a..n:t 
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Third, we are still in the process of trying to 
develop current specific cases of Japanese compliance 
with the boycott. It seems· clear (as stated above):
based on our research to date -- that boyco.tt 
cooperation is exercised primarily by the large 
Japanese companies, ·al though· there is substantial 
evidence of ·trade with small entities. We also 
believe the Japane~e goveI1'lment, at some level, 
is both considering the problem and is looking 
at ways of expanding trade with Israel . This 
may be due to both American governmental pressure 
and some of the unfavorable publicity about the 
Japan boycott resulting from media attention 
to the topic. 

On behalf of our connnittee, representing 
the major national Jewish organizations, 
including the American Jewish Committee, the 
American Jewish Congress and the Anti-Defamation 
League, I want to express our appreciation 
for your support and interest. 

We would be happy to meet with you or 
your staff again, -if such a meeting would be 
useful. 

Sipcerely, 
I , 1 
/ J. I .... , I 
ll( j{lt;4Vl 
v \,; .... \ 

WALTER P. 

The Honorable Allen W. Wallis 

!I) ,, ,. 
. ) I //.. · I _.__l -. -

(i >-J ~ 
STERN 

Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs 
U.S. Department of State 
Room 7256 
Washington, D.C. 20520 



Restricted 
Jerusalem, June ·15,. 1986 

To: Walter P. Stern, Chairman, 
American Steering Committee on Freedom of Trade 
with Israel 

From: Yuval Elizur, Jerusalem 
• . 

. . REPORT ON A VISIT TO JAPAN, MAY 30th - JUNE ?th, 1986 

1. Conclusions 

In the course of my visit I had a chance to lecture to four 
research . institutes dea\ing with Middle Eas~ ,affairs, meet wi.th senior 
offici~ls of the Foreign Ministry (Gaimuchu), the Ministry of Tra~e · and 

, ~ndustry (MIT!), . the F ederat.ion of -Economic Organizations (Keid~mr~n) as 
well as with .several ~apanese, American and Israeli businessmen • .. As a 
result of these talks I came to .the following conclusions: 

a. The impact of the Arab boycott on Japa.nese-Israeli business 
relations is a~ strong as ever • . Trade between Israel and japan (less 
than .$200 million per annum in each direction) is negligible in terms of 
the foretgn trade of both countries. In fact, no .economic contacts 
exist between any of the major Japanese industrial and trading concerns 
and · Israel or. w~th - foreign firms knqwn to them to . b~ on . the Arab 
blacklist. All reports made in recent months concerning a so-called 
"breakthrough" were either based on wishful thinking or; worse, ·on a 
desire to point to "achievements!' th~t in fact .were imaginary. 

b. The only hope for a change in the situation is to bring the 
Japanese business interests to realize that there · is a ·pri.ce to pay for 
this attitude towards Israel. They must be made to reali~e that they 
may have to weigh the danger of the loss of .Arab . markets or perhaps even 
a cut off 6f vital oil supplies (if and when there is a reversal _ in the 
oil market) against the danger of further embarassments in their trade. 
relations with the U.S . 

This need not necessarily take the· form of a noisy "counter-boy
cott" whose results may be .questionable, but of systematic action, 
involving public and U.S. government steps, that make ~t clear to the 
Japanese decision makers that the present situation is unsatisfactory to 
the American public as well as tq the U.S. Governme~t. 

c. Under the present circumstance I have very serious do~bts 
whether a mission of Israeli ln~ustrialists to Japan would be useful. · 
Keidanren is opposed to the mission a~d would do everything within its 
power to play it down. MIT! considers the .mission a small price to pay 
to let off steam and ward off the pressure applied by U.S. Under-Secre
~ary for Economic Affairs Allen W. Wallis. 
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2. What Israel needs from Japan 

In the course of my mission to Japan I often asked myself what 
would happen if · we do achieve our goal and Japan-Israel economic 
relations no longer suffer from artificial political barriers that have 
nothing to do with the real interests of the two countries. 

It has been argued that what Israel has to offer· to Japan in 
finished products and even in know-how can always find outlets in the 
margins of the mainstream of the Japanese economy. These margins have 
not yet been suf f iciehtly explored by Israeli businessmen. Similarly 
Iirael c~n obtain inost of its needs from Japan by doing business with 
relatively small manufacturers (such as purchasing Subarus, Suzukis and 
Daihatsus) or by trading through intermediaries. 

Japan successfully resists pressur·es to import from the rest of the 
world, the argument . goes on, why should we expect that they will start 
buying ·Israeli goods once they decide to overlook the Arab boycott? Why 
would · t~e Japa'nese electronics industry, for example, buy Israeli 
co·m·ponents ·or· sof tw~re, if they do not buy any foreign components 
because ·of language di ff !cul ties, qi:Jali ty control and· the peculiar 
Japanese system of vertical integration? . 

What makes it particularly difficult to refute these arguments is 
that it ls impossible to quantify any positive development of Japan
Israel relations once the political barriers are removed. It can only 
be said that because of the ever growing importance of Japan not only as 
·a manufacturing power but also as a trading and financial . empire, 
Israel, without having access to Japan, will have to fight fo~ its 
position in the world economy with one hand tied behind its back. 

Perhaps very. few changes would take place in Japan-Israeli rela
tions in the first years after the boycott were lifted. But one may 
also see gradual changes that may be of crucial importance to the 
Israeli economy. Here are some of these changes: 

a. If Zim; Israeli Navigation Company, can obtain cargoes, at 
competitive rates, not only from the small companies but also from the 
large firms like C. ltoh, Marubeni and others this may make all the 
difference in the world for the profitability ·of lts· shipping line 
between ~apan and the U.S. 

b. Tadiran and other Israeli electronic firms would like to reach 
agreements wl th Japanese companies for integrating their prod.uctlon in 
certain lines such as communications equipment. Israel would buy · from 
Japan some components and sell the finished product or vice versa. 

c. By having a better choice in its car imports Israel would . ~e 
able to Jave tens of millions of dollars a year. 

d • ·Joint ventures between Israel and Japan could prove to be an 
important instrument to overcome U.-S. import restrictions (since imports 

.... ·_, 
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to the U.S. · b'enefit . from :the .Free· Trade Area Agreement. when the Israel 
added value is at least · 35%) . 

But perhaps the most convincing argument for the need to make 
attempts to remove th e obs tac le . imposed. by t .he Arab boycott on · Japan
Israel are .the l:ligh. stakes involved: a relatively sm~ll eff9rt is 
:required but so very· much can be: :gained. · 

3. The visit to Japan 

the idea of my visit to Japan came after a short talk I had in 
Jerusalem with Dr. Yaakov Cohen, Israel's -Amba_ss·ador in Tokyo who was in 
Israel for a short personal visit. I 'told him that we, in the In.sdtute 
of ·Economic Co-existen~e in . Israel, would like to get qrst hand 
im~re~sions of the teallty of Israeli-Japanese relations and perhaps 
even ·use our independe.nt position to tell our Japanese . couryt~rparts 
things that .cannot be said by d-iplomats. · 

Later, after meeting with Maxwell Greenberg :and Abraham. Foxma-~ of 
the AOL and with representatives of other American Je~ish organizations, 
it became clear. to us that our mission could have . an additional purpose: . 
that of fact finding .· A number of .questions had remained as a .r~su~t of 
conflictin.g · reports of the 9hanges in the attitude of Japan to the Arab 
Boycott i · AOL found it~elf unable to ~roGeed with a plan of ~ctlon in 
the U.S. ·until all the facts were clear. 

Dr. · Cohen and members of his staff dld . an ·exGellent . job ~n prepar-_ 
ing a most intensive program that kept me going for. five days of all-day _ 
sch.edule ·of appointments in Tokyo~ If one takes fnto consideration .the 
reluctance ·of some of the government . and business Institutions to set up 
the appointments, the appreciation for the e~bassy's ~fforts becomes 
even more ·apparent. · Some -events, like the lecture to the National 
Defense Institute of Japan, whe•e the audience consisted of about 20 
representatives of the various military branch~s and security agencies 
(all in civillan clothes), my appearance .constit(,lted a "first" for any 
Israeli represent~tive. 

In some cases, such as in .the Keidanren, a lively discussion 
developed on ways to promote Japanese-Israeli bu$ln~ss relations. In 
t 'he research ins ti tut ions the debate was . mostly on ·the futur.e of oil 
supplies. At all times the exchanges were polite . and did not ge.t out of 
hand, although , · as I learned· from the E~bassy personnel who accompanied 
me to all the meetings, at no time .in the . past WQS . there SUCh a "frank" 
discussion of the Arab boycott as in some of those ~etings. · 

I -did not "win polnts" and have no . Ulusions that I convinced 
anybody. Yet, my audience s took .notes feverishly an~ I am convinced the 
messages . were received by the· decision . making levels. Th.e Japanese 
staff niem~ers of: the Israel Embassy, who did not hesitate to tell me 

·when arguments were not too convincing , felt that some of t;he nieeti_ngs 
were "very good" or "most successful." 
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I did not just argue but also listed, · collected facts, arguments 
and even suggestions, made by my Japanese hosts, how to change the 
present situation~ Some of these suggestions I have incorporated in the 
recommendations included in this report. · At no time was I given 
information "off ·the record." The Japanese do not hide the. fact that 
their reluctance to do business with .Israel is because of their fear of 
the Arab boycott. Yet, both in government offices and in the Keida.nren 
the argument is that they have no policy of their own with regards to 
the Arab boycott and "the decisions _are mad~ by the firms themselves on 
the basis of their own business interests." 

4. Why the Japa.nese· Firms Boycott Israel 

Eve~ ~ince OPEC tiegan to lose its grip on the international oil 
market and especia1ly since oil 'prices collaps.ed ' in January 1986 it 
looked as if a change. Japan's c·apitulation to the Arab boycott was 
inevitable. The reports that followed the visit of Israel's Foreign 
Minister, Yit:Zhak Shamir, gave the impression that the ice had indeed 
been broken •. This was clearly not the case. It now looks as if at the 
time of the 'visit- of Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir to Japari, in 
September 1985, an effort was made (perhaps even with the help Qf .the 
Japanese officials themselves or by wishful thinking of some of the 
Israeli diplomats) to create the impression that there had been a 
"breakthrough" that in fact did not take place. · 

One of the unfortunate results of this mist·aken impression were 
statements that appeared in the world press during the visit to Japan by 
Minister ~ithout Portfolio Moshe Arens to Japan early lri May .1986 
expressing hopes for cooperation with Japan on the development of the 
Lavi, when in f-act no such possibilities exist. This does not mean that 
the ·re lat ions between Israel and Japan, especially on the political and 
cultural level, are not improving gradually.· These relations reached a 
low point after. the Yorn Kippur war in 1973 when Japan almost gave in to 
Arab demands to break diplomatic relations with Israel. The visit of 
Shamir may have indicated· a change but definitely not a "breakthrough." 
It should also be pointed out that ·most Japanese, especially the 
Japanese businessmen, have no anti-Israel emotions. On the contrary, 
they are friendly towards Israelis on a personal basis. 

The following reasons are given in Japan for the contim,1ed acq.ui~s
cence to the Arab Boycott: 

a. The Japanese experts give credence to the predictions that a 
new oil shortage will develop in the 1990's. Although by that time 
Japan will acquire a good part of its oil from China -(which has no other 
·way to pay · for imports from Japan) the MITI funded research institutes 
advocate caution in .what they consider . a clearcut danger to Japan's 
lifeline. · 

b. Although hopes of large sc~Ies sales to the Arabs markets did 
not materialize, the Japanese firms still consider the potential of 

.... _; 
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these markets to be more fmp~rtanb 'than ~hat 6f Israel. Th~ pre~ent 
economic difficulties of some of the oil states only exacerbate ·mat.ters 
sl.nce firms in those countries are in debt to Japanese banks and 
expotters. The Japariese fear that if they violate the Arab boycott 
reg':'lati<;>ns. this may serve as an excu~e not to repay the debts. 

c. The revaluation of the Yen and the difficulties · which ·the 
Japanese · economy now · faces have already sharpened the competition 
bet~e en Japan's l~rge corporati6ns; Part of this 6ompetition is = ~he · 
tendency of one company to "squeal" on another by accusing it, among 
othe·r 11 s·ins" of. violating the Arab boycott of Israei.- ·The f-irms are 
th.erefore careful .not to become· "guilty" . of such "sin.s." 

' . . f . 

· d. · The deci'sion-·making process ln. Japan is slow and requires a 
c6h~ensus. Thus, everi if the change in the oil sup~ly situation· ~ill 
tirfog about a r ·ethinking of ·the Middle East policy, ·no conclusions ·can 
be expected before one or ·two more · ye·ars. 

5. What can be done? 

Despite. the _pecui iar Japanese met~od of decision-making an'ii despite 
the . reluctance to give in to dfre'ct pressure' 'I am convinced that 
Japanese f i.rms must be made aware . of 'AmeriCan displeasure. The forth
coming talks betwee~ the American diplomat Dr. Gator Sigur and the 
Japanese government~ and the change ' in Japan's attitude on microchips 
impqrts are a ~6od ex~mple of the way the boycott of Israel should be 
handled. 

Japanese firms are at present· more sensitive than- ever before to 
market pressures. Those firms who have already had to raise their 
export pr ices because of the revaluatiOn of the Yen have expressed the 
fear that a drop in prices may bring about -a crisis, especially since 
the large fltms have difficulties in reducing their labor force. 

While i do not recommend a counter boycott of Japanese goods, 
limited action against a single firm (Hitachi, _ for example, that does 
not even allow Israelis to visit their offices) could cause the . neces
sary shock. 

A detailed program could be worked out by the various agencies and 
co-ordinated by your conunittee. 

Th(s plan should suggest to the Israeli government that Israel 
should, on its part, also make it clear that it is unsatisfied with the 
present state of affairs. The minimum it could do is to refuse to issue 
import 1 icences ·for Japanese consumer goo·ds unless accompanied by the 
original manufacturers' invoices, thus eliminating "indirect" sales to 
Israel. 

I do not believe that any plan of action, successful as it mfty be, 
can bring about an immediate change in Japan's position vis-a-vis the 
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Arab boycott, but it will certainly .give impetus to a process which no 
doubt has begun but cannot, as yet, be noticed on the surface. 

Serious consideration should be given to the question · of the 
Israeli delegation which has been suggested by Japan's Ambassador to 
Washington . . On the one hand if the Israeli manufacturers visit, and 
their visit i~ downplayed by their hosts, the Japanese will be able to 
tell the Americans that "~e have done $omething" although .in ef.fect they 
have done nothing. · 

On the other hand, if it. is decided not to send the delegation, the 
Japanese wi 11 not be sorry. Under present .conditions the Israeli 
industrialists should go. to Japan but .it should be made quite c~ear to 
the partipipants not to expec~ too much. It should also be made clear 
to the Japanese government. that neither Israel nor the U.S. Administra
tion consider the delegation as the end but only as a beginning of an 
intensive plan of action that should be laid down, hopefully with 
Japanese co-operation. 

Keidanren leaders told Arens that they had sent a clrcular ·to their 
members suggesting to them that they join a mission to Israel but ·none 

~ of them responded favorably. The idea can be bro~ght · up again. Perhaps 
~ it can be made clear to Keidanren officials that the U.S. would favor 

such a mission and that they should try harder. 

The fight against the Arab boycott in Japan is .one th~t Israel 
cannot afford to lose. In fact, it is a fight that Israel can win if 
there is determination and a good. plan of action. 

cc: Members of the Committee 
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Relay from Bonn 

The Week in Germany 
~--------------------------------------Federal Republic of Germany 

Editors: B. Karkow, P. McGraw, G. Kruger, G . Ernsberger; Press.Review: H. Holzapfel 

O N T H E INSIDE. 

Beriin Prosecutors Close Book On Nazi People's Court 
Press Review: Kohl In Washington; Reykjavik; Elie Wiesel 
"Five Wise Men" Forecast Continued Growth 
Bundesbahn Deficit I~crease Traced To Low Fuel Prices 
TV Show Rakes In DM 4,742,230 To Help Child Cancer Victims 
Mutts Mauling Mailmen More Often 

KOHL DISCUSSES ARMS CONTROL IN TALKS ·DURING U.S. VISIT 

October 24, 19~6 

In talks with American officials during a four-day visit to the United States, Chance·l
lor Helmut Kohl stressed the special interests that the Europeans and the Federal Re
public have in arms control negotiations between the superpowers. At a news conference 
on Wednesday (October 22) after meetings with President Ronald Reagan and Secretary of 
State George Shultz, Kohl said that progress had been made in arms control at the 
superpower meeting in Reykjavik and added that an agreement on medium-range nuclear 
missiles in Europe was "now within reach. " He reported agreement with· U.S. leaders. that 
further steps called for joint consultation. The chancellor criticized the. Soviet 
negotiating stance of linking medium- range missiles with other weapon systems, saying 
he agreed with Reagan and Shultz that the USSR must be persuaded to change this "re
grettable position." Kohl pointed out that Soviet superiority in conventional weapons 
would have to be addressed if NATO's strategy of flexible response and the security of 
America's European partners were to remain credible. He characterized as justifiable 
research on the Strategic Defense Initiative combined with a restrictive interpretation. 
of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, but stressed that the number of offensive mis
siles remaining after drastic cuts must "necessarily .determine the extent .of future 
defensive systems." Kohl urged patience in negotiations with the Soviets. He pointed to 
"elemental" changes in the negotiations but called it " absurd to expect that .things can 
be put in order overnight" after so many years with hardly any progress. In his view, 
said the chancellor , the Reykjavik meeting was not the actual summit. He : expressed 
optimism about the prospects for the previously agreed upon summit to take place in the 
U.S. in 1987. 

In a meeting with Treasury Secretary James Baker the question of economic stimulation 
was discussed. Kohl said the Federal Republic had "done its homework from the economic 
sununits, 11 especially regarding the· reduction o.f budget deficits • . The Federal Republic 
has achieved a three percent growth rate and will have created 600,000 new jobs by 
year's end, said Kohl, and sees no possibility of doing more at present. Sources .. in the 
West .German delegation indicated that Baker had made no demands during the talks · wHh _ .. - · 
Kohl. 

On Friday (October 24), Kohl traveled to Chicago, where he ··address.ed the Chicago 
Council on Foreign Relations and a group of Chicago business executives. 
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BERLIN PROSECUTORS CLOSE BOOK ON NAZI PEOPLE'S COURT 

The Berlin Senator for Justice, Rupert Scholz, announced on Tuesday (October 21) that 
investigations by the Berlin state attorney's office of former judges and prosecutors 
of the Nazi "People's Court" were being terminated because of "substantial legal and 
factual difficulties. w Scholz said that the investigations could not be continued be
cause suspects had either died, disappeared, or been judged unfit to stand trial, or 
because not enough evidence could be found to prove murder charges against them. 
Established to try cases of high treason and other political crimes, the People's Court 
was used by the National Socialists to eliminate political opponents . Between 1934 and 
1945 it handled some 16, 000 cases and condemned almost one-third of the accused to 
death. Scholz called the termination of the investigation "very regrettable" and voiced 
concern that many people's sense of justice would be offended. The main reason for the 
difficulties, according to· Scholz, was that a centralized investigation against the 
People's Court was started only in 1965, which was "unfortunately much too late." 

The Chairman of the Jewish Community in Berlin, Heinz Galinski , called the decision a 
"disservice" to democracy and the world public and a "black day" in the history of 
German justice. Criticism of t he failure of the prosecution effort also came from the 
judge and lawyer members of t he public employees ' union and from the Social Democratic 
Bundestag group. Federal Justice Minis t er Hans Engelhard (CDU) issued a statement say
ing, "De jure the chapter on the legal prosecution of former National Socialist jurists 
may have been closed. The spiritual process of coming to grips with the regime of 
violence and with the pernicious cont r ibution of jurist s to it must, however, continue 
as never before." 

U.N. COMMITTEE APPROVES GENSCHER INITIATIVE ON REFUGEES 

An initiative for the poli t ical prevention of a new massive flow of refugees, first 
proposed by Foreign Minister Hans-Die t rich Genscher at the United Nations six years 
ago, was unanimously approved by t he Special Political Committee of the U.N • . General 
Assembly in New York Monday (October 20). The final vote by the full General Assembly 
is expected in November. The draft .res olut i on calls on all nations to prevent refugee 
problems by promoting human rights . 

SPD AND SED ·PROPOSE NUCLEAR- FREE CORRIDOR I N CENTRAL EUROPE 

The West German Social Democr ats and the Ger man Democratic Republic ' s ruling Soci·alist 
Unity. Party ·announced an agreement Tuesday (October 2 1) on conunon principles for 
establishin·g a "corridor" f r ee of atomic weapons a l ong the border between the Federal 
Republic and Warsaw. Pac.t countries. The agreement ·was . drawn up by a joint w<:>rking. com
mittee of the two parties led by Egon Bahr, a member of the SPD executive committee, 
and SED politburo member Hermann Axen. The initiative calls fo·r the withdrawal of all 
nuclear weapons from an area 150 kil ometers on each side of the border . It provides for 
constant international inspection of the corridor . -- Deputy Government Spokesman Her
bert Schmillling criticized the SPD-SED proposal, saying it did not increase the 
security ·of the· Federal Republic, but only "creates the il1usion of security." 

VON WEIZSACKER', KOHL HONOR BEN ·GURION ON lOOTH ANNIVERSARY 

In a letter .to Israeli President Chaim .. Herzog made public on Monday (October 20), Fed
eral President Richard von Weizsacker praised Israel's founding . president, David Ben 
Gurion, as a great statesman who together with Konrad Adenauer first made possible the 
positive development of relations between the Federal Republic and Israel. The occasion 
for the· .letter was ·the start : of Israel's commemoration of the lOOth anniversary of the 
late leader'.s birth.- - - In .his own message, Chancellor Helmut Kohl reca·lled the .19~9 
speech before the Israeli parliament in which Ben Gurion declared that 11 the Germany of 
today is not the Germany of yesterday." Kohl said it had been the Israeli politician 
who "first offered. the hand of reconciliation," adding that it is the task and respon
si.hi1ity. of · G~~any today. to continue'. this vo'rk 'of understanding and friendship. · .. · · 
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GERMAN P R E S S R E V I E W 

CHANCELLOR KOHL IN WASHINGTON 

As Chancellor Helmut Kohl arrived in Washington for an official visit, the German press 
talked about a possible agenda. It expressed the hope that he would convey to President 
Reagan Bonn's--and Europe's--desire for salvaging at least some important disarmament 
agreements from Reykjavik. As some commentators saw it, Bopn, as one of the most faith
ful allies of America, is justified in making its strong int~rest in arms reductions 
known in Washington. 

NEUE OSNABRUCKER ZEITUNG (October 20) pointed out that Chancellor Kohl will have a 
unique chance t .o test the water on this visit and to give voice to Europe's interest in 
new arms moves: "This visit to America by the chancellor differs from many previous 
ones. What was going to be a routine exercise--useful for making contacts and for image 
cultivation--suddenly took on a new dimension as the result of the Reykjavik summit. It 
is Helmut Kohl's lot, as first government leader of a NATO country to confer with 
Ronald Reagan after the summit, to play the unavoidable role of emissary and spokesman 
of the European allies •••. The aim is to forcefully represent the Eu.ropean viewpoint 
that progress made in Reykjavik must be utilized persistently as the basis for efforts 
towards concrete agreements, and that all arms categories must be negotiable, including 
the Strategic Defense Initiative." 

NEUE RUHR/NEUE RHEIN ZEITUNG (October 20) said that the visit would give the chancellor 
the opportunity to probe for the real impact of the Reykjavik summit: "The accident of 
the choice of time •• • affords Helmut Kohl a double . chance: to . ascertain whether . the 
Reagan-Gorbachev meeting •.• actually was a ~black Sunday' and hence the . start of a new 
East-West ice age, or whether it was the !3tart after all of a new political break
through to a world with .a few less weapons at last." 

GENERAL-ANZEIGER (October 18) focused its attention on how Mr. Kohl might . fare in dis
cussing the SDI with . the president: "In contrast to the president, Kohl prefers to .look 
at the gigantic space venture as an eventual instrument of pressure which could be 
sacrificed on the altar of world peace once there is globe-encircling disarmament. The 
chancellor will at least try to coax a hint in that direction from the president. At 
that sensitive point in the dialogue there could of course be a repetition of what 
Gorbachev had already discovered in Reykjavik , namely . that Reagan might conceivably 
listen to reason on questiops of procedure but not on principles." 

SCHWABISCHE ZEITUNG (October 20) argued that Bonn has made its military contribution to 
the alliance and is entitled to be heard: "As an alliance partner, Helmut Kohl can make 
some good arguments. In the Federal Republic the upp~.r limits of what. is militarily 
tolerable have been reached. In no other region of the ·.world (;!.re there as many weapons 
stationed in such a narrow area. The Bonn government did its alliance duty when missile 
r~deployment was at issue . It was the only European partner to declare its readiness to 
have Pershing missiles stationed in its territory. It is the only European partner to 
tolerate the storing of American chemical weapons. And with its armed for~es it pro
vides the strongest conventional force among the Europeans in the Atlantic alliance. It 
is thus justified and well-rounded interest when Helmut Kohl makes his· demands for 
fewer arms known in Washington too." 

ARMS CONTROL AND NATO AFTER REYKJAVIK 

In the wake of Reykjavik the German media are trying to assess the impact of that sum
mit on disarmament issues and on NATO. In the process they come up repeat·edly against 
uncertainties and doubts about the effects ·of the work on : disarmament that was left 
unfinished in Iceland. 

DI~ WELT (October 20) was of the opinion. t~at we ~now iittle about the real intentions 
of the two powers after their meeting: "The problem is that we know many more factual 
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things about this summit than we knew of each disarmament jamboree in past decades. But 
what is lacking to make any final and precise judgments is reliable knowledge about the 
motives of both sides, for these will be more decisive in the end than all the zero
solutions and SDI reservations. Did the Soviets set any traps, as Kissinger suspects, 
or are they negotiating in good faith, as Shultz believes?" 

STUTTGARTER ZEITUNG (October 20) called on America not to allow the SDI issue to damage 
the cohesion of the Western alliance! "It is obvious that even a plea by Bonn will not 
separate Reagan from the SDI as ·far as Gorbachev would like it ••.. That vision is too 
fmportant for the president. and it has turned out to be a highly effective means of 
pressure. But the U.S. must seriously reckon with the danger that projects like the SDI 
could turn out to be divisive instruments in the alliance." 

SUDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG (October 18) expressed concern that Moscow's stand seems to be 
hardening after Reykjavik: "It . strikes us that in contrast to Gorbachev' s initially 
solicitous tones, Moscow's stand is stiffening, and that the Kremlin runs the risk in 
this connection· that part of the responsibility for the failure of the summit will end 
up · back on its doorstep. Because now one gets the ~mpression that the Russians do not 
want to make ·a deal at all and that they are looking for a pretext to cancel · Gor
bachev' s planned trip to the U. S. After everything that has previously been said on 
both sides, the zero-solution seemed to be almost perfect for Europe, and it could have 
been put into a separate agreement. Therefore the Europeans must be even more careful 
now not to let themselves be used by Moscow against Washington." · 

NEUE OSNABRUCKER Z·EITUNG (October 18) warned that · some of the arms reduction proposals 
envisaged · in Iceland could harm NATO militarily: "There is more behind the criticism by 
NATO's· commander::.:in-chief about the leak of information from the U.S. before ·and after 
the summit than just irritation about insufficient respect on the part of' the leading 
Western power ~ In reality, this highly unusual intervention has to do ••• with sufficient 
security for Europe. The military are concerned that a zero-solution for medium-range 
weapons would give the Soviets superiority in two respects: in short-range missiles and 
in. conventional · weapons. Both. problems were obviously not touched on in Rekjavik, 
although--or because?--they least affect ' direct Soviet-American interests." 

NOBEL PRIZE FOR ELI WIESEL 

Available .. media comment after Eli Wiesel received this year's Nobel Peace Prize said 
th~t · it · represents ~ re~ognition df·his activities. Some 6f the output also contained 
reminders that in addition to the need not to forget the past atrocities of the Holo
caust, the world still must ,be on guard against continuing violations of human rights. 

AUGSBURGER ALLGEMEINE (October 15) stated that Mr . · Wiesel's ' intent is to protect others 
from . new·. crimes" against humanity.: '"Wiesel Is main concern in not letting the immense 
suffering-·of the ' 'Jews ·in the :Third Reich fall into oblivion is not an end in itself. 
Wiesel wants to protect : the memories of crimes by· the Nazis and their accomplices from 
being forgotten; so that they continue to be permanent reminders and protect peop~e all 
over ·the -globe -against being drawn· once again, as perpetrators or as victims, into the 
vortex of ··hatred and· fanaticism." · 

. . . . . . l · . 

RHEIN;....ZEITUNG. (October 15) also saw the Boston University professor as standing· guard 
against evil in this world: "Eli Wiesel received the ••• prize · because he nev.er forgot 
that good can overcome evil •.•• Eli Wiesel is a watchman whose task it is to prevent us 
from falling asleep self-righteously or from justifying deadly cruelty with the false 
label of 'self-assertion.'" 

MUNCHNER MERKUR· (October· ·15) ·said that the honoring of Wiesel should remind us also of 
contemporary threats 'to humanity: "Wiesel's honor ought to dismay all those who cur
rently disregard human rights. We can readily assume that no state, no dictator and no 
regime sees it;self as the guilty party .••. There are quite a few wl!o happen to use a 
different yardst'ick: ·They would rather talk about our past than about their present." 
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E C 0 N 0 M I C A C C 0 U N T 

On Thursday, Oatober 23, the U.S . doiiar's 
offiaiai rate in Frankfurt was DM 1.9903. 

DOLLAR GAINS NEARLY TWO PFENNIG BUT REMAINS BELOW DM 2 

The value of the U.S. dollar registered DM 1.9734 in Frankfurt Friday noon (October 
17), and gained two pfennig by Tuesday. It lost a pfenni g Wednesday but regained it 
Thursday. 

"FIVE WISE MEN" FORECAST CONTINUED GROWTH 

The five leading West German economic research institutes, commonly referred to as the 
"Five Wise Men," predict in their autumn report, published Monday (October 20) in Bonn, 
that the upward economic trend in the Federal Republic will continue despite signifi
cant risk factors in the world economy. Private consumption, which has already become 
the "decisive driving force of the economy," is expected to contribute significantly to 
a further increase in total demand in 1987. The economic researchers predict a real 
three percent growth in the gross national product for 1987, and revise their original 
1986 GNP prediction of 3.5 percent downward to three percent. The number of employed 
persons is expected to increase by 250,000 and the number of unemployed to decrease by 
nearly 100,000 but remain above two million. Prices will increase at an average rate of 
1.5 percent, the experts predict. The trade surplus, at around DM 100 billion, will be 
somewhat lower in 1987 than in 1986, they believe, and the balance of payments on cur
rent account will decrease by some DM 10 billion to around 60 billion . -- Government 
spokesman Friedhelm Ost welcomed the institutes ' report as a sign that the Kohl govern
_ment' s policies have succeeded in securing "trust, credibility and continuity" in the 
economy. In a joint response to the report, Economics Minister Martin Bangemann and 
Finance Minister . Gerhard Stoltenberg stated that. the institutes' fin_dings confirm 
~cmn.'.~ --~~pe,ct_~~ .ig!ls~ _f~r . c,ontit\u~d growth ~!l .l.~._8}_ . . Th.~. F?-,,~ . }Use Met}:' s . reP.ort clearly 
shows that Bonn 1 s economic and . financial policies have. been successful and must be 
continued, they said. 

STEINKtlHLER ELECTED TO HEAD LARGEST LABOR UNION 

The West German Metalworkers Union, the largest labor union in the West, chose a new 
president this week. Franz Steinklihler, the former vice president, was elected Wednes
day (October 22) to lead the 2.5 million Metalworkers by a vote of 437 to 64 delegates 
at the union's convention in Hamburg . The 64-year-old former president, Hans_ Mayr, is 
retiring. Called "our Franz" . by supporters and labeled at ._time~ a "strike-happy" 
agitator or "the wild man from Stuttgart" by management spokesmen, Steinklihler .has been 
a controversial figure in the past. Saying "organization isn't everything, but without 
organization, everything is nothing," Steinklihler has announced plans to streamline the 
union's structure and, with the help of computer technology, to make it more effective. 

) 

TEN THOUSAND SHIPYARD WORKERS .TO BE LAID OFF 

Finance Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg and Economics Minister Martin Bangemann Thursday 
(October 23) predicted that the jobs of about 10,000 shipyard workers would have to be 
eliminated in order to save the remaining 30,000 positions in the. industry. In a Bun
destag session called by the opposition Social Democrats, Bangemann said the crisis in 
shipbuilding tn the coastal regions is to be traced to external factors such as the 
decline of the dollar, international low-wage competiti~n, and national subsidies . Cur
rently 37,400 people are employed by German shipyards--3,100 fewer than in 1985. SPD 
spokesman Norbert. Gansel said that Bonn's aid to the industry of about DM 420 million 
over three years is "totally inadequate." CDU spokesman Reinhard Metz said it would be 
impossible to retain all the employees as long a~ there -remain "too many ships for too 
little cargo." Green Party Deputy Willi Tatge · proposed using ·the surpl1,1s labor to con
struct public buildings, wind energy installations and environmental protection facili
ties . 
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GERMAN PARTICIPATION IN HERMES PROJECT DISPUTED 

During a meeting of Bonn , cabinet ministers Friday (October 17) chaired by Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl and attended also by Bavarian Prime Minister Franz Josef StrauB, government 
leaders decided to parti~ipate in the European Hermes space shuttle program by provid
ing thirty percent of the financing for the project's preparatory phase, government 
spokesman Friedhelm Ost announced. Ost said the West German contribution of DM 32 mil
lion would ·be covered by the budget of the Ministry for Research and Technology. On 

'Wednesd'ay-, however, the Bundestag's budget committee voted to block funding for the 
project in the 1987 budget. The Christian Democratic research expert in the Bundestag, 
Dietrich Austermann, said that the data provided by Research Minister Heinz Riesenhuber 
was as yet insufficient. Austermann said the committee wanted to ensure that entry into 
the preliminary phase would not amount to an irrevocable commitment on German partici
pation in the whole project. The committee's decision to block the funds might be re
considered before the 19~7 budget is finalized, he indicated . In the meantime, he said, 

- the committee expects further information on the prospective costs of the project to be 
provided. 

-BUNDESBAHN DEFICIT INCREASE TRACED TO LOW FUEL PRICES 

The Federal Railway ' s deficit, which was reduced from DM 4.1 billion in 1983 to DM 2.9 
biHion last year , will probably climb back to DM 2. 99 billion by the end of ) 986, the 
Bundesbahn' s - 'governing board announced Friday (October 17) in Bonn. If the current 
trend coritinues, the federally owned corporation's deficit could increase to DM 3.28 
bil lion bf the end of 198i , according to a report prepared by the board. A decrease in 
transport volume--especiall y in coal , iron·, and steel--has led to income losses. The 
Bundesbahn' s freight charges are under heavy competitive pressure from trucking and 
river shipping- concerns , which are saving significant amounts of money by paying less 
for oil, the officials said. The railway has been able to partially compensate for 
reduced freight income by cutting expenditures, the board stated. The railway estimates 
that it will take in about ' DM 27.45 billion and spend DM 30.44 billion in 1986. Its 
estimates for 1987 are an income nf DM 27.61 billion arid outlays of DM 30;89 billion. 

AUTOMOBILE EXPORTS UP DESPITE EXPENSIVE D-MARK 

Desi:iite the continued decline of the U.S. dollar and the British pound against the 
D-mark, West German automobile exports continue to rise. Of the total 410,400 cars and 
trucks that rolled off . the assembly lines in September, 240 , 000 were shipped abroad--an 
increase of eight percent -over September · 1985. The export of passenger cars and station 
wagons iricreased · nine percent to 226,500, while exports of trucks weighing six tons or 
less- decreased · 10 · p·ercent • . From January through September the country's automakers 
produced · 3-,-406 ,700 vehicles-:-three percent more than last year. 

KIECHLE IN KIEL: · BETTER DISTRIBUTION IS NO SOLUTION 

Speaking at a rally for World Food Day in Kiel Friday (October 17), Agriculture Minis
ter Ignaz Kiechle said that experts agree world hunger can only be quelled by helping 
the 500 million or so starving people on this planet achieve local food self-suf
'ficiency. Kiechie pointed out that the world Is population is predicted to grow by some 
1. 5 billion by the year 2000 . Available land, water, fertilizer, labor and pesticides 
ate enough to produce the food needed to feed those additional mouths, but the hunger 
problem cannot be solved solely by equalizing distribution, he said. The attempt to 
transfer food f~om the lands of abundance into the hands of the needy creates an un
desirable, permanent dependence ori the supplying countries, he said. Kiechle added, 
however, that the Federal Republic is still prepared to -provide food relief in cases of 
emergency~ In 1985 Bonn spent DM 500 million on emergency aid and another DM 1. 3 bil
lion to cover 28 percent of the European ·community's food aid program. Kiechle cited 
China and India as countries which have achieved fo'od self-sufficiency and said Paki
stan is approaching it . Several other speakers emphasized the growing significance of 
the seas and inland bodies of water as sources of world nutrition. 
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R 0 U N D U P 

TV SHOW RAKES IN DM 4,742,230 TO HELP CHILD CANCER VICTIMS 

A donation drive launched in connection with the television show "Kilnstler fur Kinder" 
(Artists for Children) last week collected DM 4, 742,230 for children suffering from 
cancer in the Federal Republic, according to Stern magazine, a cosponsor of the show. 
Stern announced that a computer at the TV network, which registered donations between 
DM 10 and DM 90, had counted a total of DM 2, 269, 230 by the time the show ended . A 
Stern telephone team in Hamburg received more than DM 1 million in additional pledges, 
and a single anonymous contributor gave another million. The show, organized by the 
magazine, the German Cancer Relief Foundation and the television network Zweites 
Deutsches Fernsehen, featured such artists as Angelo Branduardi, Udo Jlirgens, Udo Lin
denberg, Peter Maffay, and Milva and Konstantin Wecker. The donations are to be used to 
staff 14 cancer clinics for children and to build houses where parents may stay to be 
near children who are undergoing treatment . 

' UNIVERSITY OF HEIDELBERG CELEBRATES 600TH ANNIVERSARY 

The 600th anniversary of the founding of t he University of H~idelberg (Baden-Wlirttem
berg) was celebrated on Saturday (October 18) with a ceremony in the city ':s Church of 
the Holy Spirit. It was in the same church that three professors gave the university's 
first lectures to a small group of s t udents on October 18, 1386. President Richard von 
Weizsacker addressed the gathering , declaring that government must once again give the 
universities the trust which they have justified over many centuries. The ceremony 
concluded a year-long series of events commemorating the anniversary. The university, 
today with over 600 professors and 28,000 students, is Germany ' s oldest . 

KOHL MAKES OFFICIAL VISIT TO BONN 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl made an official visit to the City of Bonn last week, four years 
after taking office in the federal capital. The chancell or and his . wife Hannelore · 
visited the municipal art museum and the cathedral . In a speech at the Old Town Hall, 
where the chancellor signed the golden book of the city, Bonn mayor Hans Daniels lauded 
Koh_l' s contribution to the growth of Bonn as an intellectual and cultural center of the 
Federal Republic. Kohl said that the capital fulfills an important purpose for the 
whole country, because many foreign visitors ' first imp·ress·ion of the Federal Republic 
is formed in Bonn. The federal government finances 70 percent of the · subsidies for 
"privileged cultural areas," such as opera and t heater , in the capital. · 

SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE F1IGHT DYNAMICS HELD IN DARMSTADT. 

More than 150 scie.ntists from all over the world gathered Monday · (October ·20) .in Darm
stadt . (Hesse) for a four-day symposium on the flight dynamics of spacecraft. The 
prec.ise determinatio_n of a satelli te ' s orbit and prospects for future interplanetary 
space missions were the ma~n topics of the symposium, which was hosted by. the mission 
control center of .the European Space Agency. According · to a spokesman -for the center, 
mathematicians and mechanical specialists have narrowed the margin of error in es
tablishing a satellite's orbit from several meters to only 10 centimeters. The. European 
Space Operations Center in Darmstadt has guided and monitored 25 scientific and com
munications satellites in space, among them the ESA probe ·"Giotto," which earlier this 
year came within 500 kilometers of Halley's Comet . 

L.A. THESPIANS PLAY IN BERLIN 

The fifth Berlin Amateur Theater Fe.stival ended Sunday . (October 19) in the Centre 
Francais in the Wedding district of the city. This year the Pacific Palisades Theater 
from ·Berlin's sister. city Los Angeles took part in the 12-day festival, the first. 
Ameri~an theater company ever to participate. The group from Los· 'Angeles opened the 
festival with a performance of Ernest Thompson's "On Golden Pond, 11 -in English. 
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RESEARCH SHIP TESTS FOR RADIOACTIVITY IN BALTIC 

The research ship "GauB" of the German Hydrographic Institute left Kiel (Schleswig
Holstein) last week on a 22-day mission to test the Baltic Sea for traces of radioac
tivity. Scientists from Denmark, Sweden and Finland as well as from the Laboratory for 
Marine Radioactivity in Monaco are also on board . According to an announcement by the 
institute, water samples taken at 113 locations will be tested for traces of cesium 137 
and 134, strontium 90, technetium 99, and plutonium. The institute's previous studies 
have found that the portion of artificial radioisotopes in the Baltic has "changed 
qualitatively and quantitatively" since the nuclear accident at Chernobyl. The concen
trations of cesium 137 in the western Baltic are up from .02 to 1 becquerel per liter 
since the accident, according to the announcement. Previous levels of radioactivity, 
which were traced to fallout from above-ground nuclear testing and to radioactive pol
lutants from the North Sea, were very low before Chernobyl, the institute stated. 

LUBECK EXHIBIT FEATURES PETER WEISS AS PAINTER 

An exhibit of paintings, drawings and collages from the 1930s and 1940s by the writer 
and filmmaker Peter Weiss opened last week in Lubeck (Schleswig-Holstein). The exhibit, 
which will remain until November 9, presents a little-known aspect of the work of an 
artist . who is most widely known as a dramatist. Weiss, who was born 70 years ago in 
Berlin and emigrated in 1934, began his career as a painter after studying at the art 
academy in Prague. The works on display in Lubeck come primarily from the private col
lection of Weiss's widow, Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss. There are also works on loan from 
Swedish museums. The display includes colorful oil paintings, with the circus and 
theater world or the struggle with the onset of mechanization in the world as major 
themes. Also featured are drawings and collages inspired by oriental fables. -- Though 
he settled in Sweden in 1939 and became a citizen of that country in 1945, Weiss was a 
member of the West German PEN writers' organization and wrote his novels and plays in 
German. Among the internationally best known of his literary works was the play Marat/ 
Sade. Weiss was awarded the Georg Buchner Prize posthumously in 1982. 

NEW FOUNDATION PROMOTES BERLIN OPERA COMPANY'S TIES WITH U.S. 

The American Berlin Opera Foundation, formed this year to help promote closer ties be
tween American audiences and the Deutsche Oper Berlin, held a $175-a-plate gala dinner 
for some 200 guests last week in New York. The dinner was preceded by a reception hos
ted by .Arthur F. Burns, former U.S. ambassador to the Federal Republic and a promoter 
of the foundation. The evening included performances by soprano Karan Armstrong and 
baritone Simon Estes, whose careers have included important associations with the Ber
lin company. The general manager and artistic director of the Deutsche Oper Berlin, 
Goetz Friedrich, told journalists that the idea for this "bridge" between the opera 
company and the U.S. was born out of the necessity to find new sources of financial 
support for the opera's guest appearances in the U.S. due to · decreases in government· 
funding. The foundation will finance the creation of original operas to be premiered by 
the Deutsche Opera Berlin , will help underwrite future tours in the U.S., and will 
provide scholarship funds to continue the artistic training of young American artists 
with the Berlin company. Almost half of the the Opera's present company are 'Americans. 

MUTTS MAULING MAILMEN MORE OFTEN 

The Federal Post Office recommended in an announcement on Tuesday (October 21) that dog 
owners keep their pets "in safe custody" during the times of postal deliveries. In 
spite of the post office's best efforts, more and more of its personnel have been at
tacked by "man's best friend" while making their appointed rounds. In the Bremen postal 
district alone, which includes the city and half of the state of Lower Saxony, mail 
carriers fell prey to predatory pooches 244 times during the past year. In the Federal 
Republic as a whole, carnivorous canines to.ok a bite out of unsuspecting postal em
ployees 3050 times. The resulting injuries have cost the post office DM 6.4 million. 
Postal officiil~ warned that deliveries may be cut off to especially inconsiderate d6g 
owners, who will then have to pick up their own mail at the post ·office. 
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date 

to 

from 

subject 

October 7, 1986 

Marc Tanenbaum 

David Harris 

Attached Op Ed 

At the request of Neil Sandberg, I prepared the attached 
op ed to be used, it is hoped, this week in the Los 
Angeles Times . It would appear in the name of a prominent 
non- Jew whom Neil is currently seeking to identify . 

Enclosure 

cc: Eugene DuBow 
David Geller 
Geri Rozanski 
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Soviet Jewry : A New Opportunity 

"I set before thee life and death, the blessing and the curse; 

therefore, choose life." 

(Deuteronomy, 30:19) 

At the forthcoming Reagan- Gorbachev talks in Reykjavik, the United 

States has an important opportunity to help millions of people -- vie-

tims of Soviet human rights abuse -- to affirm their choice of life. 

Soviet Jews are among them. Targets of seven decades of a deliberate 
•, 

Soviet policy to extinguish every vestige of religious and cultural 

identity, they still yearn to reestablish new lives as Jews in the West. 

They cannot succee~ without our help. 

Two million Jews live in the USSR, the third largest Jewish 

community, after the United States and Israel, in the world. Yet almost 

beyond belief, there is not a single rabbinic seminary in that vast land 

and onl_y a handful of rabbis remain. Hebrew, the unifying language of 

the Jewish people, is taught in only four institutes but Jews are denied 

access to these programs. And the few synagogues and well-worn prayer 

books are clearly inadequate to serve the needs of the Jewish community. 

Even the sacred memory of the six million Jewish victims of the 

Holocaust is denied to the survivors. Last week, the 45th anniversary 

of the massacre of 34,000 civilians, mostly Jews, at Babi Var, a ravine 
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in the outskirts of Kiev, was marked. Yet there is no reference at Babi 

Yar to the fact that Jews were the primary viptims of the Nazi massacre 

then. Indeed, when three Soviet Jews sought to recite the Kaddish, the 

traditional Jewish prayer for the dead, at the site five years ago, they 

were arrested by Soviet authorities and sentenced to two weeks' impris

onment for "malicious hooliganism." 

It is the memory of the Holocaust -- the haunting silence then of 

so many -·- that adds a special sense of urgency to the rescue of the 

surviving Soviet Jews. Appropriately, Emil Fackenheim, a Judaic scholar 

in Toronto, coined a new commandment: "After Auschwitz, thou shalt not 

give Hi tier posthumous history." Who amorui us can in good conscience 

sit idly by knowing that the fate of so many individuals, some 15% of 

world Jewry, hangs in the balance? 

Fortunately, people in the West responded to the crisis facing 

Soviet Jewry. When, in the mid-1960's, a few courageous Jews in the 

USSR began to raise their voices and assert their internationally-recog

n i zed rights to leave their own country and to exercise freedom of 
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conscience, their pleas captured the attention of public officials and 

private citizens, Jews and Christians, blacks and whites, Americans and 

Europeans, liberals and conservatives. Among the early activists was 

the late Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. Exactly twenty years ago he 

denounced the Soviet Government's efforts to destroy the heritage and 

culture of Soviet Jews: "While Jews· in Russia may not be physically 

murdered as they were in Nazi Germany, they are facing every day a kind 

of spiritual and cultural genocide ••• When you are written out of history 

as a people, when you are given no choice but to accept the majority 

culture, you are denied an aspect of your own identity." 

And as a result of the efforts of Soviet Jews and their Western 

supporters, one of the most successful non-violent movements in modern 

history ensued. 270,000 Jews succeeded in ~eestablishing new lives in 

the West and countless others, braving official retribution, began 

privately to study Jewish religion and culture, Hebrew language, and the 

4,000-year-old history of their people. 

Today, however, emigration has been severely curtailed . The 

statistics tell the story: in 1979, more than 4,000 Jews per month were 

issued exit visas; in 1986, the monthly average has been roughly 60! We 

are told by Soviet leaders that few now want to leave but Israeli 

officials point to 400,000 outstanding cases. And despite General 

Secretary Gorbachev's efforts to portray himself as a more open and 

modern leader, half of the current Jewish prisoners of conscience 

languishin9 in labor camps and prisons were sentenced since his acces-
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sion to power in March 1985. A vicious campaign of anti-Semitism, often 

transparently veiled as anti-Zionism, has continued in the government-

controlled electronic and print media. Jews find themselves between a 

rock and a hard place: They can neither leave the country nor can they 

live as Jews within the country. 

But this situation can be changed. It was not easy twenty years 

ago to force the gates open and it will not be easy today. Still, an 

opportunity surely exists. As superpower diplomacy steps up, the United 

States is in a better position to voice the profound concern of the 

American people for the fate of Soviet Jewry, and to insist to Kremlin 

leaders that peaceful coexistence. between the two great powers requires 

respect for human rights. 

And human rights means the right of Soviet Jews to live in Israel 

or any other country where they are free to practice their faith without 

interference or persecution; the right of peoples of other faiths in the 

USSR -- Catholics, Pentecostalists, unregistered Baptists, Seventh Day 

Adventists -- to exercise their fundamental rights free of restriction 

and harassment; the right of individual citizens to enjoy the basic 

liberties enshrined in the numerous .international covenants to which the 

USSR is a signatory. 

"What is peace, after all," said the late President Kennedy, "but 

human rights." 

7935-(IRD-9) 
10/6/86: tp 
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July 11, 1986 

Nathan Weisman 

Jacob Kovadlof f 

Finally, attached herewith is my proposal for a 
·center for Latin American . Jewry. 

I apologize for the delay in sending this to you 
but I was involved with urgent projects cind trips 
that prevented me from getting it to you earlier. 

Despite your asking me not to mention the estimated 
cost, permit me to suggest an allocation of $150-, 000 . 
over a three year period. 

If you need further information, please let me know. 

Best regards. 

JK/BJB 
att. 

cc: Marc H. Tanenbaum J 
' 
·' 
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f>roposal 

.THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

PROGRAM PRESENTATION 

CE~TER ON L~TIN AHERiCAN JEWRY 

In the past few years, with the return .of full democratic systems to 
several countries in South and Central America, the fact that Jewish 
politicians were appointed to high government positions underscores the 
general integration of Jews into the mainst.ream of society. 

Nevertheless, . a variety of problems still exist which affect the 
cquntries. in ge~eral and manifest themselves on Jews who, in the main, 
are part of the middle and lower classes. 

Economic instability, growing guerrill~ movements, an increase of Arab 
penetration with five PLO offices with quasi-diplomatic status in . the 
subcontinent, antisemitic attacks and publications coming from both the 
~xtfeme right and left, high rate of assimilation and intermarriage, are 
all contributory factors which are jeopardizing the half million Jews in 
Latiri American countries. · 

. .. 
Yes, these communities had built a ·wonderful institutional network. 
Nevertheless, be~ind this apparent institutional prosperity a complexity 

· of problems exists. The internal dynamics of the communities cannot be 
isolated from the abovementioned global issues.·· 

The American Jewish Committee. proposes to establish a permanent center. 
for research, training and public education i~ order . to be able to 
better understand and cope ~ith tha dimensions of tbe various problems~ 
In this way, AJC hopes to reinforce a program that has been utilized for 
more than 40 years. 

The AJC's Role 

Since the end of World War II, AJC opene9 offices in Buenos Aires and 
Mexico City working with local institutions, applying its expertise and 
resources for a ·creative Jewish life, combatting antisemitism, counter- · 
acting Arab propaganda, supporting Isr~el mainly in the Third World 
~ilieu where it is undermined by the slogan "Zionism equals racism." 

AJC's offices were fundamentally hoping to create human rights insti
tutes, organizing interfaith groups -- mainly with the Catholic church, 
transiating and disseminating in the Spanish language basic literature 
ln all the fields of Jewish interest., supporting and teaching scientific 
research, funding courses fo.r Jewish studies in local universities and 
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to attract young Jewish intellectuals to participate in Jewish life. 

Projected Activities 

Training programs for young Latin American Jewish lea~ers and 
prof~ssio~als for the devel6pment of intetgrou~ ~nd public· rela
tions. 

To organize seminars, conferences and colloquiums with the partici
pation of American and Latin American experts on the major topics 
of current Jewish interest. 

Publication and dissemination of Spanish AJC major backgrounders, 
·. special publications, research and essays. The Spanish press 

material produced by the South American office in New York is 
widely carried by the Span_ish media and Jewish- communities in Latin 
America so this program is really invaluable to them. 

Cost 

To encourage research on the most important topics of. common 
interest. 

·To organize AJC fac.t-finding missions to Latin America and to 
publish quarterly a newsletter with analyses of c~r·rent conditions 
in these countries, as well as a Spanish newsletter about Jewish · 
life in AmeFi9a •. 

To resume publicatlcin of "Comunidades Judias de Latinoamerlca" 
(Spanish Jewistl ·Year Bookf which was · foterrupted in 1ns. 

NOTE: This program can also be expanded to include Spain • 

. . Jl</BJB./ · 
July ·11, 1986 /smm 



Proposal 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 
PROGRAM PRESENTATION 

INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RELATIONS IN ISRAEL 

There have been serious strains in the very fabric of Israel's democratic 
and pluralistic society that threaten its well-being and quality of life. These 
frequently ' tense relations -- especially between Jews and Arabs, Ashkenazi and 
Sephardi Jews, and religious and non-religious Jews -- are considered by most 
observers to be the source of some of the most troublesome and intractable 
problems Israel faces. While some progress has been achieved in efforts to 
inculcate a need for tolerance, respect for differences and an unde.rstanding of 
the importance of human rights and religious freedom, serious work is ·still 
needed to improve intergroup relations in Israel's multiethnic and multi
religious society. 

The American Jewish Committee proposes to establish an Institute of Human 
Relations in Israel as a ' unique center for advocacy, research, training and 
public education in furthering intergroup tolerance and understanding. This 
institute would operate out of the AJC' s office in Jerusalem, working closely 
with headquarters in New York and with an Israeli panel of consultants, to 
identify problems and recommend projects. · In devoting its expertise, guidance 
and resources to this significant undertaking, the AJC hopes to assume a more 
assertive role in Israel's internal development by helping to strengthen unity 
and solidarity within its extraordinarily diverse society. 

The AJC' s f:lole 

As the first American Jewish organization to establish an office in Israel 
in 196l -- the American Jewish Committee has been active in promoting 

understanding among groups and reducing societal conflict there. Drawing upon 
its . long experience in intergroup relations in the U.S., the AJC, through its 
IsrBel Office, has · sponsored some unique research, initiated a number of 
dialogues, consultations, workshops and publications, and has consistently given 
its support to Israeli grass-roots organizations active in these areas. 

Recognizing the AJC's leadership role, Israeli officials, including the 
President, the Prime. Minister, cab.inet members arid media representatives, have 
urged it to become even more actively involved in helping Israel cultivate a 
spirit of tolerance. among its many constituencies. When Israel was faced with 
an influx of Ethiopian Jews, the AJC was called upon to advise the new inmi
grants on how to cope with Israel's bureaucracy and how to insure their guaran~ 
teed rights to facilitate their acculturation· to their new environment. Another 
example of· the AJC 's involvement in helping to r.educe group tension in Israel is 
its co-spons6rship and subsequent follow-up with the Interriational Sephardic 
Education Foundation (ISEF) of "Social Inequalities: The Way Out," a major 
conference designed to begin bridging the gap between Ashkenazim and Sephardim. 
And even more recently, the AJC, in association with the Israel Interfaith 
Association, held a consultation on combatting religious intolerance in Israeli 
society for Knesset members, university faculty, students, Jews, Christians and 
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Muslims from all over the country. The results were distributed to interested 
and concerned organizations as a guide for future activities and served as the 
b~sis for a series of AJC meeti~gs on interfaith relations. 

The proposed Institute of Human Relations will enable the AJC to intensify 
and expand such intergroup programs in Israel. 

Projected Activities. 

To institute seminars and training programs for Israeli ~eachers, 
journalists, civic and religious leaders which will introduce new strategies and. 
techniques for promoting positive intergroup attitudes and behavior, and 
evaluate ongoing projects; 

to encourage discussion through the print and electronic· media about 
the importance of fostering positive intergroup attitudes and behavior; 

to promote research on the interaction of the diverse elements in 
Israel's pluralistic society -- rell9ious and non-religious; Sephardim and 
Ashkenazim; Jews and Arabs·; Ch_i:-1.stians and Muslims; 

to initiate studies on values and teachings in Jewish tradition that 
uphold the unity of the Jewish people and support religious pluralism; 

to organize conferences, seminars and institutes led by qualified 
experts that would introduce· the various research and study findings into public 
consciousness and intergroup· behavior; 

to analyze and monitor textbooks and teaching materials at all school 
levels to · determine where negative stereotypes need to be eliminated, and to 
present appropriate recommendations to Israel's Ministry of Educationr 

to pu~lish and disseminate . scholarly research, essays, books and 
pamphlets that would stimulate thought on these issues. 

Cost 

The AJC estimates a budget of $100,000, to be expended over a three-year 
period, in each of the fo1lowlng areas: 

Research and publications; 
Conferences, seminars, lectures, etc.; 
Training programs; · 
Staff fellowships. 

Funds for specific projects in each of these areas, which will vary in 
cost, are also welcomed, as well as general supp.ort for · the In·stitute. 

The programs would be identified with the names of the respective donors. 

9322 (RD-2)/ar 
6/18/86 



Proposal 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 
PROGRAM PRESENTATION 

LOCAL JEWISH RELIGIOUS DIALOGUES 

Religious polarization is one of the most serious internal problems 
facing American Jews today. Although differences in theology and 
praqtice have always existed amo:ng Orthodox, Conservative, Reform and 
Reconstructionist Jews, an increasingly strident tone of incivility has 
been threatening to disrupt the unity of the entire Jewish community. 
The Reform Movement, in a far-reaching departure from Halakhah (tradi
tional Jewish law}, moved in 1983 to recognize as a Jew the child of' a 
Jewish father and a non-Jewish mother. Extreme Orthodox groups, under 
pressure from its extremist elements, has become more and more insular, 
displaying great hostility toward · the non-Orthodox and refusing to take 
part in community efforts that involve the other groups. Conservative 
Judaism is still trying to recover from the internal dissensions between 
its own traditionalists and modernists, brought to the -fore by the 
Jew! sh_ Theological Seminary's decision to ordain women as rabbis . 
Complicating intra-Jewish relations even further, all the non-Orthodox 
groups deeply resent the Orthodox monopoly over organized Jewish life in 
Israel. While most Jews recognize and deplore the dangers of polari
zation, proposals put forward by some concerned rabbis for healing the 
breach have been stymied by interdenominational mistrust and consider
ations of "turf." 

< 

The Amer lean Jew! sh Comm! tt~e proposes to organize a series .. of 
Jewish religious dialogues in communities around the country, in which 
local lay leaders affiliated with the major movements of American 
Judaism can air their differences in ·a climate of trust and cooperation. 
It is tioped that such encoun.ters will ·not only educate and enrich the· 
local communities the!"selves·, b1:1t that they will help bring about 
constructive changes in the· tone 'and content of the relationship that 
prevails among the various segments \of American Jewry as a whole . 

The AJC's Role 

Because the AJC is ·not identifled with any particular instituti~nal 
form of Judaism and maintains good relations with virtually- the entire · 
gamut of Jewish religious opinio~, it can play a unique role in pro
moting intrareligious harmony·. After working f.or ·years to understand 
and strengthen all forms of Jewish expression through ntonerous publi
cations, conferences and pilot· d'emonstration projects, the AJC's Jewish 
Communal Affairs Department has· launched a Jewish Religious Dialogue for 
national lay leaders. Since their inaugural session in November. 1985, 
prominent lay personal-! ties representing the Orthodox, Conservative, 
Reform and Reconstructlonist movements have been taking part in regular 
encounters devoted ·to candid discussions of topics that unite ·a~d divide 
them. The AJC decided early on to involve only lay people in these 
exchanges on the assumption that they would be less bound than rabbis to 
vested ins ti tut ion al interests,. ~nd thus more open to m~tual accom
modation. It is hoped that eventually the lay readers will communicate 
to their respective rabbinic leaderships the sense of Jewish harmony 
they gain from these forums. ' 
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Replicating the national Jewish Religious Dialogue on the grass
roots level will represent another step in the AJC's ongoing efforts to 
defuse internal religious tensions and enhance its standing a.s a 
recognized mediator for Jewish group unity. 

The Jewish Communal Affairs Department ls ready to assist AJC 
chapters with guidance and materials for organizing and conducting these 
local dialogues. 

Program Goals 

Cost 

To invite lay leaders from each branch of Judaism who enjoy 
prestige and clout both in their r~spectlve movements and 
their community to participate in a dialogue chaired by a 
knowledgeable and committed local .,AJC member; 

. . 

To break down psychological barriers among the participants by 
encouraging them to talk about the issues that concern them 
and what they hope the Jewish Religious Dialogue will 
accoi:nplish; 

To focus on topics of unity before proceeding to a discussion 
of divisive issues, such as patrilineal descent, conversion 
and divorce procedures, and recognizing the legitimacy of all 
expressions of Judaism; · 

To aim wherever possible for a consensus, in the form of a 
statement espousing harmony_, ~lgned by the leaders of the 
various branches. On those issues where a consensus cannot be 
forged, the statement should seek to chart a course that 
minimizes danger to the community by reducing the level of 
rhetoric and urging the participants to "agree to d.isagree" in 
a civil manner. Publication -0f .. such a statement would have a 
profound impact on . the local community as well as national 
implications. 

The AJC estimates a budget of $10,000 to establish a local dia
logue -. The funds would cover the follo.wing costs: 

Gathering and distributing of background materials 
Training Specialist (staff member fran AJC's Jewish Communal 
Affairs Department) 
Administrative expe.nses (mailing, tape recording, trans-
cribing, etc.) · 
Follow-up reports and statements 

. The dialogue would bear the name of the respecti.ve don~d s) • 

9127-'RD 
6/12/86-cpa 
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C O' N F I D. E N T 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMIT'l'EE 

date July 15, 1986 

to Ted Elle~off, Leo N~vas, Ed Elson, Bob Jacobs, Hiles Jaffe, 
David Gordis, Bill Tr~sten 

from Marc Tanenbaum 

subject . MISSION TO AUSTRIA 

have just received a telephone call from the A~strian Consul General 
informing me that appointments have been made for an AJC leadership 
de 1 egat ion to meet · w rtti Austrian off i c i a 15. 

They propose a meeting with the Austrian Feder·al Chancellor on Tuesday, 
Aug . 76, 11 p.m., and with the .Austrian Foreign Minister on· Thursday, 
Aug. 28, 4 p.m. Meetings ~ill be scheduled du~ing the interim days 
with the president of the Austrian National Bank. with . research insti
tute people, and University of Vienna academics involved in subjects 
of our concern. . 

We will undoubtedly. afso want to meet with Austrian Jewish Community 
leaders, quite po~sible ' with the Israeli Ambassador, Michael Elitzur, 
if he is still ·.there and if we think such a meeting appropriate at 
this time. (I met h.im iri Jerusalem last week and he was . very open to 
receiving our delegation on any . terms we think appropriate.) 

· Also, l would try to arrange meetings with Cardi_nal Koenig and the new 
Archbishop of Vienna. 

Please let me krio~· at your early c.onvenienc~ (a) whether these dates 
are open on your calendar; and (b) how soon we can meet to discuss · 
our strategy and agenda. 

MHT:RPR 
be: Mort · Ya rmon 

David Harris 

A L 
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THE AME~ICAN JE~ISH COMMITTEE 

date 

to 

May 28, 1986 

David Gordis 

from George E. Gruen & Harry Mi1kman, Israel &: Middle East Affairs 

_subject Division Report for March-April 19.86 

Public Appearance~ 

On March 6, Hr. Milkman. delivered a - lectur.e entitled "Breaking 
through the Mideast Deadlock" to a group of ·40 high school teachers in 
Wyckoff, New Jersey. The teachers were enrolled in a course on the 
Middle East which included presentations by official represen-tatives qf 
the Arab s~ates, Israel and the PLO. Hr. ·Milkman .was the only ~erican 
spea~er . 

On April 2, ·or. Gruen was a guest lecturer at the New School on the 
subject of "lsrael-U.S. Relations: Friendship and Discord," which was. 
part of the Foreign. Policy Association's Great Decisions series . 

On April 6, Dr. Gruen participated in a sympo_shm convened by New 
York Congressman Ted Weiss at Columbia University entitled "Critical 
Issues on the World Agenda . " Or. Gruen was a member of the panel on the 
Mid.dle East, ·attended . by over 400 pe·o_ple, together with Egyptian 
Ambassador to the UN Abdel Halim Badawi, Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
State for Near Eastern Affairs Arnold Raphel, Dr. Yoran Peri, a visiting 
Isr.aell scholar, and Dr. Rashid Khalid!, an ·American-born Palestinian 
professor at Columbia. Dr· Gruen' s opening remarks, entitled "Between 
Extremism and Pragmatism," have be~n circulated to AJC leadership. 

On Apr 11 1 O, Dr. Gruen delivered a lec.ture entitl~ "Opportunities 
and Obstacles on the Road to Pe.ace in . the Middle East" before the 
Contemporary Action 01 vision· of AJC' s New York Chapter. A lively 
question and answer period followed. 

Publications 

In March, Mr. Milkman edited 011, G1Jn.s , and Gold: Jhe Arab-South 
African Connection by Arye Oded, a lecturer in Middle East and African 
h-istory at Tel Aviv ~niversity. Hr. Oded's study doclJTlents the extent 

• 
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of Arab ties with the apartheid regime . The Israeli Foreign Ministry 
requested 500 copies of this AJC publication for· distribution· to its 
embassies and consulates worldwide. 

During March and April, Israeli Press Highlights (edited by Mr. 
Milkman} covered such topics as the Herut party convention, the killing 
of an Israeli _ in Egypt, balancing the state budget, the arglJTlent over· 
Dayli,ght Saving Time, the latest cabinet crisis -and Israeli reactions to 
the .American raid on Libya. 

On March 24, ·Mr. Millanan met with Dr. Yosef Goel!, who prepares the 
original drafts of IPH for AJC's Israel Office. Mr. MilJanan and Dr. 
Goel! discussed ways of improving IPH so that it would appeal to, and be 
understood by, a broader audience .--rPlease note that Dr. Goel! does not 
wish to be publicly identified as th_e preparer of IPH.) 

On March 31, Hr. Millanan was told by Lois Gottesman of the Foreign 
Broadcast Informa~ion Service (FBIS} that her agency uses !PH as a 
resource doclJTlent in lieu of preparing an in-flouse weekly reviewof the 
Israeli press. (FBIS is a b~anch of the National Security Agency.} 

In April,- Dr. Gruen and Hr. HUkman prepared a backgrounder on 
current Hidcjle East 1-ssues for use at the Annual t-teeting . It covered . 
such topics as .American-Israeli and Egyptian-Israeli relations, Syrian
Israeli tensions, ·the "Jordanian-PLO split, the lr(lfl-Iraq war and the war 
against international terrorism. It also included questions for 
discussion during the Annual Meeting's State Department briefing and 
plenary session on the Middle East . 

AJC Public Statements 

On Apr 11 15 and 17, Dr. Gruen drafted AJC letters to President . 
. Reagan, Secretary of State Shultz and Secretary of Def~nse Weinberger 
end9rsing the American bombing raid on Libyan military and terror i st 
bases. 

On April 17, AJC released the findings of the latest Israeli public 
opinion poll conducted by Hanoch Sinith for AJC. Or. Gruen and Mr. 
Milkman edited Smith's report and prepared the press release which 
accompanied it. 

Efforts on Behalf of Jews in Arab and Islamic Countries 

In March, Or. Gruen met with State Department officers Gordon Brown 
and Cathy Allegrone to discuss the current situation of Jews in Yemen. 

In March, Or. Gruen disseminated copies of an open letter to the 
· captors ·of the Leban~se Jewish hostages by Rachel Hallak , the widow of 

" 
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Dr~ Elie Haliak, who was murdered by Shii ite terrorists in Lebanon. · The 
letter was originally published ·in Le Monde (Paris). 

in March, the New York JCRC distributed copies of Dr. Gruen' s 
latest backgrounder on the kidnappings and murders of Lebanese Jews to 
synagogues throughout New York City for use ·during services on Shabbat 
Zachor (March 21-22),. which is traditionally dedicated to Jews in Syria 
and other Arab COUfltries. 

On March 10, Dr. Gruen sent a .letter of reconim~ndation on behalf of 
Lawrence Salzmann to the National Endownent for the Humanities, which 
encouraged the.NEH to fund Hr. Salzmann's photo~documentation project on 
Turk.ish Jewry. 

On April 8, . Dr. Gruen prepared a special background report on the 
Lebanese Jewish hostage situation for the Jewish Telegraphic Agency. 
The report was widely reprinted in t~e Je~ish press. 

On April 21, Dr. Gruen was notified by the law finn of Tindall & 
Foster (Houston, Texas) that as .a result of. his providing ·an affidavit 
descr !bing the circumstances ·facing Jews .in lran, an Iranian Jewish · 
woman facing deportation ·had been granted political. asylllll in the United 
States. · 

Middle East-related meetings at AJC 
. . 

On March 18, the .Division hosted a discussion with Hanna Siniora, 
editor of the Palestin~an newspaper Al-Fajr, and Uri Avnery, a former 
member of· the Israeli Knesset and a peace activist, on the prospects for 
Palestinian involvement in peace talks and the obstacles in the way. 

On March 21, Mr. Millanan attended an .iRD meeting with an Argentine 
prov'incial governor who had recently visited Israel, and who hopes to 
inspire his own people with the spirit of Israeli resourcefulness . 

On April ·3, Dr. Gruen attended a meeting of .the Advisory Board of 
the Institute of Amer !can Jewish-Israeli Relations to discuss for
mulation of a new public opinion questiorinaire on Mierican Jewish 
attitudes to Israel. 

On April 11, Dr. Gruen and Mr. MilklJ!an met with David Frielich, the 
Ameri~an representative of the Golda Meir Association ·for Labor Edu
cat.ion, which is developing "Education for Democracy" curricula for the 
Israeli school system and sponsors workshops designed to instill the 
values of democracy and tolerance in Israeli youth . 

Memoranda. to AJC Area Offices 

On March 4, Mr. Milkman distributed his· response to an op-ed piece 
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by Rowland .Evans and Robert Novak which appeared in The ·Washington Post. 
The Evans and Novak piece had alleged that Congress was bowing to Jewish 
pressure when it deni~d the sale of additional U.S. arms to Jordan in 
February. Mr. Milkman outlined the Congressional rat~onale as it was 
expressed in resolutions ~f disapproval in both Houses. 

On March 17, Or. Gruen prepared a memorandum on the proposed U.S. 
arms sale to Saudi Arabia .which analyzed the various issues involved and 
outlined AJC' s position, i!S adopted by th~ IRC Steering Conunittee and 
the Board of Governors .earlier in the day. 

On March 27, Or •. Gruen and Mr. Milkman sent a memorandlln to the 
area off ices regarding the upcoming PBS. special "Flashpoint: Israel and 
the Palestinians." lhe memo cited reasons ¥rhy major PSS stations 
decided not · to air the program, and advised area offices to seek 
balanced .coverage by their local PBS affiliates. The directors of AJC's 
Atlanta, Chicago, Kans~s City, Long Island, :Los Angeles, Miami, Portland 
and San Francisco offices !~formed us of what was being done i~ their 
communities. 

(On April 27, New York Newsday printed a letter to the editor by 
Dr. Gruen and Hr. Millanan which refuted the allegations of editorialist 
Otis Pike , who had accused the COOBD!ttee of coercing PBS stations not to 
broadcast "Flashpoint.") 

On April 2, i>r. Gruen distributed his response to a pro-PLO· 
· advertisement which ·appear~d in The New York Times. The ~ asserted 
that the PLO had proposed "peace plans" to ~ing Hussein which the King 
rejec~ed. O~ April 9, Or. Gruen sent a similar memo tO the Steering 
Committee of the International Relations Ccrnmission. 

On April 23, Dr. Gruen sent a memorandum, with accompanying 
background ma~erials, to the field offices outlining the current 
situation of the Black Hebrew sect in the U.S. and Israel. 

Representation of AJC at Inter-agency Meetings and Conferences 

On March 2, Mr. M.lllcman represented the AJC at a NJCRAC collegiate 
. conference on Israel and South Africa. He participated in a workshop on 

the effective use of research data in countering Arab propaganda. AJC 
backgrounders on Israeli and Arab connections with SOuth Africa were 
di.stributed to· the participants. 

On March 4, Or. Gruen and Hr~ Milkman attended the dedication of 
the Instit.ute of Sephardi Studies at the City University of New York. 
Princeton Middle East scholar ·Bernard Lewis delivered a lecture on the 
Jews of the. Ottoman Empire. 

On March 10, Or . Gruen attended a reception in honor of J. Stern
stein, the President-elect of the Jewish National Fund~ 

··· ... -:;: _::~ 
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On Marqh 12,- ·Dr •. Gruen attended a luncheon with Moshe _Rivlin, the 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Keren Kayemet L'Yisrael. · 

On March 26, Dr. Gruen and Mr. Milkman -attended a NJC~C briefing 
with Shmuel Goren, the civilian administrator of the territories held by 
Israel. Mr. Gore.n discussed ISraeli ·efforts to improve the quality of 
life for Palestinians living .·l.Dlder Israeli occupation. 

On March 27, H.r,-·. Milkman represented the AJC at a meeting of the 
NJCRAC Campus Advisory Board. The agenda included a discussion of 
federal legislation to require .universities to disclose their sources of 
pr iv ate funding, and methods. of promoting Black-Jewish relations on 
campus (including dealing with the Israel-South Africa issue and Louis 
Farrakhan). 

On April 3, Dr. Gruen r:epresented the AJC at a Presidents ' Con
ference meeting wi_th Israeli Prime ~nister Shimon Peres. 

On April 10, Dr. Gruen and Mr. Milkman represented the AJC at a 
NJCRAC Israel Strategy Comm! ttee meeting, and participated in a dis
cussion of the cu·rrent situation in the Hiddfe East with Hebrew Uni
versity le~turer and Jerusalem Post caruilentator Yosef Goell. Dr. Goell 
also presented . his observations of American media coverage of the 
reg Ion. 

Miscellaneous Consul tat ions. 

On March 25, Dr. Gruen arranged a meeting between Richard Mei, Jr.., 
an assistant to Mayor Koch, and Walter Stern, who monitors the Arab 
boycott, in whiCh Japanese compliance with the boycott was discussed . 

On Marc.h 27, Dr. Gruen advised Joan Silverman of AJC's 'Long Island 
.Office regarding the composition of a panel of experts on international 
terroris'rn. 

At Dr. Gruen' s suggest ion, the Columbia University . Middle East 
Seminar · on Religion in the Middle East hosted .Hebrew U~iversity Profes
sor Ehud Spinzak in April. 

9077-{IRD-8) 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date 

to 

from 

subiect 

May 15, 1986 

Dr. David H. Gordis.I ~ 

Jacob Kovadloff ~~~ 

Report of Activities of South American Office -
March and April 1986 

PROGRAMS lll>ER DEVELOPMENT 

Proposal from the Truman Institute of Hebrew University: The Jewish 
Dimension of Repression Under Military Rule. 

The new proposal to be considered by the Blaustein Institute was sent to 
us by Prof. Edy Kaufman. Even though he accepted many of my suggestions 
for a new agenda, there are still several points that must be 
reevaluated. I am pleased that Sidney Liskofsky ls cooperating with me 

. on this project. Prof. Kaufman suggested that we hold this conference 
simultaneously with the Latin American Jewish Studies Association 
meeting in Gainesville, Florida, February 22-26, 1987. · 

Consultation on South America 

The consultation will take place in Boston on August 26 and 27, 1986. 
The responses so far have been enthusiastic according to Prof. Judith 
Elkin, president of LAJSA; Prof. Carlos Waisman of University of 
California-San Diego, Prof. Saul Sosnowski from Maryland University, 
etc. After our Annual Meeting, I will work on the agenda and fonnat for 
this meeting • 

The consul tat ion will take place immediately following the Latin 
American Studies Association conference. Diane Steimian shows great 
interest in the Boston Chapter's co-sponsorship of the event. 

For the LASA conference, I am organizing a session in which the AJC's 
book Integracion y Marginalidad, an oral history of Jewish immigrants to 
Argentina will be discussed. 

.l 

AJC Mission to South America 

Recently, I was in Buenos Aires and I spoke with several leaders of the 
Jewish community about the abovementloned mission scheduled for late 
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March of '87, hosted by the Sociedad Hebraica Argentina - - the major 
community center in Latin America. A program was planned to include an 
encounter to discuss the subject: Israel-Diaspora Relations: North and 
South of the Americas. Hebraica's president, Mario Trumper will be in 
New York in June and we will discuss in-depth the complete program at 
that time. 

Cuba 

After the visits of Dr. Jose Hiller and Mr. Moises Asis to New York 
City, I was in constant touch with them. We sent them books for their 
library both in English and Spanish on Jewish subjects and I remain as 
their contact with other Jewish groups in this country. They insisted 
again that they want to be visited by AJC leaders. Other Jewish 
agencies are planning trips to the Havana conrnunity. 

I will include the status of other forthcoming programs in my next 
report to you. 

SPEAKING ENCACEJENTS AND CONFERENCES 

March 2 - American Jewish Congress - South Shore Division. I was asked 
to speak about "South & Central American Jewry." 

March 5 - Marymount College - HISPANOPROGRAH - I spoke about "Argentina: 
Human Rights, Dictatorship and Democracy ." 

March 9-11 - Maryland University - I participated in the conference on 
Uruguay. 

March 23 - American Jewish Congress - North Shore Division -
Second Session - South & Central American Jewry. 

tEETINCS 

March 12th, I met with Ambassador Vegar for a discussion on the 
Argentine Jewish community. · 

On March 13th, I was visited by Prof. Chela-Hassi of Buenos Aires to 
give me her evaluation of the status of hllllan rights in Argentina at the 
present time. 

March 14th - Meeting with Ms. Teresa Porcecansky from Uruguay -- a well
known Jewish writer. 

On March 14th, I had a luncheo~ meeting with Fernando Carcia Bielsa, 
first secretary of the .Cuban Mission to the United Nations. We had a 
discussion in general about Fidel Castro's attitudes about various 
religious groups and Nicaragua. 
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March 14 - A meeting was held with Prof. Edy Kaufman and Ms. Beatriz 
Cymberknopf. We discussed the progran for the upcoming conference in 
Gainesville. Also, Beatriz. who is now living in New York, ls working 
for us here at AJC organizing the files that will be needed for the 
conference. 

March 19 - I attended a reception given by the Spain-U.S.A. Chamber of 
Commerce to celebrate the establishment of diplomatic relations between 
Israel and Spain. The major speakers were: Mayor Edward I. Koch, 
Ambassador Manuel Sassot and Ambassador Moshe Vegar. 

March 19 - I attended the opening of the office of Radio Caracas lV 
(Venezuela) here in New York. They will start to transmit from N.Y. 
shortly. 

March 21 - At the request of the O. A.I .A. through Herzl lnbar of the 
Israeli Consulate, we met with Governor Romero-Ferris from the province 
of Corrlentes, Argentina (a memo was sent to you about this). 

March 22 - Meeting with Alfredo Berflein, director for Latin America of 
the JDC. We discussed common goals regarding Cuba and South .Alnerica . 

March 25 - I was visited by Amos Elon who was going to Argentina to 
write an article for The New Yorker and to whom I gave guidance. 

March 25 - I attended a meeting of the International League For Human 
Rights at which Hs. Marta Patricia Baltodano, a hunan rights activist 
from Nicaragua reported on the current condi tlons in her country. 
Mainly, she emphasized the persecution of the Catholic Churches' 
activists as well as some Indian groups but she denied anti-Semitism as 
the official policy of the Sandinistas. 

March 27 - Paul Meany, a Columbia University graduate student needed 
advice re his dissertation. 

March 27 - Prof. Jose Schreibman of Washington University, St. Louis, 
Missouri - He is also a member of the local chapter and was here to 
see me regarding his use of our Spanish press releases and backgrounders 
for students of Spanish. 

March 28 - Prof. Guenther Bohm director of the Center for Jewish Studies 
at the University of Chile, came to meet with me requesting, as always, 
our financial support. 

April 3 - Jeff Lesser, New York University graduate student, is going to 
Brazil to do research and visited me for suggestions and introductions 
to people who may be helpful to him. 

April 8 - Rabbi Henry Sobel of Sao Paulo visited me to discuss the 
follow-up to the Sao Paulo Conference. 

April 10 - Ambassador Benno Varon was here requesting infonnation for an 
article he ls writing on Jose Lopez Bega, who ls now under arrest in 
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Miami. His extradition has been requested by the Government of 
Argentina . 

April 14 - Isolde Gorneman (recommended by Sam Toledano of Madrid) 
visited me for advice about an exhibition for a Sephardic artist from 
Spain. 

April 14 - Sergio Bergman, director of the Youth Department of Emanu-El 
Congregation in Buenos Aires contacted me for infonnation and advice and 
programs. 

April 15 - Rabbi Marcelo R!ttner of Mexico met with me prior to our 
meeting with you requesting a selection of AJC publications for the 
library of his congregation. 

April 15 - The Argentinian journalist and writer, Tomas Eloy Martinez 
was in town and we met at length about the current anti-Semitic problems 
in Argentina and the future of Peronism. 

April 16 - Alberto Senderey, the executive director of the Sociedad 
Hebraica Argentina, came to see me to extend an invitation for me to 
participate in the celebration of the 60th anniversary of the institu
tion this coming August. 

April 21 - Dr. Raul Gutman, secretary of political affairs of the 
O.A.I.A. in Buenos Aires, also came to visit me. It was an important 
opportunity for me to discuss current events in Argentina. 

April 22 - I met Ms. Elsa Kelly, the Argentinian Ambassador to UNESCO 
and to the Human Rights Commission of the OAS. She is a good friend of 
the Argentinian Jewish community but was reluctant to discuss the 
current foreign policy of the country. May I remind you that she was 
the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and because she was in disagree
ment with Minister Caputo, she resigned. 

Respectfully submitted. 

JK:BJB:snm 

cc: Dr. Marc H. Tanenbal.ITI 
David A, Harris 
Geri Rozanski 
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'THE' AMERICAN JEWISH c ·oMMITTEE· 

date 

to 

from 

subj~ct · 

March. 17, · 1985 

OC!v ld M • . Gordis 

George· E. Gruen and Harry Milkman 

Israel &' Middle East Affairs Division R~port 
( fo·r January · ~ F~btuary 1986) . · . 

Continued· Campalgn on behalf of the .Lebanese Jewish Hostages 

Following th.e murder of .two Leban·ese Jewish hostages at the end of 
December, Dr. Gruen, together with Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum and Rabbi Haskel 
Look.stein, President . of the New . York Board of Rabbis, initiated plans 
for . a service to memoriall,ie .the. murdered hostages and to ·appeal for the . 
redemption of all remaini'ng captives in Lebanon. The event, which was . 
co-sponsored by the New York JCRC, AJC and the New Yor.k Board of Rabt>is, . 
was :held at Cong. Kehllath Jeshurun in Manhattan on January 8, and was 
attended by. approximately 250 persons. Notable New York political and 
religious figures addressed the assembly; Howard Friedman spoke on 
behalf of the Committee. · Press coverage of ~he event included two of 
New York's maj'or television stations, Kol · Yisrael · and the Jewish 
Telegraphic Agency • . 

A special analysis by Dr. Gruen on "The Murder of Lebanes.e Jew~sh . · 
Hostages" was distributed .·to the participants and was widely dis~emi
nated to · the media~ Dr. Gr~eh's report · examines the nature of the 
militant pro-Iranian Shi'ite group t .hat murdered the Jews and ls still 
holding several. others, and prQv.ides personal details on the .lives of 
the hostages, whlch clearly demonstrate that ·they had· no partisan 
poll tic al lnvol veme'nt and refute the obscene allegations by the mur
derers that the Jews.,were killed beca1,.1se they were "spies for Israel." 
We hope that this information .will · stimulate humanitarian appeals that 

·will le.ad to the freeing of the remaining hostages·. 

On · January 3, Harry Milkman wrote. a memorandum to the AJC field 
· · offices summ~rizing A~C's efforts on behalf of the Lebanese Jewish 

host~ges to · da~e • . 

On January 14, Dr. Gruen and ·Mr . Milkman provided Rabbi James Rudin 
with information which he transmitted to Cardinal O'Connor of the New 
York Archdiocese, who . had planned to visit Lebanon .and had offered to 
Inquire about the hostages. Cardinal O'Connor's visit was · canc~lled~ · 

however, . after lebal')Of\'.s latest ce-ase-fire broke ·down·, and Violence 
again erupted ir:t Beirut. · -.. · 
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The following section ls strictly confidential: 

On January 15, Dr. Gruen spoke with Fuad Ajaml, a Lebanese Shi'ite 
Muslim currently teaching at :Johns Hopkins University, about the 
possibility of direct intervention with the Lebanese Shi'ite group 
holding the Jewish hostages; Prof. Ajami ·was quite pessimistic, based on 
his professional and personal experience. · · 

On January 17, Dr. Gruen discussed with Stuart Eizenstat the 
possibility of former President Jinvny Carter's intervention. Since the 
terrorists are known to be connected to Iran, President Carter's 
involvement was ruled out. However, Mr. Eizenstat did contact Hamilton 
Jordan, who reported that unfortunately all his contacts are either dead 
or had gone into hiding. 

On the morning of January 21, Rabbi Tanenbaum and Or. Gruen met 
with two key aides of UN Secretary General Perez de Cuellar. We were 
asked to keep even the fact of the meeting confidential. (The substance 
of the discussion is contained in George Gruen's memo to the file of 
January 27, 1986.) 

In the evening of January 21, Dr. Gruen met Representative David 
Obey of Wisconsin at a New York JCRC forum on U.S.-Israel relations. 
Rep. Obey had visited Syria and met with high-ranking Syrian officials 
in his capacity as Chairman of the Foreign Operations Subcommittee of 
~·he House Appropriations Committee. Dr. Gruen presented Rep. Obey with 
a copy of his latest backgrounder on the Lebanese Jewish hostages and 
appealed to him to intervene in whatever way he can with the Syrian 
authorities , who are known to have considerable influence in Lebanon. 

. On January 29, Dr. Gruen wrote to Felice Gaer, Executive Director 
of the International League for ·Human Rights, providing her with the 
latest available information we had, and urging her to continue ILHR 
interventions on behalf of the remaining hostages. 

On February 3, Dr. Gruen spoke with former Attorney General Ramsey 
. Clark about the possibility of his intervention with contacts in 
Lebanon , Syria, or Iran. Mr. Clark expressed a readiness to be helpful , 
although many of his former contacts are no longer in positions of 
influence. 

End of Confidential section. 

We were also actively involved behind the scenes in coordinating 
the meeting i~ Paris on February 23 of the Inte~national ColTITlittee for 
the Freedom of Syrian Jews, which focused also on the plight of the 
Lebanese Jewish COIJ1!11unity. Nives Fox, Director of our European Office, 
who has been a primary source of contact with the relatives of Lebanese 
Jews in France, helped in the preparations for the conference and 
represented AJC at the sessions. 

The latest background analysis on "Lebanese Jews--Victlms of 
Shi' lte Muslim Terror" written by Dr . George E. Gruen, .was distributed 
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to the .press and conference participants. Dr. Neil Sandberg, Director 
ot AJC's Los Angeles office, helped to secure funding for the participa
tion in the conference of Mrs. Rosemary Cohen, the sister-in-law of Haim 

. Cohen, one Of the Jewish hostages murdered in Beirut by the self-styled 
"Organization of the Oppressed in the World." 

The ·conference was widely· co.vered . by the ·French TV and press, 
· including le Monde and " Le Quotidien, as well as the The New· York Times 
and the Associated Press and Reuters. (See March . report .for followup.) 

On February 26, Mr~ Milkman attended . a · lecture · by Columbia.· 
. University professor Ras~id. Khalid!, . ~ .. Palestinian who had lived· in 
Lebanon . He wa~ as pessim.istic as Fuad Ajami ·at;>aut Lebanon's future 
because of the total absence . of a · Lebanese national identity and the 
cooperative spirit that normally accompanies that feeling of shared 
identity. He noted that · not only is there . no central authority for .. 
Lebanon as a whole, but also the various denominational ~roups ~re · 
internally divided and struggling for power. Hence; even · feliow 
Shi Ii tes from tlfe Ama1 . faction may· not be able to influence ·their 
coreligionists in . Hiibullah, who are, in turn, believed to be· connected · 
to the "Orgahiza ti on of the Oppressed" which· has .abduc.ted and killed 
several Lebanese Jews. . . . . . 

Israeli Intergroup Relations . . 

In December, .Mr. Milkman initiated a project to increase· media 
·attention to t~e. work of .. Jewish-Arab reconciliation groups in Israel. dn 
Januar~ B, he chaired a meeting- of various representatives of t~ese 
organizations, to which he invited "Mort Yarmon and Jonathan Jacoby,. 
Executive Director of ·the .New Israel Fund. (NIF) • . As a result .of the 
January 8th meeting, NIF has drawn up. a budget and progra1t111atic frame
work ·for impleme·nt.ing a public relatjons project, which wUl be profes-

.. . sionally staffe.d . in Israe1.. AJC . thus played " a catalytic role in 
creating this much~needed institution, ·whose goal ·will be to project an 
image of Israel . as ·an integrating, l".ather. than ' polarizing; society. . 

" 

Countering Arab Propaganda 
... 

·on January 17, · Dr. " Gruen and .Mr. · Milkman collected materialS 
related to Arab · desecration. of jewish and Christi.an holy sites .in the"· 

. Middle East for use by . the Israeli Mission to the United Nations · during · 
. a UN debate on the Temple Mount controversy. The· January 20 issue of · 

.. -. Israel Press Highlights, edited by Mr·. Milkman, · also dealt .with . this 
issue. · 

In February, ·Mr. Milkman ed~ted "Oil, . Guns and "Goldi The Arab-South . 
African Connection" by · Tel Aviv· University Professor Arye Oded~ . The. 
report documents ongoing economic and mil i ~ary t'ies "between the Arab 
world and the apartheid regime, and exposes .Arab hypocrisy at castigat
ing Isr.ael for maintaining ties with South Afr lea. Copies ()f the edited " 
pap~r have .been distributed to the press by b~th Mort ·varmon's · depart~ 
ment and by AJC .field ·off ices. · The · paper was ·also ·iilcluded in a 



resource kit distributed to the .Jewish student anti~apartheid activists. 
at a NJCRAC conference in March. Mr. Milkman partic ipated iri the 
planning of. the conference • .. 

Consultations with Notable Israelis and Arabs 
. . ' 

On January 8~ tlfe: Divl .sion hoS;,ted a lively discuss~on .with Uzi 
Benziman, editor of the weekly magazine supplement· ~o Ha'~retz and 

· author of Sharon: An Israeli Caesar.. Mr~ Benziman discussed· .the 
controversial Ariel Sharon's political future, including the prospects 

· that he may become prime ~inister of Israel. 

On January 9, the IRD met with .Uri · Bar-Ner, .Director of Infonnation 
of th.e ·Israeli Foreign Mini~try. ·Mr_. Bar-Ner analyzed the current . 
situation in the Middle Ea~t in an :exceptionally cogent manner. Mr. 
Bar-Ner brought copies of Mr. Milkman Is December backgrounder on . the . 

. legal and political rights of Israel Is Arabs . back to the Foreign 
~inlstry for_ review. · ·· · 

Also . on January 9, Dr. Gruen an.d Mr •. Milkman . participat_ed in a·.· 
NJCRAC Israel Strategy Committee meeting, · during which Israeli {New 

_York) Deputy Consul H·erzl Inbar discussed · the state of the :Middl_e East 
peace· process and. the Pollard spy affair. 

On -January 21 ~ Mr. · Ml'lkinan attend~d a New_ Israel ·Furid R.oundtable. 
discussion · with Ambassador Walter Eytan, the first. director-general of . 

· the Israeli. Foreign .Ministry, during ~hich A~b~ Eytary discusse4~h~ 
effects· of ~errorfsm on 'Israeli "domestic politics, the West Bank, 
Jerusalem, Israel-Diaspora relations, social . tensions in Israel, 
Jewish-Arab relations, and the Israeli economy. 

-. · · On January 22, Mr. ·Milkman attended a .council on . Religion and . · 
International ·A ff airs . (CRIA) Conversation · with the Egyptian Ambassador .. 
to. the U.S., Abdel Raouf e.l,-Reedy. · Amb. el-Reedy discussed. the Arab- · 
Israeli peace process, U.S.-Soviet relations, Egyptian-Israeli relatioris 
and the PLO. .• 

On Janu~ry 27, the IRD ~et with· the new Israeli Consul-General in 
Ne~ York, Mosh_e Yegar, to -discuss areas .of potential mutual cooperation~ 
Mr. Milknian then accompanied. ·Mr.: Vegar back to the Consulat_e, where .t_hey . 
participated in the organizatlonal meeting of the -Ben-Gurion Centennial 
Commission Steering Committee. · {:Mr. ·Milkman attended in place of AJC 
Washington representative Hyman Bookbinder.) 

·. . . 

On January ·29~ · the Di~isiori hosted a _discussion with Dr . Avraham 
Rozenkier ~ the International Secretary . of Mapam, who provided a .social-. 
1st ·analysis of Israel's domestic · and ._foreign policies, and discussed · 
Mapam' s - rol.e in making friends for Isra~l in the .. Third World. (Also on 
January . 29, ·Dr. -Gruen and Mr. Milkman :met with Leeora Black,. Di-rector .of 
Publi.c Affairs of · the Zionist Federation of Australia ~ . As a ' result of 
that meeting, Israel Press Highlights will. soon begin to be published in 
the_ A~straliari·- Jewish _ press . ) . · 

·. : 
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On February 3, the Division hosted a meeting with representatives 
of the American-Israeli Civil liberties Coalition, including Tel Aviv 
University Professor Halm Shaked, former Knesset member Shula Koenig, 
and New York law Professor Phillipa Strum. The members of the Coalition 
discussed their educational and legal activities to promote civil rights 
in Israel . and possibilities of. joint cooperation with AJC through our 
Israel office._ and the Bla':Jstein Institute. The , q~e'stion of their 
relationship t ·o other Israeli groups coflcerned with similar iSsl,les was 
also discussed. 

. On February 7, Dr • Gruen participated in a discussion wl th .former 
Deputy Mayor of J'erusal_em Meron eenveni~ti about prospects for Ar.ab-

. Jewish relations in the 'West Bank. · .. · · · · · · 

On February 24, David H~rris and Hr. Milkm~n ·in~t with ·sandy Eiges, 
director of .Save the Childreh'~ cross-cultural edu6ation project in 
Israel • . Mr. Hllkman provided her with valuable leads regarding sources . 
of funding for her project. (i.e.~· the Agency for International Develop
ment (AID) and the Ford Foundation, which h~ve funded similar .projects 
in the past). ·· · 

Other Informational Activities · 

· . In January and February, Israel Press Highlights; edited by Mr. 
Mil'k~an, dealt with such issues as the terrorist attacks in Rome and 
Vienn~, Syrian military escalation, the Taba dispute, the Israeli 
interception· of a Libyan airplane, and Israeli economic policy. 

Conf ldentlal: In response . to · a person·a1 request from a prominent New 
York · official who had been asked to appear in an .ad promoting travel to 
Creece, Dr. Gruen ·wrote him a let_ter, on January 27, advising him not 
to publicly advocate travel to Greece u~til the Greek Governm~nt ended 
its .support of the PLOt its ·a·cquiescence to· terrorists, and its record 
of anti-Israeli voting ·at the UN. Documentation was appended to. the 
'letter. 

On February · 4, following the. Israeli interception ·of a U,byan 
civilian ·jet, Mr. Milkman briefed a Jewish Telegraphic Agency reporter 
on. previous Israeli-Libyan a:viation encounters.· · 

On February 11~ Or.' Gruen wrote a letter to· Mr~ John Roy Carlson of 
the Armenian Assembly responding to hi~ request for information on 
Armenian-Jewish relations and their shared history of persecution. 

On Februa.ry _.13 ~ Mr. ·Milkman · drafted an op-ed · piece entitled 
"Helping . Huss~in to See Reality." (Appare~tly, on Feb. 19, h~ did! 

·That day Hussein delivered a 3 1/Z hour· speech blaming Arafat· and the 
PLO. for . the· collapse of the U.S • . sponsored negotiating efforts.) .. 

t• • • 

On February 26, Dr. Gruen· wrote a memo to Mrs. Liliane Shalom, at 
he~ request, . elabor~ting . AJC's record of support for the State of . Israel 
and co~cern for Jews in Arab and Islamic ·countries. She. had reported 
.resistance among Sephardim to at·t.endi~g the New York Chapter dinner 
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honoring Stephen and Liliane Shalom, on the grounds that the AJC had 
been anti-Zipnist a~d continued to be lukewarm to Israel. Dr. Gruen 
also worked with the fundraising department to deyelop possible projects 
for suppor~ by the Shaloms . 

On f ebruary 29, Mr. ·Milkman coliected materials ff>r Congre·ssman · 
Charles Schumer'·s qffice regard.f.rig the Nazi wa~. criminal b~ing harbored 
by syr.ia. · 

. The . Divis i on also responded to · numerous requests for information 
~rom AJC field offices during January and February. 

Participation in Inter-Agency Conferences 

On J~nuary .2°4, Dr . .. Gruen · rep~ese~ted AJC at the President's .. ,:.".. ·: . 
Conferen.ce subcommittee on. terrorism meeting with Stanley Klein, Chief :··: . . 

· of the ·FBI' s · Terrqrism Section~ . . . · . · : : >»· ·.'· .. 
· On ·· January 27, Dr • . Gruen -. recommended a number · of ·· change~ to 

NJCRAC's Israel Propositions, which were voted upon at the NJCRAC Plenum 
.in February. H~ also attended the Is~ael . Strategy Convnittee session on 
February· 27. 

Qr. Gruen is an Associate of the Columbia University Seminar on the 
Middle .East. This year's ~essions are on the ~eneral topic of Religion · 

.and International Politics in the ' Mi~dle East • . Durin~ . the period · und~~ ~ 
'review, · Dr . Gruen participated in 'the ineeting on J~n.uary ·22 at which Dr~ 

· Dale Eickelman, P~~f. 6f Anthropology at NYU, · ah~ Dr. Lisa Ander~qn, 
Assoc. Prof. of Govern·ment .at Harvard, ·presented papers on "Morocco: 
Religion ~n Politics and Society," as well as the meeting on February 5 
at. w~ich Prof~ Serif Mardin of Bosphorous University led the discussion 
on "Turkey: Religion in . a S~cul ar · Islamic State." These seminars also 
provide ·useful opportunities. ·to ·exch~nge views "On current Middle East 

· ·develo.pments on an informal basis over drinks .and at dinner with well 
· informed· persons .in the ·academic, .diplomatic and business conrnunity. · 

.Dr. Gruen i-epresented AJC at a me~ting on February 21 of the ad hoc 
· committee on Japanese attitudes to the Arab boycott, held at ttle office . 

. of -.Walter Stern. · Conta·cts with .u.s. officials were initiated and they 
were asked to conv.ey American popular displeasure to their counterparts 
in Japan. . . .. 

·. 
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Amer.ican Jewish Committee Involvement in European Protest 
·on Behalf of Lebanese and · Syrian Jews . · 

The International Relations Depar.tment of the American Jewish 
Commit tee wa·s actively involved behind the scenes in the meeting in 
Paris on. February 2 3 of the Internati.orial Committee for . the Freedom of 
Syrian Jews; which focussed also .on the plight o'f the Lebanese Jewish 
community. · Nives Fox, Director of .our European Office, who ·has· been a 

··primary source of contac;t with the relatives of Lebanese Je.ws in France, · 
helped · in the preparations ' for · the conference and represented AJC at the 
sessions. 

·The 1 atest back.ground analysis . on '!Lebanese Jews--Victims of 
Shi'ite Husl im 'Terror" written by Dr.: George E. Gruen, AJC Director of· 
Middle East A ff-airs, · was · distributed' to the press and' conference 
participants. Dr. Neii Sandberg, Director of AJC's Los Angeles office, · 
helped to secure funding for · the participation in the conference of Hrs. 
Rosemary Cohen, the sister-in-iaw of Haim Cohen, one ·of the Jewish 
hostages murde~ed in Beirut by ·the .self-styled "Organ~.zation :of the 
Oppressed in . the .World." 

The conference was widely covered by the French TV and press, 
inclqd.ing Le Honde and Le Guotidien.' The" fol'lowing. are texts of the 
dispa.tches filed as a resqlt of the . conference by the Associated Press 
and Reuters·, and" a photocopy of the story th~t appeared in the New York 
Times. (Al so appended are the Resolution and Program of Action adopted 
by the Conferencf7.) 

"Families of .slain Lebanese Jews condemn Syria·; Iran" 
by Marilyn August 

· Associated Press -Writer 
PARIS (AP) - : The families· of some of the Jewish hostages murdered 

in Lebanon in recent months called on western governments SunQay to 
pressure Syria· and Iran into releasing the remaining Jewish hostages and 

. letting Lebanon's tiny Jewish comniuni ty live in peace. · 

Speaking at a meeting in Paris of the International Committ~e for · 
the Freedom of Syrian Jews, the families joined· Fre~ch Jewish leaders · 
and political figures in blaming Syria and Iran f,or the deaths. 'of five 
Jewish hostages . . 

· Eleven Lebanese Jews are currently thought to be in the hands of 
fundamentalist Moslem kidnappers. 

"President Assad says he does not control the groups . holding the 
hostages, but .that is - only~ half-truth," said Theo Klein, president of 
CRIF, a French Jewish organization. 
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He stressed that the Moslem groups w6rking in Lebanon took their 
orders directly.from the. Ayatollah Khomeini and could not operate freely 
without the tacit approval of Syria. 

Rosemary Cohen, the sister-in-law · of Chaim Cohen, killed in 
December, said she was not after revenge. 

'~I ~ope the · ~ssassins live so th~t they change their attitudes and 
feel guilty for what they · have done," she said. "What can they .get out 
of killing my brother-in~law~ The problems in Lebanon are terrible; 
it's as if God had turned ,his back· on us." 

. . 
In 1975, Lebanon's Jewish community numbered about 8,000. T~day, 

there are fewer than 100 Jews left. Most .have emigrated to Israel. 

Mrs. C·ohen, an . .Iranian [ci.tizen 'born· in Lebanon] who has been 
living w.ith . her l;\usband and children in Los Angeles for the past 18 
months~ · said she . had spoken to her brother-in-law a few days before 
gunmen burst into his home and dragged him · away. His bullet-riddled 
body ·was found nln.e months later. 

· "He was , a very simple man who didn't really feel he . was in danger 
because he wasn't a soldler, and wasn't inv~lved in politics," she told 
The Associated Press. 

_ Mr~ • . J?ohen · S<t;iQ her . bro.ther-in-law, 38, did no~ .want to go to 
Israel-. because.· "he didn't want .to ever have to shoot at his fellow 
Lebanese." His wife and three ~hildren; she: added, remain in Beirut and 
have nq plans to leave. · · 

Other speakers at the day-long conference included noted Nazi 
hunter Beate Klarsfeld, Ovadia Soffer, ~sraeli ambassador to France, and 
Rene _Samuel Sirat, Grand Rabbi of France. 

Mrs. Klarsfeld, who recently returned from Beirut where she· spent 
three weeks trying -to negotiate the release of the Jewish hostages·, said 
she was not optimistic about their fate. 

"Jews are the scapegoats for all the anti-Israel feeling in"the · 
Middle East," she said • . "The various Lebanese groups are fighting each 
other, but ·they express their· hatred of Israel by kidnapping and killing 
the few Jews left. · 

"They are behaving just like the Nazis during World War, II -- They 
are killing Jews just because they are Jews , " she said . "There is no 
government to defend them . " 

She said her husband, Serge, was currently in Beirut trying to 
convince .Moslem spiritual leaders to condemn the killings. 
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Other talks included the .. testimony of a . young . Syrian Jew who 
described life .in Syria for . the .4,QOO rema_il'l!n.g .Jews·. 

"The entire Jewish community ls being held hostage," said the young 
girl, who spoke to. the aucfience, her back turned and surrounded by body 
guards. She declined to be identified saying it would endanger her 

· family in Syria. 

In Syria, sh~ explained, Jews are. under constant ~u.rveillance. 
They are arrested arbitrarily at ho~e or in · the synagogue. Unlike 
C_hri.stians or Moslems, they are required to carry identity cards marked 
with their religious affiliation • 

. . "You cannot ima_gin~ '-what it is like for {I young girl to face a 
hostile civil .servant for the 'nth time, to be haras~ed, asked the most 
indiscrete qµe~tion·s, to ·wait years for an answer,: knowing that it will 
be ne~ative,~ ~he said . . 

.. ·· · Syrian unive~sitie.s have strict quotas for Je~ish 'stupents and 
entrar}ce · refusats" need no. explanation. Jews cannot sell their home or 
car. They .. cannot vo~~, · wqrk for th.e government. as cl v 11 servants or for 
nationalized companies,. sh'e said • 

.- 1'Conditio'ns. are .getting wor.se all the time," she ·said. "We live ... in 
constant · f·e~r. Every time · the door .bell rings, we never know who it's 
going to . be • " ·· : " · · · 

* * * 
"French Jewlsh · leaders blame Syria for death of Lebanese Jews~ 

: PARIS~ F'ebruary ·23, Reuter - Leaders of Fra.nce's Je~ish. communi~y 
today .accused· Syria of direct respor.tsibility in the capture and killing 
of Le_ba·nese Je~s. · 

, Roger Pinto, ~ead of· the International Comm! ~_tee f(>r the Liberation 
of .Syrian ·:Jews, toid a· meeting that the Jews ,.are b"elng held in .territo
ry under Syria's control. •• where nothing is done or d.edded without · its 
accor.d • " .. . . . 

An · underground . sti l. 'i te Moslem gr0up calling · itself the · 110rganiZa- . 
tion . of · the Oppr¢ssed ·ih the World" has claimed responsibility for 
killing four Leba~ese Jews since last December ~nd has said it ·is 
hold fog three 9th·ers. .·· . 

· Addr-essing delegates to the meeting from 16 countries, Pinto 
accused th~ European Community of· failing to ·take a firm stand against 
Syria, Libya and Iran, which he said fostered guerrilla groups acting in 
Western Eu.rope. 

A :young woman~ tier back turned to the publlc and her head swathed 
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in a scarf to hide her i~~ntity, told the 'meeting that Syria 's 4,500 
Jews lived in a state of -neai-terror, having to account to the authori
ties for every movement. 

· She· called on Syria to let the Jews "leave and have the right to 
happiness ." 

THE NEW YORK TIMBS, MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 19B6 

I JEWS IN LEBANON 
URGED TO GET OUT 

. Mosl~m Extremist . Campaign 
Making Beirut Too Riskyi 

Paris Conference Says 

. By RICHAJlD "BERNSTEIN 
Splcial to 11le """ Ymtt n- . . . 

PARIS, Feb. 23 - Leadl"a French 
Jews, saying that tbe Jews of Lebanon 
are in imminent daQger, called on 
them today to leave for other countries. 

1be appeal at a amference here ~ 
'day came amid a continuing campejp 
by extremist Moslems aaainSt Leba
nese Jews. Since Deceml>er, the . ez
tremlsts have announced Um ezecu- . 
tlons of four Jews ln Lebanon and the · · 
abduc:tion· of three. · · · · · 

The appeal follows by ~rly a year 
the first kidnappings of J~ in ~ 

· - four kidnappings in a sinlle clay last 
March. The families Qf tbo8e ~es • . 
many of whom live in Prance·, 1'ad 
asked that the incident not be publl
dJ.ed in hopes that by remAinlria silent 
they wwld increase the c»ncea that 
their relatives would be released. 

But since the end of December, the 
group holdin8 tJie Jews has~ 
in written communiq'* to a Behut 
newspaper that three ot the four kld
napPed last March bave been executed. 
In each case they bave ~ded pic
tures of the vtctim, aytna tt waa evi-
dence· of their ~. . ... . . ' 
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Moslem Group Claims AIJduedoas 
. A group calling Itself. the Organiza

tion of t.be Oppressed oa Earth .baa 
claimed re:spOnatbility for the abduc
t10ns IUXI the executions. ·Jn letters to 
An Nahar, an Arabic-language dally in · 
Beirut, the SJ:Wte Moslem group bas de
manded that Israel withdraw all -lcli 
forcea from ICIUtbern Lebanm and re--
1.eue the Shllte.:i.anen it la holdlna.· . 

The victims wi been l:dentiftecf as 
Elle Hallu, a 51-yar-old physldan 
who was vice president of the Hlgber . . 
Council of Lebanon's Jews; Cba1m 
.Coheo-Balala, 31, a merdwit, and 
·1saac Tarrab. 70, • professoz: of ma~ 
mattes at a Beirut university. 

A fourtb Jewtsil bOltage said to have 
been killed was lbralitm &eneeti, :W, a 
pbysldan and one of three ~ewa. re. ., 
ported kidnapped on Peb. 15. · · 
-'Ibat would leave at least three othe'r 

hostages still allve, including the fa. 
tller and the son of Dr. Beoesti, kid
lliappeci Wi~ him on Feb. 1.5, and Elie 
Sasson, a merchant who is the cbief 
spokesman for. Jews ln I ~nm a.nd · 
who was· amoua · tboae lddnappwt lasf ...., __ .. . . . 
_.WI, • 

French Jews have historic ties with 
Lebanese Jews, w~ nU.mbered ~raJ. 
lbousand iD tbe early J.la)'s. French 
Jews aay tbere a.re now 22 Jews llYtng 
.in West Belnlt and 33 in die Eaai, lriu1 

. of tbem wtdows and elderly people. .. 
· In the last few months, a few quiet ef. 

forts have been made here to win the 
release of the Jews· being held prisoner. 
catholic, Protestant, and Jewish 
spokesmen here have called an Mm.. 
lem clerics 1n ~banon to speak out 

· ilgainst the taking of Jewish hostages. 
Serge Klarsfeld, a French lawyer 

who has tracked dawn former Nazis, 
went to W.est Betrut laBt week to apPeitl 
to local reUgloU& leaders to condnul 
the hostage seizures in l.ebanon and to 
offer himself in excJuanp for h '-'· 

· t' Mr. Klarsfeld's wife, se.de. ~ 
toda)' that be bad received t.tireatf; 
against his ure after arriving in Bein.t 
and, on the advice of the French Ea&
bassy there, bad moved to the au~ 
ttan-controlled balf'of the dty. 

Earlier, Mrs. Klarsfeld spent three 
weells in east Beirut in an effort w ne
gotiate the release of the hot>lllgeS.. ~ 
said today that she was able ti mttt 

· with a man describeCS as a lew-l<'ltl 
. representative of tbe Party of God ~ 

that the meeting 'P~ no re:tlllt&. 
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~NTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE FREEDOM Of JEWS IN SYRIA 

COUNCIL RESOLUTION 
February 23, 1986 

Delegates· from 16· countries which joined ·the International· Council for 
Freedom ·of . Jews in' Syria,- met fo Paris February 23, 1986, with leaders 
of the J~wish community, religious author! ties and a _broad range of 
French poli~ic~l representatives. 

- - Rec a 11 ing that' the International Committee is inspired by humani tar
ian concerns about the life and freedom of per.sons undergoing moral and 
physical suffering and as its fundamef'.ltal objective "defends the Freedom 
of Je~s in Syria and their ri~ht to emigrate to the country of their 
choice, according to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights"; 

-- Being aware that the worsening fate of the Jewish Community in Syria, 
in contravention to .international law and fundamental principles of the 
dght to life and human dignity; 

-- Stresses that its intended campaign for international protest will 
have no political connotation, 

* for Jews in Syria constitute a community in peril, suffer dis
crimination in an environment that is hostile a.nd full of hate, 

* as second class citizens their condltlon ls a permanent offense to 
the United Nations Charter and Human Rights, 

* they live in a prison-land, a· hostage community at the mercy of 
harassment, isolated and scorned, in daily fear and without hope; 

. . 
Call upon universal conscience, international bodies and all govern-

ments to work unceasingly so that a.11 Jews, citizens or resid.ents of 
. Syria, who wish to leave the country can be assured of the right to do 
so freely, at any time, · and settle in the land of their choice. 

-- Commits itself to pursue this struggle in all its aspects and by 
appealing to all bodies in order that the principles of liberty and 
dignity stated in Articles 13 and 14 of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights become effective for all concerned, Jew$ and non-Jews, who 
are forbidden to emigrate freely from their country of nationality or 
residence. 
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PROGRAM OF ACTION 

The following program of action wa~ voted unanimously and with the 
approval of French and European Parliamentarians present: 

-- Mrs. Nicole Fontaine, m.ember of ·the Eur:.oP.ean Parliament, agreed to 
submit to this organization a proposition that a delegation of European 
Parliamentarians go to Syria to inquire about the situation of the Jews. 

-- ·On the- initiative of deputies Georges Sarre, ·Olivier Stirn and Claude 
Gerard Marcus, a French Par l i .ament delegation will be constituted for 
the . same purpose·. 

- - The 16 Commi'ttees formed throughout the world have agreed to ask 
their governments and Parliaments to intervene with the .Syrian goyern
ment. 

-- In addition, the same committees agreed to launch a .campaign in their 
respective lands· pointing up the tragic situatlbn of Jews Jn Syria. 

-- In · each country requests for a meeting with the Syrian Am~a~sador 
also will be made. 

....... ,., 



INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE FREEDOM OF. JEWS IN SYRIA 

PRESS RELEASE 

Paris, February 23, 1986 

· Roger Pinto, President of the International Council for the Freedom of 
Jews in Syria which gathered in Paris, February 23, 1986, · in the 
presence of delegates from 16 countries declared: 

That the President of the Syrian Republic did not keep his promises. On 
November 18, 1984, he declared that the Jews of Syria were full-fledged 
citizens, that is to s·a.Y that, as other religious convnunities, their 

· right to freely circulate and .go to the country of their choice was 
recognized. ' ;:- ;t.:'. , · . .. .. . : · -

Unfortunately, the situation ha·s not changed and Jews in Syria · are still 
a hostage commu~ity, living under difficult conditions. 

Mr. Pinto stated that the Council's international action will have 
stri~tly humanitarian bases, that the means us~d will be peacefui, 
though firm and continuous for as long as Jews in Syria will not be 
authorized to leave the country if they so wish. 

As for the . Jews of Lebanon, Mr. Pinto expressed horror for· the barbarous 
killing of four hostages whqse ·~nly c'rime was to be Jewish. 

It reminded him of the "old times" wh~n Jews were selected and led to 
slaughter. 

He accused Syria of bearing major responsibility· for these murders. How 
could i ~ be otherwise, when o·ne knows that the hostages, Frerich as well 
as Lebanese Jews, are kept on Lebanese territory controlled by Syria, 
omnipresent in the country, and .without whose accord nothing can be done 
or decided. 

Syria, Libya and Ifan are treated with strange indulgence by the free 
world and especially by the European community. This is even more 
astonishing given that these three countries are cradles for interna
tional terrorism and that Weste~n Europe has become its first victim. 
We do not understand ••• 

Addressing himself to Jews in Lebanon Roger Pinto pressingly and 
solemnly called on them to "quit Lebanon as rapidly as possible, for you 
are in mortal danger. Leave Lebanon lest you wish to lengthen tomor
row's list of hostages." 

9406-IRD-6 
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THE AMERlCAN JEWl.SH c ·oMMITTEE 

date 
March 17 , 1986 

·tO 
Dr. David M. G~rdls . / 

Jacob K0Vadl6ff ~-/ . -: / /'. _d, . 

. · ·:~~ 
·Report of Activities of South America.n 

. f ebruary 198~ · 
. " . 

Off ice ~ January and 
from 

subject 

· RECEPTION FOR AMBASSADOR MANUEL SASSOT, CONSUL ~NERAL OF SPAIN IN ijEW 

YORK 

.on January 13tti Ma.re and I met with Ambassador Sassot a · few days before 

· the announcement of the establishment of diplomatic .relations between 

Israe~ and Spain. · It was ~-- very successful .meetin~ and, as a result, 

pur relations. are quite cordial. 

On Febrµary 10th, the reception took place at AJC in honor of Ambassador 

Sassot and .it .. was also a very suc.cessful event.· . The-attendees were 
. . 

gre.at ln num~er and high lev~l. Also, the media ·coverage was extensive 

inc.ludln.g the correspondents of Spanish media. I was interview~ by 

local TV Channel 41 and Radio Espana. 

. . 

The above ·was .accomplished by two weeks o·f .intensive. work by my office. 
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PROGRAMS UNDER. DEVELOPMENT 

i•Learning frcim History: The Jewish Dimension of Repression in Argentina 

Under Military Rule (1973-1983)." ·A conference proposal fr·om the Truman 

Institute of Hebrew University of Jerusalem. As I mentioned in my last 

bi-monthly report, I have· been· working on ·the abovem~ntioned program and 

I suggested a new agenda as well as names of possible participants. The 

tentative schedule for this conference is February '87. 

J.OINT PROGRAMS WITH AJC CHAPTERS 

As part of the IRD program projections, I am trying to organize two 

major meetings on South or Latin ~merican Jewry. The first one; in 

Boston, on the occasion .of the Latin American Studies Association 

Conf~rence on October 23-25, 1986. The second one. on February 22-26, 

.1987 . in Ga~nesv ille, Florida, on the occasTon of the Latin American 

Jewish Studies Association meeting. 

. . 
On both occasions we will take advantage·.of the presence of scholars who 

. . 
· specialize in the subject o.f our interest as a consultation for AJC 

future programs in Latin America. 

Also, these activities will help IRD projects to interweave AJC Chapters 

·with smaller ·Jewish cooununi ties. 
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TENTATIVE MISSION TO SOUTH .AMERICA 

T~~ abov~mentioned consultations will provide us with a better under

standing of current conditions of· the Jewish communities ·In the sub

cont.inent as ·well. as the programming to be organized. · I suggest a 

tentative mission of AJC officers to South America for March of '87 

~~they will co~firm the results of these consultations by personal 

contact with local leaders of these communities. 

Also, these potential programs and schedules for the Mission's trip will 

be explored on a pr !or tr-Ip by ~e tentatively scheduled at the end of 

this July since I · am invited to attend two events in Buenos Ai-res. 

HISPANIC-JEWISH-CATHOLIC DIALOGUES IN NEW YORK 

In meetings that I had w! th Father Carlos Mullins and his. CQlleagues at 

-~he H!_spanic· Pas~or.al Center of New York, they showed a great deal of 

entfl.usiasm · for lncreasfng our common activities -"." keeping_ in mind the 

success of our last programs in '85 on . the commemoration of Nostra 

Aetate . 

Two main pr.opo~als were diseussed : A two day · encounter'. following the Sao 

Paulo Conference agenda and a trip to Israel. 
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EXHIBITION. ON "COLONIAL-JEWISH AMERICA" 

As per my last report this remains status quo. Despi:te my efforts there 

ls no change and / or progr~ss. 

MEETINGS 

· On February 7th, I met with Dr. Andres Zaldivar from Chile, chairman of 

the International Christian Democracy. Together with ·other people we 

·were · informed of current conditions . in hi~ country. · His remarks 

indicated the possibility that democratic changes can be made but there 

are so many obstacles to them that we can only be pessimistic regarding 

the near future. 

On February 19th and 26th, I took part in a series of discus~ions at the 

Center for Inter-American Relations on "The Media and· How We See Latin 

America." Parti.cipants were.: Warren H. Hoge! Forelgn Editor, The New 

York TJmes~ Artu~o Villar, ~~blisher, Vista Magazine, Ge6rge Russell, 

Associate . Edito~, Time MiOazine, and Roy Gutman, National S~curity 

Correspondent, ' Newsday. I left t~ese meetings with a sad feeling that 
. ·. 

there is no . s~ch . ll)fluence by the American media in the forniui-ation of 

U.S. foreign policy for Latin America. 

On January 2°1 st, I met with the General Secretary of the OAS, Joao 

Clemente Baena Soares in Washington, D.C. The purposes of this meeting 

were to explore his participation in the AJC Annual Meeting, which ·he 
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accepted in principal and the. beforementioned exhibit.ion at the OAS ·\ 

premises . 

On January 31st, Prof. Oonald Warren of the Uni_versity of Michigan came 

to vis! t me on his way to Buenos Aires for . ad.vice about introductions 

thei:e. regarding his _research on Nazism in Argentina. 

J>LIBLICATIONS 

Ourin_g Jan.uary and F~bruary, 10 Spanish press releases were distributed 

by my office. Also, ~ight Sp~nish radio prbgrams for "El Mundo Ho~" 

were taped. 

On January 21st, ·1 was invited by the Voice of America program and Radio 

Marti t<? tape in O.C. ·a program on "Terrorism a·nd the Libya Connection." 

:They paid my travel expenses. 

Also, on January 6th, I was interviewed by telephone by Radio Azul from 

Miami on the same subject. 

Several local. Spanish journal1sts and some from Ar~entina vi~ited me 

during ·this period. They w~re~ Eduard() . R·osenQerg. from Spain, Jorge 

Levlt from Buenos Aires, Manuela Fingerit from Buenos Air~s~ Claudio 

C·ampusano, New York_, Omar Rivabella, New York, Mempo Giardinelli from 

Buenos · Aires. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

· Severai .Peopl~ came to me for advice on trips to South America and 

Spain.. Among others were Bar·ry Sklar (U.S. House of Represen~atives) 

Mrs. Carol Herman .of Technion, Judith Manelis of UJ~-Federation, N.Y. 

and Martin Rubinstel~ of .National Public Broadcasting plus many more. 

Dr. · Carlos Galante visited me on January 2·2nd. He was sent to me by the 

chairman of Q.A. I.A. Qf Bu~nos Aires. 

Rabbi Clifford Kulwin of the World Union for Progr~ssive Judaism. visited 

me for advice on prog.rams for Soutl:l America. 

Juan Carlos. Mercado of Columpla Unlver~lty visited me on February 10th 

for advice on a paper that he ls writing on· the Jewish · community of 

.South America. · 

Respectfuily submitte<t, 

JK/bjb 

~c: Dr. Marc H. Tanen~aum 

David A. Harris 

. . ~RD-7 /9370 
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Bl-MONTHLY. REPORT · 
{November-December 1985) 

for 
David. A. Harris, Deputy Director 

Jnternational Relations Department 

Administrative 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Ongoing admin istratlve responsibi 11 ties with respect to the 1) 
national professional staff, 2) secretarial staff and 3) overseas 
off ices; 

Coordination and planning of bl-weekly professional staff meetings; 
bi-monthly secretarial meetings, and, during this program period, 
the December 16th meeting of the Steering Committee of the Inter
national Rel~tions Commission; 

Assistance in the coordination and planning of IRD's participation 
in the National Executive Council meeting in Miami in November, 
including preparation of materials, planning of the plenary session 
on Central America, and coordination of the Steering Comm~ttee and 
other smaller meetings on Central America; 

Liaison on a minimum bi-~eekly, and frequently much more often, 
basis with such organizations as. the National Conference on Soviet 
Jewry, Coalition to Free Soviet Jews, National Jewish Community 
Relations Advisory Council, North .American Conference on Ethiopian 
Jewry,- American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee; American Jewish 
World Service, Israel Embassy, Israel Consulate and Catholic Relief 
Services; . 

Freq'uent contact with AJC Chapters, including, during this period, 
Atlanta, Boston, Ch~cago, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Long Island, Los 
Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia, San Diego, San Francisco and West
chester on a variety of programmatic issues and specific infor
mational ·and service requ~sts to IRD; 

Travel 

* November 12: Meetings, together wl~h How~rd Friedman; at the State 
·i Department, Israel Em.bassy and House of Representatives; 

* December 3-4: Chapter visit to Denver; 

* December 9-10: Chapter vlsit to Detroit; 

\ 
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Publications, Memoranda, etc. 

* "IRD Major Program Activities: 1985.;" 

* 

* 

... 

* 

* 

* 

"E:t.hiopi..an Jews," a letter published in the December issue of 
Commentary ; 

"Sov.iet Jews: Benef.iciaries or Victims of Improving Soviet-American 
Relations?," publ.ished jn a number. of Anglo-Jewish newspapers; 

Letters to the Edi.tor of the New Yor!< Times ahd . The New Republic on 
~ovlet disinformation and long-term retuseniks respectively, 
unpublished as yet; 

"Additional International Relaqons Programming," a memorandum dated 
December 13: 

Extensive .correspondence ~ith U.S. State Depdrtment and overseas 
Foreign Service officials, Jewish communities abroad, foreign 
diplomats in the U.S., chapters and individual le.tter-wr.iters 
requesting policy .direction, specif~c information, etc.; 

Review of draft documents and op eds prepared by IRD colleagues and 
editing of material from Mexico Office; 

Meeting Attendance 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Tull ia Zevi, President of the Un.ion of Ital.idn Jewish Communities, 
November 7; 

Yehuda Domoni tz, former Jewish Agency executive (re Ethlopia), 
November 7; 

Morris Abram and other NCSJ leaders, NQvember 20; 

Larry Cohler, Long Island Jewish World (re South Africa), November 
21; 

* . ·Rabbi Moses Rosen, Chief Rabbi of Roman~d, . November 26; 

* 

* 

* · 

* 

Delegation of the NATO North Atlantic Assembly on human rights (re 
Soviet Jewry), December 6; 

·~ ·Lazar Gosman, Director of the Soviet Emigre Orchestra, .December 6; 

Joseph Lo vi nger, President of the· Greek Jewish community, December 
11; 

John Swenson, Associate Washington Director, Cathol.ic Relief 
Services (re African f ami.ne and development), December · 12; 

\ 
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Barbara Rlbakove; North American Conference on Ethiopian Jewry, 
December 12; 

Jan· Goodwin, Executive Editor, Ladies' Home Journal (re Afghanistan 
and the Soviet Union), December 20; 

Robert Steinberg, Assistant to the Vice President, Boston University 
(re trip to North Yemen to monitor Jewish condition), December 20; 

Other 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Coordination of the transfer of the headquarters of the North 
American Conference on Ethiopian Jewry to the Ajc building ; 

Pl'anning o.f the AJC leadership delegation visit to the Soviet Union 
in April 1986; 

Briefing of the Chicago Chapter and the National Interrellgious 
Task Fo.rce on Soviet Jewry delegations ·~o the U.S.S.R.; · 

Supervision of the work of Susan Rothblatt, new Program Assistant in 
!RD; 

~631-IRD-5 
1 /17 /86/ smm 

·~ 

\ 
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(per :.i.a;Ja wi~h a stat'l~ "gif.t of. •• '') th et the volu;'l€·S come 
f r v i!l ;U C • 

Report about Spain/Israel relations acd f o llowup n~~ e to 
!RD. I~terventiong w~th ~R!F, . Union · of Jewish Comm~nities 

. in Italy~ Rabbi Bent Melchior i~ Den mark, end UK Board of 
DeputieB to cv:1tact fri~n!!lr parlie.mentl\rians .in' order 
that questions be raised during· ratiflcatioti7e'ntry Spain 
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in EEC about Spai?'s conformity on this issue~ 

Report to !RD abD~t meat!ng ~it~ PSJU, JDC, Co~sistory and 
Sephard:i c Federation to . tak·? s toe '::: of s i tua ti on i u :'uni s i:;. 
and posaible naed for further action six weeks after O~to~er 8 
shootin~ at Hara Srira synag~gue in Djerba. 

l·!s. Claire. Bishop duc:1at query about Ecumeci::al Cc-ctcr f~-r 

Repentance. Its President, ~r .. Tchivij~n, invited ~~itii Judeo
Chretiinne to aitend a meeting Nov. 24-25 in Geneva.. ~fter cla
rification from New York Interreligious "Affairs I>ep.c:rtl'!l-ent · en-
co'..lraged ~s .• Bis ho., to go to this 1oeeting·. Judy Ben"k"i. in !':urol)e 
at the same . time, wa~ also able to go to the ~eetin~ in . Geneva 
as e result. 

Checkin~ oet report~ a~out th~ Carmelite convent e~t3bl13hed in 
Auschwit~ c~~~ ~~d critical attitude ~raoog . Christian/Je~ish ~rou?S 
"!f tb .i .~ rroject. 1'ransr.~itt'?cl tbis infor:r.~tio::1 to Ic,terre1ir,i.cu~ 
De.part;r~nt >TY. 

Aeeting with Israel Amh~ssador to ~nesco of Jewish ~G0s fer brief- · 
ing about Une~c6's General Conference in Sbf~a. 

I·nauguratiori. Square r'.enli Cass!r... · Paris H."tycr J;;cques Ci~irac 
~pen~d his com~c~cracive · addre3s with fgl£uf quctation .. 

Much edo ~nd report to IRD about MRAP (Communist affiliat~d Move
ment agai~s~ Racis~ and for Amity a~onR Penples) and Soviet anti
Zioniet Com~ittee members meatinf, ?ece~ber 19. An exam~le of 
very ~lever USSR manipulation td be avoided. 

Late season visitors . of inter~st: ~yra Alperscn, PreRent Tense 
conlri:,utor inten·stf'o iu contactin~ Y<'Un:~ P..dults involveci in 
revival Jewish cultur&l an~ religious life in France; also look
ing for posRibilities articles about Ruro~ean J~wish life. Suggest
ed on£ on Ferramonti camp in Italy during WWII~ for which P6cia 
office can supply background mn~criol · and addreszes of two former 
inmates. Larry Carp, AJC Board of Director~ tn ~t. Louis: severa~ 
hours long "tour d'horizon about situ~tlon Jew~ in Europe. ~ 

Marc Tanenbaum 
cc: ~~virl F~iris 

\ 
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~. Tane~~~Har.~iV 
.JAN 1 3 1986 . 

AMERIC.AN JEWISH COMMITTEE - ISRAEL OFFICE 

SUMMARY OF PRINCI.PAL ACTIVITIES, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1985 

A. Fulfilling the service function 

1. Represented AJC at a city-wide planning committee 
m~etingto celebrate the 20th anniversary of ·the reunification 

of Jerusalem. · 

2. Made contact with Pinchas Peli to follo~-
. up materials promised for the Jewish Conununal Affairs Department. 

· 3. At the request of David Harris and Harry 
Milkman, met with David Shuker and Tzion Zehavi of the Public 
Conunittee for the Jews of Yemen . Also met with .Robert Steinberg 
of :the u.s.,who was planning to go to Yemen. in that connection, 
there were also a series of conferences with the Jewish Agency 
and the Foreign Office in order to be helpful to Mr. Steinberg, 
all the details of which were forwarded to the national off ice 
in a series of special reports. 

4. Provided services to George Gruen on his 
visit here in December. 

.5. Provided services to David Gordis on his 
visit here in Noveinber. 

6. Provided serv~ces to Sergio Nudelstejer 
On his visit here in December. 

7. . At the request of Steven Bayme, followed 
up contacts with Charies Liebman and Sergio · Della Pergola. 

8 . At the request of Murray Polner, made contacts 
with Amos Alon, Amoz Oz plus other regulars who write for 
Present Tense. 

9. At the request of the Chicago office met 
with Rina Khan,.foltowed up in appropriate ways. 

10 . At the request of the New York office gave 
consultative services to Judge Stanley Gartenstein. 

11. At the request of Marsha Turken provided 
service.s and a private guide :for Mr. and Mrs ., Sy Reisman. 

12. Provided services and conducted a private 
tour of the city of Jerusalem for a Dr. (and Mrs.) Lester Saperstein, 
who sits on the Kansas City AJC board. 

13. _Arranged for appointments for Uri Bar-Ner to 
meet with staff in the national office. 

r 
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14. At the request of George Gruen met with and 
offered services to Dorothy Margolin. 

15. A number of contacts made with Rabbi Berkovits 
with respect to his manuscript for the Jewish Communal Affairs 

. oepart~ent • . 

16. Made arrangements for a series of meetings 
for Yehuda Do~initz with mell}bers of the national staff. 

~- Visitors-to-Israel Program 

1. Routine contacts made and minor requests 
filled, for the Institute for Leadership Development and 
Travex agency on behalf of the Jewish Academic Progr~m of the 
Jewish Co1J\ffiunal Affairs Department. 

2. Consulatations with David Harris, Shula 
Bahat, and Mrs. Rabin with respect to the postponement of the 
projected mission of the Dallas Museum Board. 

3. Preliminary contacts made with Carol Karsch 
regarding a Tuscon Mission next June. 

4. Preliminary contacts made with Evelyn Smith 
of Phoenix for a mission from that community. 

5. Preliminary contacts made with respect to 
a projected mission · in 1986 for Genesis 1986. 

6. Met with Father Patrick Kelly of Los Angeles and 
put him in touch with our Los Angeles region. 

C. Information and Education 

1. Special repo~ts 

a. "Syria - Big Question Mark in the Middle 
East" 

b. "Peres through the Eyes of American Jews" 

c . "Quo Vadis Egypt" 

d.aChurch and State in Israel : the case of the 
Ethiopian Church" . 
e."Israel's Ethiopians: Absorption and Immigration" 

£."Vandalism of Bus Stops in Israel" 
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2. The winter issue of Tefutsot Israel is finished 
and should be off the press, ready for distribution by about the 
end. of the second week of January. 

3. This year 's alloca~ion of the American Jewish Year 
Book arrived during this period and was distributed to a carefully 
selected list of opinion-makers as a way of helping them see 
the variety of ways in which the AJC promotes its informational 
program. 

D. Hu.man Relations Program 

1. A project orientation meeting for Howard 
Kavaler .l.nc'omirig head of the Consular and Visa section of 
our government in Jerusalem. Contacts and relationships established. 
He reports the undi~.inished problem of American Blacks and other 
ethnics who are hassled upon arrival at the airport, exacerbated 
by the problem of the Black Hebrews, whose number is increasing . 
I promised to follow this up,as I :dfd at a meeting with Ron Sivan, 
head of the Consular Section at the Foreign Office. See separate 
r~port on these meetings. 

2. Continued to meet and be helpful to the staff 
of the Academy of the Air for Jewish Studies. 

3. A series of meetings with officials at the 
Foreign Office, and others, to help plan for the Israel celebration 
of -~he. Martin Luther King holiday on January 20. 

4~ Intensive consultations with the officials of 
the international Christian Embassy, the Municipality of Jerusalem, 
and the head of the Christian Affairs Department at the Foreign 
Office with respect to alleged missionary activities on behalf of 
the Embassy. See my report to Jim Rudin as follow-up. In addition, 
I took up the Embassy complaint about Julius Berman about which 
see separate report to the national· office. 

5. AJC conducted, with others, annual James Parkes 
Memorial Lecture that. took place on December 3 (see two enclosures). 
A separate report in detail was forwarded to the national office. 

6. A series of consultations were held with the 
off ices of the Association of Civil Rights· to discuss with them 
their plan to monitor pending l egislation that might have an 

. impact on the human and civil rights of the people of this country. 
The consultation took place with,among others, Zalman Abramov and 
Natan Lerner of the Law Faculty of the University of Tel Aviv. See 
also my report to Sid :Li.skofsky on the same s·ubject. 

;~ 
·;~ 
•'· .: -~ 
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7. Contactwasestablished with Morris Inch incoming 
President of the American lnstitute of Holyland Studies, who will 
take up his new post in May. 

8. AJC convened a luncheon consultation with the 
Ministry of Religious Affairs Daniel Rossing, the Municipality 
of Jerusalem advisor Naomi. Teasdale and the Israel Interfaith 
Association dir~ctor Joseph Emanuel, to discuss the declining 
fortunes of. the Ec~enical Theological Research Fraternity. We 
reviewed evidence of such deterioration and decided among 
ourselves who can be helpful in what kind of ways. We all agreed 
that a . th.riving Fraternity is important for our .work • . · 

9. ~ consultation with Yael Vered, Head of the 
Christian Affairs Department at the Foreign Off.ice who :Drought 
to AJC.'s attention a number of perceived problems about which 
I reported se.parately to James Rudin. 

10. I was invited to represent the AJC at a 
special convocation that took place at ~he Hebrew University 
on December 26, to ~elebrate the Vatican's conferring of a 
Knighthood on Steinberg, . Honorary President of Israel Inter
faith Association. 

11. Accepted an invitation to represent the AJC 
at a reception in the Residence of The President at a ceremony 
on the occasion of the New Year to which were invited the heads 
of all churches. (enclosure) 

12. .. Invited to represent the AJC (one of a small 
number of Jews)to. attend the Holiday Open House at the Jerusalem 
Baptist House {enclosure). 

13. Represented the AJC at a Christmas-Ch~nukah 
celebration attended by Teddy Kollek, in jerusalern's Town Hall 
to which were invited the -heads of all churches {enclosure). 

! 

14 • Invited to repre·sent AJC as the Church of 
Scotland celebrated St.Andrew's day on November 30 {enclosure) . 

15. Represented AJC at a special and private 
rec~ption that took place at the YMCA in honor of the visiting 
director of the YMCA in Cairo, Mr. Rushit Malik. 



E. Israel-Diaspora Relations 

1. The conference of Presidents of Major American 
Jewish Organizations held a consultation on December 3 at 
the Hilt~n Hotel on the . subject of Israel-Diaspora Relationships. 
See special report issued on that occasion. . 

2. The first lectur~ in our series on th~ Contributions 
of American . Jewish Religious Organizations to Israel took place 
on November 18 at the Museum of the Diaspora. See special report 
written a~ the end of that session on the reasons why the series 
is being transferred to Jerusalem, without the co-operation of · 
the program · staff ' o~ the museum~ 

3. A luncheon meeting was held with Mordechai 
Gazit and .me with. Arthur Green of the Ame~ican Cultural Center 
and Elena Mischel of the American Embassy with respect to 
proposals for joint co-operation. See Mordechai •·s and my . .. separate 
reports to Bert Gold on .the subject. 

4. Naphtali Lavie has been installed as -head of 
the UJA in Israel and it is .already clear that he plans a 
different kind of operation than did his predecessor. To this 
end I met with him social_ly, and attended an open hqus~ at his 
~ew quarters and he and I agreed that we would follow-up,in 
private meetings between us, to see the way~ in which we might 
co-operate in the ftiture. 

5. The Labor Zionist Fo+um held a half-day 
consultation on the relationships between American Jewish 
Federations with Israel and this was covered and reported on 
~n a special report issued in the middle of November. 

6. In the meeting referred to above with Howard 
Kavaler of the American Consulate, we discussed the ways in 
which the services of _the Consulate to A:.nerican ci tiz.ens and 
others could be clarifi~d. To this end, it was agreed that 
AJC would use its good of.fices for Howard to make a major 
presentation at an early meeting of DOJO. 

7. A rather remarkable write-up on the life 
and . career of ~ordec~ai Gazit was written up in the Jerusalem 
Post and copies of it were widely dist~ibuted bot~ here and, 
hopefully, abroad, as a way of further ~nhancing the Institute 
on American - ·Jewish :(sraeli Relations. 

8. The Conference of Presidents, referred to 
above·, held a r~ception. at _the Hilton Hotel on December 1 and 
.I represented the AJC (J:w:l.closure) • 

' :_:; 
-~ 
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9. Bar Ilan University, aft~r checking registratiort, 
heartily agreed to conduct once again the experimental program 
that A.JC s.ponsors on the teaching o .f American Jewish life through 
the study of English, ' Hebrew and Yiddish fiction. The course 
0£ study and registration for that course exceeded· everyone ' s 
expections and a special report on this subject was issued recently. 

F. Project~on for next period 

· (Projections. for next period reflect the part-time status 
of the writer as of January 1. Still, there are cof.l.rr.itments 
that have ongoing· obligations and they are reflected in the 
follo~ing three projected programs). 

1. I now have the approval of the Ministry of 
the Interior and the responsible officials to initiate conversations 
with the police ' authorities of the Ben Gurion International 
Airport to explore the possibility of our sponsoring, funding 
and supervising a training program for immigration officials 
on the way to receive arriving visitors whose credentials need 
checking. (ie. American Blacks, Arab-Americans, Philippines and 
others) . 

' 
2. The second program in the series on American 

Jewish Religious· institutions is now scheduled to take place 
in February at the Zionist Confederation House . 

3 . A formal appointment is established i ·n January 
for Naphtali Lavie to initiate discussions on co-oper~tive 
relationships in the future. 

The report by Mordechai Gazit is attached. 



. .... . , 

THE INSTITUTE ON AMERICAN JEWISH~ISRAELI RELATIONS 

Bi-monthly report: · November, December 1985 

1. Monthly Newsletter. We continue to consider our mon
thly newsletter, which will soon mark two years since 
it first came. out, one of our most succesful programs. 
It is, however, quite expensive to produce (about $0.8Q 
per copy). It is, of course, distributed free of cost . 

2 . Young Leadership Program. The selection process ·will 
soon begin. We hope to include one or two outstanding 
young writers or poets. , The director of the American 
Cultural C~nter in Jerusalem will be on our four-mem
ber select~on board. This will enable him to make his 
recommendations for the f "ive- day add-on program, finan
ced by u.s . ~ . A., based on his personal impressions of 
the candidates. 

3. Teaching Program· on U.S. Jewry in the Israeli Educational 
System . We are coming close to the end of the first ex
ploratory stage. On the basis of our tentative findings, 
we shall soon approach the Ministry of Education and Cul
ture with our ideas . Only thereafter will it be possible 
to develop real cooperation with the Ministry. We have 
established a good relationship with the Director of The 
Center for the Integration of the Sephardi and Orientar
Jewish Heritage which is part of that Ministry. We hope 
that some of the modus operandi of the Center can be a
dapted to promote our program. 

4. Israeli TV. The Director of the Israeli Instructional TV 
is very interested in .programs about American Jewry. Various 
possibilities are being explored (unfortunately , · all of 
them very· expensive) . 

5. The Successful .Ainerican Oleh. We have temporarily halted 
our efforts to find a researcher· to undertake the study, 
pending more information about the paral·lel complementary 
project undertaken by the New York O~fice. 

6. Projects "Inventory'; and "Compendium ". Both are now in 
New York . We believe that the material for the "Inventory" 
is suitable for publication. We have , however, doubts re
garding the "Compendium". 

Mordechai Gazit 

.i 
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copies: Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum · 
David Harris 

T .HE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

elate: January 3rd, 1986 

10: Dr. David H.· Gordis 
from: Sergio Nudelstejer 

SYbJe~ Novercber-I:ecember Activities Fet:Ort * 

The activities. we carried out during this period of tine were 
the follc:Ming, but taking into ccnsideration that in ~co as well 
as in the cotmtries of Central Anerica, Colarrbia and Venezuela, from 
Deoerrber .16th through January 6th, alnost all carmumita.ry activities 
are called-off due to the catholic festivities and the Decercber school 
vacaticns. 

FEDECO .- The Board of GJvemors of tbe Federation of Jewish ·c.c:mriunities 
of Central Arter.tea and Pan~ should have net to decide all details con
cerning their bi-annual neeting. Ih spite of the fact that in Januazy 
1984 in the neeting held in Guatemala it was agreed to maet again in . 
1986 in Panama Ci.ty, due to internal difficulties in

1
this carmn.mity, 

FEDECO wil,1 :rceet. again th,i.s year in Guatemala. Fo.r the . tine being, the 
date has been set for March. and both. the program and the days of the 
neeting will be known later on. · 

Our office has been in pennanent touch with Mr. Marcel Ruff, 
President of FEDECO; with Dr. Mario Pennuthf President of the Jewish · 
camli.mity of Guatemala and with Mr. Joseph Harari, President of the 
Jewish Ccmnunicy of Panama, insistin on the .iltp:>rtance of this n~ 
conference of· FEDEOO and to collaborate with them preparing the agenda . 
with the main ilnportant issues to ·be discussed. 

. . 
JmISH--OllUSTIAN REIATirns .- We have planned together with Mr. Joseiti Ha
rari, President of the Jewish Ccmnunity . 'of Panaro§. to continue the good re
lations between the Catholic Olurch and the Jewish Ccmmmity. I have pnr 
I;X>sed to carry out a Jewish-Olristian enootmter in which the Jewish Ccmml
ni ty and the AJC will pay their re5pect to Cardinal McGrath of ·Panaini§ who · 
has been naninated recently the Vatican's represel'l:tative for Otiltral Atre
rica. Ql that opportunity, we sent .ln to Cardinal lt.'G. a.th the greetings 
of the AJC. · 

. ·~ 

Mr. Harari i$ at the m:::xtent planning together with the . Jewish 
Carrmunity the celebration pf this event and preparing the program. It 
is important to nenticn that cardinal ~ath for many years nCM has 
been. openly a friend of Israel and of the JEMish People and with whcan 
we· have co'l.IDted to further the Jewish-Orristi~ relations in Latin Arrerica. 

. \ ; . 
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SOVIET ~. - Due to the fact . that ~ Maxi.ex> City, next April, 
will take place the Jnterparlianentary latin .Arterican Conference 
and a large delegation from the Parlianents of the latin .Arrerican 
ootmtries is expected, we have· taken the initiative that during 
this rreeting should be presented, as part of the agenda, the ·issue 
of the present situation of the ·Javs in the Soviet Unioo. 

For this purpose I have started a series of efforts·: l ."- I 
have .net with the M:xican Senator Mr. Andres Henestrosa, who is at the 
sane tine t:he Pr~ident of the Latin Am:rican Conference an Soviet 
Jf?.liry, to plan this activity, and he offered his full support. We 
decided to xreet again sanetine in the middle of January to discuss 
details and take sanE decisions. 2.- I have requested a neeting with 
the Mexican nember of Parlianent, Mr. Juan Jo~ Bremer, President of 
the Foreign :Relaticns Comi.ssion of the <llant>er of D:?puties, to pre-
sent him this idea. I hope to see him after he will retum from his 
vacatioo by mi.d-Januacy. 3.- Due ~o the fact that during 11¥ visit 
to caracas, V ltlezuela in .March last year I . was able to neet with the 
Presid.tmt of the Venezuelan Par).iaroent thanks to the interventicns of 
Dr. Efra.fu Schacht ~il?tiguieta, at that tilre the President of the 
Venezuelan i:>arlianent offered to bring up the issue of the H\.lllBl'l Rights 
of JeNS in the USSR to the next :Latin Anerican Intexparlimrentary o:>nfe
rence. By the beginning of this year I will ccntact him either by phone 
or telex to remind hini of his offer to bring up the issue of Soviet Jewry . 
during the above :rtentioned amference. 4.- ·Much the sane way, through 
fi¥ Contact with. the national conrnittees an Soviet JeMry in Latin .Al'lerica, . 
I am trying to get parlanentarians frµn different .countries who should cane 
to the conference ·in fvEdco City to participate in the debate on the si
tuation of the Jews in the USSR. For this pu:t'EX)se I will prepare a Sp:!cial 
background :.naterial to keep them well inforned up to the nost recent events. 

CIVIC-JEWJ;SH EDUCATICNAL PRCX.iRAM. - . Due to the success of the s~cial ·program 
oo Jewish Civic Educaticn for pupils of Seri~or Highschool in three of our 
Jewish Schools, prepared and carried out by our Mexiean office this year, 
our aim is to rep:!at the sane program of lectures, this tine in four out 

·of the six Jewish schools. · 

It is a cycle of eight lectures, cne per m:::nth, prepared specially 
for the nentality .of senior high pupils who are about to start their oollege 
or university·educatioo, and in subjects that they do not get at school or 
which they have run across very superficially. 

\ . °' ·. 
., .. ~· 
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SCIIlE of the subjects we teach them are the follCMing: 
.1.- History of the Jews · in Colonial· ~co; 2.- Structure of the present 
Jewish. Conmunity. 3.- Problems of antisemitism in ~co; 4.- Situation 
of the JeNS in the Soviet' Union; 5.- Jews in arab countries; 6.- Iealities 
and problen:s faced by the students upon entering the tmiversities; · 7.-
'Ihe Jewish Conmunities in Iatin Arceri:ca and 8.- The political, social 
and economical . problems in M=xiro. 

These lectures· are given by specialists in each of the areas ·· 
and by the end of each. lecture, there is a question and answer period 
which turns out to be nost interesting because the pupils receive answers 
to their :i;-estlessness and interests. 

PUBUCATICNS.- We have translated into Spariish and pubiished, the address 
of Dr. David M. Gordis at the Ccmnittee's National Executive Council -
M:eting on Noverrber 7, 1985 ·in Miami, Flori~. We published 500 copies which 
we already started to send out to Jewtsh lay leaders, activists, . to libra
ries and study centers in ?-Ex.iro as well as to the Jewish Ccmm.mities in 
Central Anerica (Guatemala, Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica, Panama, Colom-. 
bia and Venezuela) with the certainty that: it will prove of interest to 
them. 

We continue with the e€lltting of the material for the book on 
Jewish Identity and Identification and we have added sane new articles 
we consider· ·will enrich this work . 

. At the sane time, en a Continued basis, we sent out to the Jewish 

,. 

O::mmmities in our area, copies of inportant material produ~ by the: ... 
different departnents of the _AJC.· 

--i 
DEIEGATICN .TO THE SOVIEI' UNICN.- We. have_ started all the necessary prepa
rations for the trip to the USS_R of a delegation representfug the Iatin 
Anerican Conference on Soviet=- JeMry. The d.?te set for ·this trip is March 

· 20th through the 3rd of April .1986 . It .will be integrated by the Presidents 
of the Conmittees in Behalf of Soviet Jewry frcm the following countries: 
Dr. Luis Pan from Argentina; Seila~or Jaine Posada fn:m Colarrbia; Dr Carlos 
Alfredo I.Dpez Guevara from Panama and myself. 

After. this visit, a series-of press conferences will be given 
in each of the above :rrenticned countries as well as lect-qres for different 
groups apd a full report C!l the next Iatin AnErican ' Q:nference on Soviet 

, J~ to be held in Buenos Aires, .:~ti.ha. · . . :· 

. : . 
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· The preparation, organization and details of this . 
Latin Arreric·an mission are the responsibility of the A.JC office 
in ~xi co, which we consider of special importance for our agency·· 

~ING.5 WITH THE ISRAELI .AmASSAOOR .- I net twice with Mr. Moshe Arad, 
Arrbassa(jor of Israel to ~co, in order to discuss and analyze together 
a series· of important prd:?lens that aff~ the 1-Exico-Israel relations 
as well as the Jewish Coimumity. 

The· main issues on which we focussed our attention have been 
the ~can negative votes at the UN en the issues of Jerusalem, the 
occupied territories and ecalamical sanctions. We. also discussed the 
different antisemitic expressions that sprung in Mexico aft.er the 
earthquake. ;..,swell · as the terrorists. attacks an the airports of Vie
na and Rane . 

The ·~can Goveinnent has publicly condemned the terrorist 
attacks, specially·beciuse two f.Exican citizens died during the attack 
oo the '!WA aircraft in Malta and . the two · deaths of the Mexican mi.Ii- · 
tary attache in Rem:! and his secretary during the shooting in the ai~ 
port of Rane. · 

We decided to bring up this and other issues in one of the 
next neet.ings of the Cami.te Central Israelita de ~co (Jewish Central 
Camrni.ttee in ~co). 

MEETlNG WITH .MEMBERS OF ~ INl'EmATICNAL • - · As I do it en a regular 
baSis I I had an important ireeting with representatives of A. I. in Mexico 
in order to anal°yze the IYDSt recent reports they .teceived en violations 
of Hurren Rights in Central Anerica, specially in Guatemala, Sal'W!dor, · 
Nicaragua and Colorrbia. The info:rmaticn they get from their counterparts 
in those countries is important for me to kriow. I .received fran Armesty 
International sane recent publications with articles and info:rmation an 
Central AI'lerica that are of si::ecial interest. Frequently we exchange so
Iie info:rmation regarding violations of hunan right,s in the area. 

CXNI'ACI'S WITH JEWISH CCM1UNI'IY OF CUBA . -As .r reported. previo'll!51Y, we try 
to keep in C9IlStant toucli with the leadership of the rennants of the Jewish 
cormumity in Cuba. 'lhis tine, we encouraged a young Jewish married couple 
to visit them. and· to meet specially \olith young peopl~ . During the fonrer 
visit of ~i Abr~ Palti to CUba, he to\d. us _that .a group of young .. 

·~: 
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people are t:r:ying to get together, interested in keeping contact 
anong themselves and possibly establish sarce Jewish studies. We 
briefed ~. Elias Fasj a and his wife on the prevailing conditions 

' .. 

in alba and they offered that upc:::n retuming, they will infonn us of 
their ccntacts· and experience • . Ali expenses of this couple for the 
trip to CUba are paid by the coup~ thertselves. 

IATm AME.RICAN CXNFERENCE CN BEHALF OF SOVIE.T JEllJRY .-After a number 
of meetings and cont.acts with different countries, we have received 
the calf innation to hold the next latin Anerican Conference in Behalf 
of the Jews 'in the. Soviet Union, which. will take. place in Buenos Ai
res, Argentina, tentatively from May 29th through the 1st of June this 
year. 

As i;er the next week, I will contact the presidents of the · 
different cxmnittees in Mexico, Q:>sta 'Rica, Panama, Cl:>larbia, Vene..: 
zuela, F.cuador, Peru, Brazil, Uruguay and Argentiria, and ask them 
to start preparing this inportant conference. During deoenber I held 
long conversatioos ·aria working ~ssions to plan the · Agenda of this 
Conference with Mr. Pedro Ra:m1rez Vazquez;· ~ident . of the .M:xican 
Conmittee on behalf of SOviet Jewry and with Senator Andres Henestrosa, 
President of the Latin Arrerican Conference and with Mr. Shamai G:>lan of 
the Israeli Errbassy in .M:xico. 

It is considered of great ircp:>rtance this next Latin Aneri.can 
C.onferenoe en Behalf of Soviet Jewry due to the prevailing difficUlt 
situation in the USSR in relatioo to the "refuseniks" as well as to 
the reoen arrests and trials agains sorce of the activists. 

..~ 

ACI'IVITIFS ~ ISRAED • - During ·11¥ recent vacatioos, which I spent nost of 
the tl.Ile in Israel, I used sone of my tine to contact sate perscnalities 
with \\ham I considered it was inportant to·neet. Analg the people I net 

.were .Mr. Arieh L. D.1.ltzin, President of · the Jewish !Cency with whan I 
discussed matters canoeming the Jewish O:mmmi.ties in Latin Anerica,. 
si;ecially the relationship Diaspora-Israel as well as Aliyah problems 
and sorre others. 

I net with Anbassador Israel Gur Arieh, General SulrDirector of 
the Ministz:y of Foreign Affairs for I.atin k!Erica, in Jerusalem. Ambassa
dor Gut Arie. invited me to dinner at hi$ hCme where present also were Am-

. ._ \ " . . .. .... 
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bassador ~rak, who during SOire years was Olief of the Israeli 
Mission ~ Argentina and Anbassador. Victor Shem Tov, Who was Chief of 
the. Israeli"~ Mission in C.Olalbia.· Orr ccnversati~ dealt basically 
with the situation of the I.atin .Aroorican countries as well as the 
problems that ~ Jewish Ccmmmities in this. area face_- I was plea
santly surprised that all of them knew about the work of the Aic 
in latin Arrer~ca, in the Ulited States, in Europe and in Israel. 

I ~ had the chanoe to m:!et and talk with Mr. David 
Bartov, new advisor of Pr~ Minister Shim:n Peres, en issues oan
_ceming Soviet Jewry. Mr. Bartov, .fo:rner Judge · of the SUprerre C.OUrt 
of Justice in Is.rael, who~ to take_ up his new. appointnent to office 
Cll January 1st, will be substituting Mr. Yehuda Iapidot who cx:cuppied 
this office till Decenter 31st. . -

A) 
limJ 

~ 
c 
3 

. Dtiring our neeting in his Tel-Aviv office, ~ch lasted alllDSt 
an hour and a half, \\1e brought up the subject of the difficult situation 
of the Jews· in the Soviet tllicn and the activities_ that should be held 
specially in Iatin Alrerica. Mr. Bartov let :ne know that he is not acquain
ted with the5e countries and expressed his wish that I should keep hiin · 
inforned. 

I consider that- this interchange . of ideas and opinions was very 
rui tfuO.. and also in- this first encounter Mr. Bartov made a vexy positi
Ve inpressirn rn me, for his knowledge :regarding Soviet Jewry as well 
as for his. intelligence and talent.· ·· 

While . in Israel, I, of course, visited the AJC office in 
Jerusalem, spending sane tine with nw ool+eagues ·there1 specially with Dr. · 
Bernard !Esnikoff who asked :ne to give a brief report to~ of his 
staff on the situation of M3xi.co during and after the earthquake, which 
I did with pleasur. · 

I .' '. 

* For your irifo:rmatim, fran the 6th throu9h the 10th o! Novenber I was.· in -
Miami for the National Cbuncil ~g ~ J1¥ vacatioos were fran NoVeni:>er ._ · .j 
12th ·to O:Cenber 8th. · · · .. 
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ACT_IVITY REPORT 

September 1 - October 31, 1985 

. . . . 

. ~· 

This report ·recoras·. sel_ected .program· developments in the work of the Division of. 
International Organizations and the ·Jacob Blaustein Institute (JBI). Its 
brev{ty sugges·ts that it should be read in. conjunction with more :extensive, · 
previous treatments of our· objectives · and programs. The sp~c.l.fic ·projects and 
activities ·mentioned here will be· subs~ed .under three over-all, overlapping AJC · 
.program foci, identified ·in "AJC .Program Directions ·and Emphases for 1985-86," · 
(April 30, 1985): ( 1) Coun-ter-actlng Anti:..Semitism, including Israel De legit iml-

: zation; (2) .strengthening. human rights and (3) ' assisting Sovi_et J~wry. In 
addition, included is a section on JBI prgram activity. · 

1. Counter-acting Antl-Semitls~ and Israel Deleglti~ization 

Drafted letters to: Alan. Keyes a~d Nit~ Barrow inviting them to accept NEC. 
awards, .to UN Secretary General and° to UN representatives of Can~da, 
Australia, and to U.S. Secretary of State. expressi.ng appreciation for ·their 

. role -In countering Zionism equals racism reference at Nairobi. 
. . . , 

Memorandum outlining plans of other Jewish organizations regarding the 
Zionism/racism equation, to prov.id.e a basis for IRD work in ~his ~re~. 

. . . . . . . . . . ,• ·: .. . 
Memo to Hor.:ard · Friedman on UN Zionism-equals-racism resolution fo·I .. use in 
NEC speech. Pre·pa ration of two 800-word op-eds on Zionism ... equa_ls'..::racism; 
one dealing with ·its UN, the other with its global, significa.nce~ s·ub
mltteq materials to Suzanne Elson, · including introductory remarks , for ~C 
award presentation to_ Alan Keyes. · · · · 

· "Issued study on UN Zionism-equals-racism r.esolution 3379; and it·s effects -
- ··over the past decade. · Resolution 3379 was part of an elaborate plan by the 

PLO ·and its suppo·rters to -convert . UN fora a"nd programs into vehicles for 
· delegitimizing Israel; -acquiescence from the non-aligned f;>loc, many of them 
countries with Muslim major:-i ties or . sub~tanti al min·or i ties, ensured 
success : ·Possible counteraction measures include . interpreting the his
torical background and · contemporary meaning of Zionism :to Third World 
repres~ntatives and . supportirig selective withdrawal of participatJon and/or 
fundi.ng by U.S. and al lied states to deter anti-Zionism·. affirmations! .· · 

.. .... ._ ...... ...... . 
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2. Strengthening Human Rights •. '. 

A. International Norms . ·. .~: : .. ·' . .. 

Prepared memo on proposed U.S. torture legis.lation. about ~ich AJC . has been · 
approached by International Lawyers Committee on Human Rights. 

,Telephone ~onsul tation with U.S. Defense Dep~rtment offic.ial on the · 
continu.ing controversial provisions relating to l .iberation movements, 
lncuding PLO Protocols to the Geneva Conventions. Received and studied his 
written analysis of the is~ues. · 

' 
Participated in International League for . Human Rights meeting with repre
senta~ives of .Western· nations to UN Human Rights bodies. · The Inter~~tional 
League is planning .to press for a Oeclarati~n· on the Righ't To Know, 
inspired by th.e work of JBI ·grantee Professor Vratislav Pechota., ,who 
prepared qt SL' s request a draft . declaration for u.se by the Internation·a1 
League . for Human Rights. · This meeting with Western representatives 1 a.id · 
the groundwork for this initiative p~anned . for th~ ·March 1986 ll)e'eting .. of 
Human Rights Commission. Other .issues d.iscussed included the .case: of 
Andrei Sakharov, and the UN study 6n .religious intol~rance~· 

Pr~par.ed memo on terrorism issue for .use in Howard Friedman's NEC spe.~ch. 

At tended dinner in honor of retiring ~N High Commissioner for Ref~ge.~s ar:i~· 
exc~anged ideas with with head of International Organizations DlNi~iQ~~ 
International Committee for . the Red Cross; U.S. Deputy Assistant·~sec·ret·ar-y 
of. State for Refugee Programs; Chef de Cabinet of UN Secretary :Gener·a1 •· 

'The conversation with the State Department official led to a ·writt~h. 
proposal from Cultural Survival·, an- organization invovled in .'Ethioplan 
relief .• Another idea, .which maybe· pursued, was suggested from c~nv~rsat1on· 
with the Secretry General's Chef de . Cabinet. · 

B. South Africa 

. '.Addressed .AJC Philadelphia Chapter on South Afr.icd. Memo to Murray Friedman -
-... commenting · on current Philadelphia anti-apartheid · legislation in light of 

AJC policy on S~uth Africa •. 

Wrote report on meeting with South Africa Institute of Race Relations 
Assistant Director, Sylvia ·Gon, for. mem~ers of AJC's leadership delegation 
to Sputh Africa. 

issued paper on allegation's in the Americ~n med.la that Israel . and Sout~ · 
Africa are '·'allies," disputing assertions that they. have close -··-, bilateral 
relations, common historical roots and · similar contemporary human rights 
conditions P.aper concludes by pointing out· Ar.ab-Soviet role in ·this 
anti-Israel '. campaign. · 
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3. · Assisting Soviet Jewry 

Wrote letter to editor of New Times protesting publication of anti-Semitic 
article; issued press · release on this. 

Letter to official of UN Human Rights Centre detailing medical information 
on condition of Dr. Iosif Begun, Soviet Jewish activist, received from 
governmental and non-governmental sources. Information .to be used as basis 
for private UN humanitarian appeal for Begun. 

Conversations with Marc Tanenbaum and Bill Trosten on project~d Cologne 
conference on Jews and Germans in the USSR. Began to study issues raised 
in German conference proposal. 

9946 (IRD-4) 
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JBI Program ·Activity 

1.. Frequent phone conversations, correspondence and meetings with 
co-sponsor (Professor Leonard Swidler of .Temple University's Religion 
Department; editor of Journal of Ecumenical Studies) of JBI colloquium . 
on ·religious intolerance in regard to agenda, papers, participants, and 
other matters. Drafting of Conference press release • 

. . 

2 • . Phone conversations and meetings with ·· various persons connected to 
·effort to· get Ford Foundation to finance international conference on the · 

.. right to leave (e.g., Hurst Hannum; author of JBI:-financed PAIL study . 
on right to leave; Jiri Toman, director of Geneva-based Henri Dunant . 
Institute (r~search arm of International Committee ·of the Red Cross); . 
John Carey, .US .member of UN Subcommission .on Discrimination and Minori:ties; 
Stephen Marks and Shepard Forman of· Ford Foundation. · 

_.,.. 

3. Reading and study relating to regional inter-governmental organizations; 
Counci-1 of Europe (reports of Court and Cammi ssion on Hum~n Rights), 
Organization of American Stat~s and .Organization of African Unity; book . 
arid journal analyses of .. issues of international organiz~tions, . internation~l 
law, and human rights. · 

4. Phone · conversa~ions, .correspondence and/or meetings with aspiring · · 
JBI grantees (and study of their applications and supporting doc~m~ntation)~ 
among them the following: 

aLEdfror· (Chaim Shur) arid representatives of Israel journal New O_utlook 
b} Director of London-based Minority Ri·ghts Group · (Ben Whitaker, al ·so 

UK member of UN Subcorruniss.ion on Discrimination. and Minorities) for 
distributi.on in US, Latin America, Africa and Asia, and Western · 
Europe, of ~ report based on its study of anti-Semitism around the . 
world. 

c) Acting Director of Costa Rica-based Inter-American Institute of 
· Human Rights (Sonia Picado) on a range of proposals relating to·> 

·. human rig.hts ·education; also religious · intolerance. · · ~ , .. 
·d) NYU Law School's Professor. Theodor Meron on his request for JBl . 

·Fellowships at NYU Law School. . . 
e} oir·ector of International· Leag.ue for Human Rights, Felice .Gaer, on 

support of its work . on counter-reports· to governments'. human rights · 
compliance reports to UN committees· overseeing implementation of 

.. ........ conventions on racial discdmination ·and on civil arid political rights • 
. fl Professor George F1etcher in connection with his project ·for JBI on · 

a Guide to Soviet Criminal . Law and .Practice. · · 
g} Professor Richard· Claude in connection with his project for JBI on .· . 

a coll~ge~tevel human rights reader. 
h) Professor Philip Alston in connection with his project for JB.I on 

enhancing the UN'·s technical assistance· role in human rights : promotion 
(as aga.fnst inherently political complaint-type procedures) • .. 

. . . . 

5 .• . Conversations and negotiations ·w.ith Theodor Meron , . Yoram Oinstein, 
Thomas Franck (director of NYU Center . for Internationa 1 Studi.es), Benjamin 
Rivlin and Ma~ Finger (CUNY's Ralph Bunche Institute on· the UN), and 

.. . John Carey, relating to April 198"6 conference on anti-Semitism and ·zionism
racism under international law - in regard to auspices, ·.agenda, themes · · 
and authors of papers-, par~icipants and administration : · 

-
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6. Reading and :study of publications of JBI grantees' work in-progre$S: 
Lowell Livezey on NGOs' human rights philosophies and roles; editor Irene 
Bloom on book stemming from JBI colloquium on religion and human rights; 
Hurst .Hannum on the right to leave; V. Pechota on genocide. 

7. Reading and study of documents and articles on . UN system overall and 
. of · ~s policy and legislation relating to it; human rights in US foreign 
"·poJ.icy; activities of non-governmental organizations, and developments 
· within the NGO community . 

·-

8. Extensive reading and study, heavily at home, on program-rela~ed UN 
and other inter-governmental organization documents: resolutions, and 
verbatim and summary recores, ·background papers and reports, governmenta 1 
statements od reports connected to a range of human rights topics and 
Israel-related and other items on agendas of General Assembly, ECOSOC, 
Human Rights Commission, Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination 
and Protection of Minorities, and otner bodies and agencies (e.g., UNESCO): 
UN Decade for Women, including Nairobi follow-up; Elimination of Religious 
Intolerance; Program of Action for Second UN Decade to Combat Racism and 
Racial Discrimination; Human Rights and Scientific and Technological Deve
lopments ; International Covenants ·on Human Rights; Alternative Approaches 
within the UN system for Improving Enjoyment ot Human Rights; Measures 
to Prevent International Terrorism •.. ; Draft Body of Principles for the 
Protection of Detained Persons or Prisoners; Cooperation between UN and 
Organization of African Unity and Arab League; Question of Palestine; 
Situatfon i:n the Mtddle East; UNRWA for Palesti'nian Refugees - and others. ........ . . 

9. Provided annofated bibliography of genocide-related material in 
AJC collections to JBI grantee Vratislav Pechota, who is preparing a 
study of this topic. 

, . 

Sidney Liskofsky 
All an Kagedan 
November 15, 1985 -
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The ~Dlerican Cjewish Cotntnittee 
E~pean Office · 4, rue de la Bienfaisance, 75008 Paris · Te\%22-9243 andis7-3839 

HMS E. FOX. European Representative 

November 6 9 i985 

To: David Gordis 

From: !lives !'ox 

Subjz European Office Report September/October 1985 

Post Nairob~ -- Meeting Unesco NGO's to get a sense of reactions 
from participants at the Forum which ended UN Decade for Women . 
Also to find out whether French Minister for Women's Affairs 
Yve~te Roudy acted in confornity with her repeated assurances to 
AJC leaders in Paris and New York: to stick to women's issues 
and stay clear and fiFht political ones. Conveyed opinions and 
supplied clippings to iRD. 

On occasion Paris visit of Su~an Goodman, Curator Jewish Museum 
in New York, pursued past and present requests by Israel's 
Ambassador to Unesco that Jewish content activities be launched 
in Unesco by Jewish organizations. Discussed possibility for 
setting up an educational-cultural Jewish content exhibit (ritual 
objects, documents) to be presented either by the New York Museum 
alone or in conjunction with the Council of American Jewish ~useums. 
Followed up with paper setting out rationale and motivaction for 
such a project, possible format, how and who~ to contact at Unesco. 

Arranging several contacts in t~e US during a visit there by Prof. 
Pierre Pachet, long-time activist in France on problem~ of Soviet 
Jewry, who wished to iearn ~ore about hoY campaigns on behalf of 
Soviet Jevs are organized in the US as well as to find addition
al material about Joseph Begun. ?achet is considering ~riting a 
book or a pamphlet and using the Begun case as the symbol of 
thwarted Jewish culture in the USSR. 

Meetings .with E~ropean Council, FSJU. CERAC in Paris and calls to 
community representativ•s in Sweden and Denmark to discuss the 
program and persons to involve in connection with Communal Affairs 
Department forthcoming dele gation to Sweden, Denmark and France. 
Correspondance with Yehuda Rosenman. 

I . . • 
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Report about public quarrei between Chief Rabbi of France and lay 
leadership of Consistory. For information to IRD. 

Revival of over ten year old charges of anti-Semitism against 
Paris Vuitton store (window-posted refusal to sell or to hire Jews). 
An up;dated memo and copies of dossier mailed to Dallas Chapter and 
IltD. 

Inquiry and report to IRD concerning US/German Veterans commemoration 
of WWII at St. Avold cemetery (a low-level Bitburg simile): pre
vention possibilities explored by AJC in the US and France; counter
measures taken in France. Is · %here a clarification role AJC can 
play with veteran groups in the US? 

Continued regular checking for news and infor:nation about six Jewish 
hostages in Lebanon through contact with family members in Paris and 
other persons from Lebanon in France but with remaining .interests 
and ties in Lebanon. Sharing and exchanging information with CRIF 
and IRti for possible interventions. · 

Meeting of mayors of Human Rights Cities (a list of 20, including 
Baghdad, for its Hamurabi Code) planned by Karel Vasak (human rights 
expert and director, formerly with Cassin Institute, Council of 
Europe and Unesco) for this December. This is part of his long
range project for a Human Rights Academy and 1989 human rights bi
centenary in France. Convinced Vasak to add Jerusale~ to the list 
and discussed the difficult choice of a non-controversial represent
ative Palestinian intellectual who would accompany Teddy Kollek. 
Success for inclusion of Jerusalem and finding the right Palestinian 
marred by "regrets cannot come 11 from Kollek. AJC Jerusalem office 
intervention to chan~e .this decision notwithst~nding. 

Transmission, with letter of support, of Karel Vasak's application 
to Blaustein Foundation financial aid for a compilation of a human 
rights encyclopaedia (also part of auman Rights Academy accomplish~ 
ments). Vasak's resumption of publication of Ruman Rights Journal 
offers opportunity for US article placing and AJC action in th~ 
direction. 

· October 8 killing and wounding of several Jews . at Hara Srira syna
gogue in Djerba (Tunisia). Linked to Israel PLO bo~bing in Tunisia? 
a madman? Daily rounds with family me~bers in France and others 
with infor~ation and knowledge about present Tunisian political 
complexities and Jewish life. !·{atchinp, and exchanging information 
with Consistory, Federation Sephardic Jews, .C!UF, JDC, Hi as. to 
reach a balanced view about immediate. and long-range effect of this 
most serious incident since the beginning of tensions in the Middle 
East on the considerably dwindled yet over 3000 remaining Jews in 
Tunisia. Almost daily telephone contact with New York to convey 
maximum verified information, needs for US intervention with Tunisian 
authorities in the us. · 

/ ... 
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Gorbatchev visit to France -- Genera1 and Jewish expectations; 
French community interventions and action before visit; roundup 
of visit aud comments. Report requested by IRD for use AJC-NEC 
meeting early November. 

Annual Assembly CRIF with AJC President Howard Friedman's partici
pation. Gathering pertinent inforoation before and conveying the 
exceptionally favorable reactions about speech to Boward Friedman. 

An~ual Meeting of Alliance Israelite Universelle -- short report to 
IRD concerning new projects announced at ·this gathering. 

Proposal for AJC renewal of for~er ties and cooperation with CCJO 
(Consultative Council Jewish Organizations). This urged again both 
by Alliance in France and Anglo-Jewish Association in UK (Pt. Clemens 
Nathan in Paris for the occasion). Memo to IRD to outline bow such 
joint efforts could be useful and fruitful for AJC human rights in
terests in Europe, without impinging on AJC membership in Internation
al League. 

Virtually any two month period in Paris also includes visits from 
AJC members who wish to have a first hand view about the general 
situation in Europe and European Jewry in particu1ar. And so it was 
this past Septe~oer and October. 

***** 

The above selected activities fairly represent the raison d'etre 
of the European office: to monitor Jewish com~unity life and develop
ments in Europe and convey its major problems or directions to AJC 
in the US. This includes re-enforcing the work of the Jewish commu
nities in Europe with AJC/uS interventions when needed (as it was for 
Jewish hostages in Lebanon and the tragedy in Tunisia); seeking and 
supplying information and suggestions on ali subjects with rele-
vance to the vast AJC/US program -- human rights, ~omen's rights, anti
semitism, Soviet Jewry, Middle East developments, communal affairs, etc. 

· Conversely, to promote and distribute AJC material, views and ideas 
whenever applicable or adaptable in Europe. 

In other words, the European office activities and representation 
work as a network of trust and good relations, a two-way road of 
transmi~sion about AJC issues mf concern in Europe and European 
issues and problems which parallel thos~ of AJC or are of import
ance to AJC's on-going work and pros.ram. 

cc: Tanenbaum 
Harris 

Dlflfll 
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Bl-MONTHLY REPORT 

(March-April 1986) 

for 

David A. Harris, Deputy Director 

International Relations Department 

Administrative 

* Ongoing adminis tra ti ve responsfbili ties with respect to the 1) 
national piofessional staff, 2) secretarial staff, and 3) overse~s 
office staff; 

* Coordination and planning of regular professional staff meetings and 
bi-monthly secretarial meetings; 

* liaison on a mi nimum bi-weekly, and frequently much more often, basis 
with ·such organizations as the Natio~al Conference on Soviet Jewry (New 
York and Washington offices), Coalition to Free Soviet Jews, National 
Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council, North American Conference 
on Ethiopian Jewry, American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, 
American Jewish World Service, Israel Embassy , Israel Consulate, State 
Department, Helsinki Commission, National Security Council, and Catholic 
Relief Services; 

* Frequent contact with the Washington Office . and AJC chapters; 

Travel 

* March. 4-5: Chapter visit to Houston, including dinner with chapter 
leadership, speech to chapter board, meeting with CRC, speech at 
University of Houston, meeting with Hil~el group, and ·interviews with 
Houston Chronicle and University of Houston newspaper; · 

* March 6: Luncheon with Assistant Secretary of State for European 
Affairs Rozanne Ridgway, meeting with Israeli Ambassado.r Meir Rosenne, 
and planning session with the National Conference on Soviet Jewry for 
press conference on the plight of Soviet Jewish refuseniks Naum an~ Inna 
Melman; 

*March 10-11: Dinner with AJC leadership and Washington dignitaries 
for Marcelino Oreja, Secretary General of the Strasbourg-based Council 
of Europe , followed, in the morning, by meetings with Ambassador Robert 
Oakley, Director of the Office for Counter-Terrorism and Emergency 
Planning , and Michael Armacost, Un·dersecretary of State for Pol.itical · 
Affairs; 

* March 25: Speech to Federation Young Leadership in Springfield, 
Mass .; 
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*March 27 Meeting with Sam Wise, Deputy Director, Helsinki Commission, 
and meeting with Yehoshua Pratt, Israel Embassy, Washington, D.C.; 

Publications 

* "Crisis in Soviet Jewry," Midstream; March 1986; 

*"From Russia with Laughs," Jewish Monthly, March 1986; 

* "Jacques Chirac, France and the Middle East," published in the Wash
ington Jewish Week, Heritage (Los Angeles), Palm Beach Jewish World, 
Jewish Chroni.cle (Pittsburgh) and other Anglo-Jewish newpapers, April 
1.986; 

·* "A Change in the Wind Concerning Soviet Jews?," The World and I (A 
Washington Times publication), April 1986; 

* "Soviet Jewry: Back to .Square One?," published in the Washington 
Jewish Week and other Anglo-Jewish newspapers, April 1986; 

Meeting Attendance 

~ March 3: Briefing of Alice Levy, New York Chapter vice president, 
prior to h~r visit to the USSR; 

* March 12: David Gordis and Yishiyahu Barze!, Israel Consul on Soviet 
Jewish affairs; 

* March 12: David Gordis and Barbara Ribakove, Director, North American 
Conference on Ethiopian Jewry; 

* Ma·rch 18: Uri Avneri and Hanna Sinlora; 

*March 19: Jamie Kelstein, Deputy Dire6tor, AJC Fundraising Depart
ment, on cooperation with IRO; 

* March 19: · Frank Reiss, Director, European Affairs, AOL New York 

* March 21: Governor Romero, Corrlentes Province, Argentina; 

* March 26: Address on Soviet Jewry to Jewish Awareness Group, informal 
group of New York artists and writers; 

* March 31: Bernie Resnikoff 

. *April 1: Bill Courtney, . Consul-General-designate, U.S. Consulate, 
Kiev; 

* April 2: Rep. Steny Hoyer (0-~0), re: Helsinki process; 

*April 2: Meeting with Saul Cohen of JDC, Barbara Ribakove and Abe 
Bayer of NJCRAC on Ethiopia; 
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*April 3: Baruch Gur, Israel Prime Minist~r's Office on Soviet and 
East European Affairs; 

*April 8: Klaus Henning Rosen, Chef de .Cabinet to Willy Brandt ; 

*April 11: Meeting with Austrian Consul General, New York; 

* April 21 :· Meeting of NJCRAC on the Waldheim case; 

* April 23: Meeting with Bernard Suchecky of Belgium on Carmelite 
Convent in Auschwitz~ 

* April 28: Briefing on AJC international programs to Philadelphia AJC 
chapter . leaders; 

* Api:il 29: Ethel Goodman, AJC Office, Mexic9 City; 

Press 

*April 1: Press conference at AJC for Rav Yosef Hadani , the first 
ordained Ethiopian rabbi in Israel; 

* April 7: Interview on Soviet Jewry with Ecumedia; 

* April 15: Co-sponsorship ·of press conference in Washington with the 
National Conference on Soviet Jewry, attended by Senators Hart and Simon 
and Congressmen S-ikorski and Wirth, to focus attenti.on on the plight of 
Haum and Inna M.eiman, long-term Jewish refuseniks and activists. Mrs. 
Melman suffers from cancer of the · neck and is badly in n~ed of ex~eri
mental treatment. on~y available in t .he West; 

* Numerous 9ress phone calls concerning the May visit to the U.S. of 
Natan Shcharansky and requesting background inf.ormation on Soviet Jewry; 

Other 

* Assistance in the coordination of the IRD Steering Committee on March 
17; 

* Assistance in the planning and coordination of· IRD activities at the· 
80th Annual Meeting; 

* Assistance in ~he preparation of Global Issues· and Impact, two 
departmental publicat~o?s to be distributed at the Annual Meeting; 

* Extensive correspondence, drafting .of statements and letters, and 
editing of material from both national and overseas staff; 

* Supervision of the work of Susan Rothblatt, Pr.ogram Assistant in IRD; 

9069-(IRD-8) 5/28/86 (sm 



THE A .MERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

·date · .July 15, 1986 

to Or. David M. Gordis 

from Jacob Kovadlof f 

subject Report of Activities of South American Office -
May and June 1986 · 

PROGRAMS UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

Proposal fr-om the Tr"uman Institute of Hebrew University: The· Jewish · 
Dimension of Repression Under Military Rule. 

At this time, as · you· know, · the Administrative Council of the Blaustein 
Inst i tute decided not to aliocate fu~ds for the above-mentioned confer
ence. Nevertheless, I should mention that during these two months I was 
in constant touch with all the people involved. · 

Catholic-Jewish-Hispanic Group Trip to Israel 

Finaliy , the Catholic-Jewish-Hispanic Group Trip to Isr~el was con
f·irmed. I was .able to arrange for very good rates. and it will be 
co-sponsored by the Northeast Cathol.ic Pastoral Center for Hispanics , 
Inc • . of the New York ~rchdloces~ and AJC. It will take place fr~m 
November 7-18th. In forthcoming weeks, I will ·send you more information 
about this. 

Trip to South America 

At the beginning of August, I will travel to South America visiting 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay~ If it ls possible, I will extend 
my trip to include Paraguay. I am invited to attend two meetings in 
Buenos .Aires. One is the 60th Annivers~ry of the Socieda~ Hebraica 
Argentina and the other ls an encounter of Jewish intellectuals of 
Argentina which is sponsored by the Kehlla and Cultural Center - San 
Martin of the fll.Jniclpa,li ty of Buenos Aires. 

The main goals of ll)y trip are to learn ab0ut current conditions in -these 
·countries and how ·they affect the local Jewish conununities as well a·s to 
solidify the program and itinerary for AJC's forthcoming Lea~ership 
·Mission to South Amert.ca. · · · 
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. 8th 
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14th-15th-
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2nd 

3rd -

5th -

5th -
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MEETINGS. 

I ·met with Mr. Rolando Elnecave from Miami. We discussed 
programs f.or the Latin American Sephardic Federation . 

Meeting with Dr. Abraham Liberson, Vice President of 
Hebraica of Buenos Aires. ' 

. . 
Meeting with Fathe~ Carlos ·Mullins discussing the ·above-
mentioned trip to Israel. 

I participated in the AJC A.nnual Meeting and I taped a 
prbgram with Ir~ing L~vihe fot Channel 7 on AJC activi
ties. 

Meeting with Minister Beauge from the Argentinian Mission 
to the UN regarding the text of the cable from TASS which 
was reported to you. 

Attended the Semi-Annual Meeting of the JDC. 

I was vis1 ted by Hr. David Udell of UJA who requested 
.advice for a mission to South America. 

I started my contact with the Uruguayan Embassy in 
Washington, D.C. as well · as with the Uruguayan Mission in 
N:ew York in ordeJ;' .to arr.ange the AJC meeting with Presi
dent Sanguinetti that finally took place on June 20th. 
Certainly, several other meetings with the Uruguayans took 
place in the meantime. 

Rabbi Clifford Kulwin, the Latin American Director of the 
World Union for Progressive Ju~aism visited me. We meet 
periodically to exchange .information of co11111on interest. 

I was visited by Hr. Domingo Laino from the Liberal
Radical Party of Paraguay who ~sked ~e for AJC's help in 
contacting State Department people. Laino was again 
trying to enter Paraguay from which he had been expelled. 
I was able _to help as much as I could. 

Meeting with Dr. · Marcos Bers.tein of the School of Psycho
Sociological Studies of Buenos Aires, with whom we 
collaborated two years ago sponsoring a Conference on 
Identity and Ethnicity. 

Miss Tina Rosenberg from the Atlantic Monthly. visited me 
f~r contacts in Chile and El Salvador . 

Meeting with father Carlos .Hollins and Baruch Tenenbaum re · 
trip to Israel. 



11th -

12th -

13th -

20th -

23rd -

24th-25th-
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~eetlng with Mr. Aaron Kandel of Mella Travel Service re 
itinerary for trip to Israel. 

I attended a lecture and discussion with the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs of Argentina, Dante Caputo, at the Center 
for Inter-American Relations~ Host of the discussion was 
about Central American problems. M~nister Caputo said 
that even though they are supporting the Contadora Group, 
they are condemning the Soviet presence in the zone. When 
I asked about Cuban involvement, Minister Caputo answered 
that it was implicit in his prior colTITlents. 

Luncheon meeting at the New York Archdiocese with Argen
tinian Bishops Jorge Casaretto and Rodolfo Buf ano of 
Buenos Aires. The discus·sion was mainly about the 
f inanclal problems of Argentina and conflicts between the 
government af'!d trade union. Certainly, what was written 

. in · my last report is cQnf irnied - - . that there are links 
between the Peroni st Labor Movement · and the Catholic 
church. 

I attended the reception for President Sanguinetti at the 
Americas Soci.ety. I was part of a special small group 
that met with him privately. 

Meeting with Msgr. Dario Castrillon; General Secretary 
CELAM (Latin American Bishops Conference). 

I.' was visited by Rabbi Robert Graetz of Rio de Jan.eiro who 
was kind enough to off er me his cooperation for the 
forthcoming AJC Mission. 

In Washington, O.C. I met with the new Ambassador of 
Argentina Mr. Candiotti who I briefed on AJC activities. 
I attended a reception at the· Embassy of Spain· celebrating 
the King's birthday. ·J was the only representative of a 
Jewish agency present. · 

I met with Prof. Halm Avni at the Wilson Center and we 
discussed the Conference on Argentina. Again, I met with 
Mr. Blankenfeld of the OAS about the proposal regarding an 
exhibition on Jewish Colonial America. 

26th Meeting with Mr. Marcos Kovalivker of Argentina. 

26th Meeting with Dr. Nahum Bergstein, P~esident of the Comite 
Central Israellta of Uruguay. 

30th Mrs. Louise Sclove, a volunteer for · AJC's Oral History 
Library ls going to Chile and asked me for advice about 
interviews there. 
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MEDIA ACTIVITIES 

During May and June 21 Spanish press releases were distrib~ted by my 
office. 

Also, .eight· SpaniSh radio program~ for "El Mundo Hoy" were taped. 

R~spectfully su.bmltted. 

JK:BJB:ar 

cc: Dr. Marc H. Tanenbaum 
[)avid A • . Harris 
Geri Rozanski 

I 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH- COMMITTEE 

-date July 15, 1986 

to David M. Gordis 

from David Geller 

subject Bi-Monthly Activities Report (May-June 1986) 

SOVIET JEW~Y 

* Participated in several ~eeting~ of 
Soviet Jewry dealing with _(1) the 
CSCE in Vienna .in Nove~ber 1986, 
Summit .II. 

the National Conference on 
Third Follow~Up Meeting of 
and (2) plans relating to 

* Drafte~ a backgrounder on "East-West . Relations and Soviet 
Jewry" which was distribut~ to those attending the AJC Annual 
Meeting in Washington. 

* Ptepared intro~uctory remarks for the chair~en of sessions 
relating to Soviet Jewry at the AJC Annual Meeting. 

* Staffed the AJC Task Force on Soviet Jewry as well as the 
special session at the State Department. Prepared minutes of 
both sessions. 

* Drafted an Op Ed piece on Aiiatoly Shcharansky (not used). 

* Drafted ~n AJC statement for the 65th birthday of Andrei 
Sakha~ov. 

. . 
* In accordance with suggestions at the AJC Task Force meeting in 

Washington, drafted a paper on the Jackson-Yanik Amendment . 

* W 1th Dav id Harr 1 s, prepared updated version of "A Basic Guide 
to Soviet Jewry." (see attached) . 

ACADEMY OF THE AIR FOR JEWISH STUDIES 

* Was asked to staff this project. Have arran~ed ~nd p~rtici
pated in several meetings. 

AUST~IA 

* Prepared memo on suggested steps that might be taken in dealing 
with the Waldheim ·situation {see attached) . 
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Drafted paper on status of Jewish community in Austria. 

Sent ma~erials and suggestions to area profess ionals relating 
to chapter committee visits to Austrian consulates. 

* Met with the son of the current president of the Jewish 
community in Hungary. 

ROHA~IA 

* In response to a request from the USIA, arranged meeting with a 
prominent Romanian journalist who was doing a special study of 
the Jewish community in the United States. 

EUROPE · 

* Provided list of contacts and phone numbers and prepared 
background notes for AJC professional visiting 8~dapest, 
Prague and Vienna. 

HOLOCAUST-RELATED ACTIVITIES 

* Drafted a paper on the case of John Demjanjuk whose .trial will 
commence shortly in Israel, following a discussion .by represen
tatives of various departments at the AJC. It was decided that 
such a paper would be useful in terms of public relations in 
response to the publicity that may be evoked by the . trial. 

* for. AJC PRESENT TENSE rad.lo program interviewed a woman who is 
doing a special study .on the Barbie case in France. 

* For AJC PRESENT TENSE radio program interviewed the ~ead of the 
'Holocaust Library in New York. 

* As a member of the adv.isory Council of the U.S. Holocaust 
Memorial Council was invited to become a member of a special 
committee dealing with Holocaust education. 

GENERAL 
• For AJC PRESENT TENSE radio program interviewed Dr. Nahl..ll1\ Sarna 

on his book, Understanding Exodus. 

8278 - (IRD-8):og 



T11E AMERICAN JEWISH CO~MITTEE 
r 

date October 27, 1986 

to Marc Tcµlell}:iaum 

from J0an · Silverrilari . 

subject A,ttached worksh:Jp a,nnouncement 

Fernice has ·sent ·the enclosed along 
to~, and I , thinking it might be 
of interest to you, C!I11 foi:warding 
it .along. 

Pre~ty in)pressive. 

Best regards. 

JS:pj 
Enclosure 

I 

I· 

3 
fD 
3 .o , 
DJ 
::s a. 
c 
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·Terrorism and 
Corporate America: 

Vulnerabilities and Countermeasures 

An All-Day Conference for Domestic and International Executives, 
Security Directors, and Law Enforcement and' Safety Officials 

Terr.orist Attacks ·worldwide 

1970 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 85 
Source: Risks International, Inc., Executive Risk Asses.~ment (April, 1986) 

Learn How to Protect Your People, 
Your Investments, and Yourself 

Monday, November 17, 1986 
Hyatt Regency Hotel - Houston (Downtown) 

National Forum Foundation 

Co-sponsored by 

Rice 
University 

Office of Executive Development 
Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration 



TerrorisID and Corporate Ainerica: 
Vulnerabilities and Countermeasures 

The. National Forum Foundation conference series on 
terrorism, begun in February 1986, continues on November 
l7, 1986, with a day-long conference at the Hyatt Regency 
Hotel-Houston examining the threat that terrorism poses to 
American businesses and exploring possible corporate 
responses. Experts on the unique problems facing American 
businesses, especially those with substantial assets overseas, 
will address a select audience of corporate representatives and 
security managers on topics ranging from emergency action 
and kidnap/ransom negotiations to risk assessment and the. 
economic impact of terrorism. 

The conference is co-sponsored by the National Forum 
Foundation, the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of 
Administration of Rice University, and the Anti-Defamation 
League of B'nai B'rith. 

Anti-American terrorism, after a temporary lull, threatens 
to rise again. Symbols of American economic presence are 
attractive targets for terrorists. Businessmen themselves risk 
kidnapping for ransom. Americans must understand the nature 
of terrorism to respond effectively. This conference will make 
suggestions that you can put into effect immediately. 

, .._ ~. 

The Program 
Panel 1: Domestic and International Trends: Past, Present, and Future 
Chair: Yonah Alexander, Ph.D. Distinguished Scholar and Director of the National Forum 

Foundation Terrorism Project 
Domestic: Hubert Williams President, The Police Foundation 

Lee P. Brown, Ph.D. Chief of Police, City of Houston 
International: Joel Lisker, Esq. Chief Counsel and Staff Director, U.S. Senate Subcommittee on 

Security and Terrorism 
Amb. Parker W. Borg Principal Deputy, Office of the Ambassador-at-Large for 

Counter-Terrorism, U.S. Department of State 

Panel 2: Targets, Tactics, and Costs 
Chair: 

Economic Costs: 

Maritime Threats : 
Transportation: 
Communication: 

Fred R. von der Mehden, Ph.D. 

Harvey J. lglarsh, Ph.D. 

Hugh W. Stephens, Ph.D. 
Harold W. Olson 
Bernard Stewart, Ph.D. 

Albert Thomas Professor of Political Science, 
Rice University 
School of Business Administration, 
Georgetown University 
Department of Political Science, University of Houston 
Staff Security Specialist, Air Line Pilots Association 
Center for Counterterrorism Strategies, 
Science Applications International Corporation 

Luncheon Speaker: Senator Jeremiah A. Denton, Jr. 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism 

Panel 3: Business Responses: ·Analytical, Physical, and Administrative 
Chair: Louis 0. Guiffrida 

Managing Counterterrorism: John R. Brinkerhoff 
Intelligence: Stanley Bedlington, Ph.D. 

Crisis Management: Donald A. De Vito 

Physical Security: Edward J. O'Sullivan 

Former Director of Federal Emergency 
Management Agency 
Executive Vice President, Data Memory Systems 
Senior Analyst on Terrorism, 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Director, New York State Emergency 
Management Office 
Manager, Office for Special Planning, 
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 

Panel 4: Business Responses: Psychological, Financial, and Legal 
Chair: 

Terrorism in Perspective: 

Surviving Hostage .Situations: 
Medical Aspects: 

James E. Landry 

Peter Probst 

Amb. L. Bruce Laingen 
Martin E. Silverstein, M.D. 

Senior Vice President and General Counsel, 
Air Transport Association of America 
Special Assistant for Concept Development, 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Acting President, National Defense University 
Senior Fellow, Center for Strategic and 
International Studies, Georgetown University 



The Speakers 
Senator Jeremiah A. Denton, Jr. (R-Alabama) Chairman of the Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism of the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. Senate. 

A graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy. Sen. Denton served as a Navy pilot in an active duty career of 3 I years, 
culminating in his promotion to Rear Admiral. He spent seven years as a prisoner of the North Vie1namese, undergoing 
frequent torture and four years of solitary confinement. Known and respected for his personal courage and patriotism, he 
retired from the Navy in 1977. and in 1980 became the first Republican ever elected by popular vote to the U.S. Senate 
from Alabama. 

Yonah Alexander, Ph.D. Professor of International Studies and Director of the Institute for Studies in International Terrorism at the State 
University of New York. He serves as a fellow of the Institute for Social and Behavioral Pathology at the University of 
Chicago, is a Senior Research Staff Member at the Center for Strategic and International Studies at Georgetown 
University, and a Senior Consultant with the Strategic Studies Center at SRI International. 

Stanley Bedlington, Ph.D. Senior Analyst at the Central Intelligence Agency, specializing in terrorism. From 1985-86 he was a Senior Fellow at 
the Atlantic Council and Rapporteur of the Atlantic Council's Public Policy Paper on International Terrorism. Dr. 
Bedlington has also served in the State Department Office of Intelligence and Research for three years, working on 
Southeast Asia. He served for 17 years in the British Colonial Police Service. He has a Ph.D. from Cornell University. 

Ambassador Parker W. Borg . Principal Deputy, Office of the Ambassador-at-Large for Counter-Terrorism at the U.S. Department of State, since 1984. 
He has also served as U.S. Ambassador to Mali, as a Special Assistant to former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, and 
as Director of the Office of West African Affairs in the U.S. State Department. 

John R. Brinkerhoff Executive Vice President of Data Memory Systems, Inc. A graduate of the U.S. Military Academy, Mr. Brinkerhoff 
served in the U.S. Army for 24 years followed by service in the Office of the Secretary of Defense and subsequently as 
Associate Director of the National PreparednesS Programs, Federal Emergency Manpower Agency. 

Lee P. Brown, Ph.D. Chief of Police, City of Houston. Involved in law enforcement since 1960. he first served in San Jose, California, and 
later as Sheriff and Director of the Department of Justice Services of Multnomah County, Oregon. He was Public Safety 
Commissioner of Atlanta, Georgia, for four years before coming to Houston in 1982. Chief Brown holds master's and 
doctoral degrees in criminology from the University of California at Berkeley. He is coauthor of the book, The Police 
and Society: An Environment for Collaboration and Confrontation. 

Donald A. De Vito Director, New York State Emergency Management .Office since 1980. Mr. De Vito is also a member of the International 
Task Force on the Prevention of Nuclear Terrorism. A former County Administrator of Montgomery County; New York, 
he received his M.B.A. from Syracuse University. 

Louis 0. Guiffrida President of Guiffrida Associates, Inc. He is former Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency. He has also 
served as Chief U.S. Delegate to NATO's Senior Civil Emergency Planning Committee and to its Civil Defense 
Committee. He was Chairman of the International_ Emergency Management Committee and Advisor on Terrorism and 
Emergency Management to the Governor of California. 

Harvey J. lglarsh, Ph.D. Associate Professor of Decision Sciences in the School of Business Administration at Georgetown University. His 
research includes the study of the effects of terrorism on managerial decision making. He is a specialist on the economic 
costs of domestic terrorism to U.S. businesses. 

Ambassador L. Bruce Laingen Acting President of the National Defense University. He served as Charge d'Ajfairs for the U.S Embassy in Teheran, Iran, 
and was held captive by radical Iranian militants for 444 days. He had previously served as U.S Ambassador to Malta. 

James E. Landry Senior Vice President and General Counsel of the Air Transport Association of America. He has served A TA since 1961 
in positions of increasing responsibility and prior to that served with the Civi l Aeronautics Board for four years. Mr. 
Landry earned his law degree at the George Washington University School of Law. 

Joel Lisker, Esq. Chief Counsel and Staff Director for th.e U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary's Subcommittee on Security and 
Terrorism. He previously served as a Specia.I Supervisory Agent for the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Harold W. Olson Staff Security Specialist for the Air Line Pilots Association. He formerly headed a NATO working group on airport 
matters and is head of the U.S. Delegation to a five-nation Pacific working group on airport issues. 

Edward J. O'Sullivan Manager of the Office of Special Planning (Countenerrorism), Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. His 
previous positions at the Port Authority include Security Advisor and Police Administrator at Kennedy International 
Airport. Mr. O'Sullivan served in counterinsurgency operations in the U.S. Marine Corps in Vietnam. 

Peter Probst Special Assistant for Concept Development to the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense dealing with terrorism 
and low intensity conflict. Mr. Probst has dealt with terrorism and international narcotic trafficking for 15 years. He has 
attended the Russian Institute and the Latin American Institute at Columbia. 

Martin E. Silverstein, M.D. Senior Fellow in Science and Technology at the Center for Strategic and International Studies. Georgetown University, 
and Clinical Professor at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences and at Georgetown University School 
of Medicine. His major fields of interest are in shock trauma and in international disaster and emergency management. 

Hugh W. Stephens, Ph.D. Associate Professor of Political Science. University of Houston, teaching comparative politics and international relations. 
A specialist in maritime security and port readiness policy, he serves as National Defense Consultant for the American 
Association of Port Authorities. He earned his master's degree in Political Science at the University of North Carolina 
and his Ph.D. at Yale University. 

Bernard Stewart, Ph.D. Director of the Center for Counterterrorism Strategies, Science Applications International Corporation. He has served as a 
Senior Strategic Analyst with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and as Deputy Manager of the National Communications System 
where he assisted in the writing and implementation of several National Security Policy Directives. 

Fred R. von der Mehden, Ph.D. Albert Thomas Professor of Political Science. Professor of Administrative Science, and Director of the Program of 
Development Studies, Rice University. He teaches international management and political development and is considered 
an expert on East Asia. He has authored several books including Comparative Political Violence. 

Hubert Williams President of The Police Foundation. He served .for 22 years in the Newark Police Department where he was Police 
Director from 1974-1985. He also served as a Research Fellow at Harvard Law School's Center for Criminal Justice and 
is on the faculty of Rutgers Graduate School for Criminal Justice. 
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Terrorism and Corporate America: 
Vulnerabilities and Countermeasures 

General Information 
Co-sponsors: National Forum Foundation, 

Rice University, and 
Anti-Defamation League 
of B'nai B'rith 

Registration Fee: $195 (includes lunch) 

Schedule: Monday, November 17, 1986 
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Check-in begins at 7:30 a.m. 

Location and Hotel Accommodations: 
Hyatt Regency Hotel - Houston (Downtown). A block of 
rooms has been reserved at a special conference rate of $70 per 
night single or double. For reservations, contact the Hyatt 
Regency Hotel-Houston directly, (713) 654-1234 or the 
national toll-free number (800) 228-9000 and indicate that you 
will be attending the Rice University Terrorism 
Conference. Participants are responsible for paying their 
own bills. Early reservations ,are advised. 

Registration Form 

Cancellation, Transfer, or Substitution: 
Recognizing that unforeseen situations do occur which may 
prevent a registered participant from attending a program, we 
a!Jow a registrant to transfer to another program, accept a 
substitute in your place, or refund 100% of your registration 
fee if we receive your cancellation notice by November 14, 
1986. Please, give us as much notice as possible if your plans 
are unavoidably changed. 

Tax Deduction: A tax deduction may be taken for job
related education expenses. 

Further Information: Call the Office of Executive 
Development, Jones Graduate School, Rice University, 
(713) 527-6060, or the Natior:ial Forum Founpation, 
(202) 543-3515. 
Rice University seeks tQ a11ract to its faculty, staff. and student body qualified 
persons of diverse backgrounds. In accordance with this policy, Rice does not 
discriminate in admissions, educational programs, or employme/11 against any 
individual on the basis of sex. race, color. religion, age. national or ethnic 
origin, or handicap. Unfrersity policy also includes affirmative action in 
seeking to a11ract to Rice women, minority group members, handicapped 
individuals, and vetera11s. 

Please register me for: Terrorism and Corporate America: 
Vulnerabilities and Countenneasures November 17, 1986 

CJ ,Enclosed is my check for$ payable to Rice University. 
D Bill my company at the address below. 
· (Payment must be received before the program begins.) 

Complete this form (or a reproduction) and mail with your check to : 

(Please print or type) 

OED, Jones Graduate School of Administration 
Rice University 
P.O. Box 1892 
Houston, Texas 77251-1892 

Name(s) _________________________ Title _________________ _ 

.Company _____ ~---------------:---:------,---------------·------

Mailing Address-------- ----------------------------------

City _______ _________ _ _________ State _________________ _ 

Zip __________________________ Bus. Phone _______________ _ 

D 1 cannot attend this program but please send information about upcoming programs. 
D I am interested in discussing custom-designed programs for my organization . 

Office of Executive Development 
Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration 

Rice University 
P.O:-Box 1892 

Houston, Texas 77251-1892 

. ·-·- - - --- . 

i< : . :Ji..l. 

American Jewish Committee 
' Bernice Newman. Director 

48 Mamaroneck Avenue 
White Plains. NY 10601 

___ _.,: __________ _ -·------ --· 

Prote<:t . Your·. ~eople, Y ()Ur Investments, . Y o~rself! 

Non-Profit Org. 
U.S. Postage 

PAID 
Houston, Texas 
Pennit No. 5670 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date November 1 , 1986 

to Area Directors and Executive Assistants 

from Marc Tanenbaun and Allan Kagedan 

subject Programming on International Terrorism 

The brutal massacre of Jews in Istanbul, and a succession of bombings in 

Paris, have put terrorism back in the headlines. Terrorism will remain 

a key issue for years to come. AJC's International Relations Cormiission 

believes that defeating it should be a high priority on the American 

Jewish agenda. 

This memo will discuss the purpose and design of possible chapter 

activity on terrorism. A number of chapters have already sponsored 

conferences on combatting terrorism, but others have not thus far, and 

some may wish to organize another symposium, perhaps enlarging the 

circle of participants . 
; 

European Public Opinion 

w1o~ 
/' 

In many ways, Europe holds a vital key to defeating terrorism, es-

pecially terrorism directed against Jews. T errorlsts are apt to 

operate in Europe because it ls the home of large Jewish conmunlties, 
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and European countries have considerable diplomatic and economic ties to 

Israel. In addition, European countries, which have historical and 

commercial ties with Arab countries, have been slow to counter Middle 

Eastern-based terrorism. While the recent spate of terrorist attacks in 

France seems to be changing this, a decrease in terrorist incidents can 

easily lead to backsliding . 

1' 
American Jews, seen by Europeans as important for their tourist, 

business, and political activities, may well be able to get a hearing 

from European officials on the subject of terrorism. In its meetingS 

with European leaders, AJC places international terrorism high on the 

agenda . We would encourage you to do the same in your consular visits 

and also through your European professional or business contacts . IRD 

can provide you with background infonnation on developnents in European 

countries with regard to terrorism to help you with your presentations. 

American Public Opinion 

O~er the past two years, the U.S. government has taken decisive action 

against terrorism, using dlplomatlc, economic and military means. But if 

one considers the long delay in deciding on action and the negative 

response it engendered from some opinion leaders, one senses the 

problem: creating a sustained American political will to combat t~rror

ism . The delays in enacting anti-terrorism legislation, the media's 

tendency to legitimize terrorists as "freedom fighters" ; the blaning of 
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Israel for attacks on Americans and the widely believed "root cause" 

argumentation that masks the terrorist's responsibility for his actions, 

(repeated recently by former President Jimmy Carter and others) demon-

strates the need to clarify public thinking. Properly informed, the 

U.S. public can help to eliminate international terrorism; misinformed, 

it can impede this effort . 

Proposal for a 1-day Seminar on Terrorism 

International Terrorism: Trends 

The following may serve as a model for a one-day symposit.an on terrorism. 

It can be modified based on time constraints; each segment merits 45 

minutes. A choice of speakers is included; it can be supplemented based 

~ on local availability of academic or other specialists.~ 
'\ ,,.,,.,, 

J. 

f Identifying the Terrorist. 

What distinguishes terrorists from resistance fighters? Are terrorists 

frustrated democrats or clever tyrants? 

Eugene Rostow, Yale University Law School 

Yoram Oinsteln, New York University Law School 

Douglas Feith, Department of Defense 
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Middle Eastern Terrorism. 

What is terrorism's place in Arabic history, interArab terrori5m, 
/t 

"secular" versus fundamentalism-based terrorism? How do Israeli and 

European policy towards Middle Eastern terrorism differ? What is the 

explanation for emergence of Syria, Libya and Iran as terrorist states? 

Bernard Lewis, Annenberg Center, Philadelphia 

Harold Rhode, Department of Defense 

George Gruen, Director of Middle East Affairs, AJC 

The Terrorist International. 

How do Governments support terrorist activities, directly or indirectly? 

On what basis do terrorist groups make conunon cause with one another? 

What are the links between terrorists from Belgium, West Germany, Italy, 

Northern Ireland, PLO, Spain, Holland, France, Turkey, Greece, Japan and 

the U.S.? 

4... 
Michael L~een, CSIS, Ceorgetown University 

Paul Henze, Rand Corporation, Washington, D.C. 

Jacob Kovadloff, Director of Latin American Affairs, AJC 

Allan Kagedan, Policy Analyst, International Relations Dept., 

AJC 
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~· Reporting on Terrorism. 

Does the media have a responsibility to practice self-discipline, and 

avoid apologizing for, or romanticizing terrorism? 

Local media commentator familiar ·with coverage of terrorism 

Charles Krauthammer, The New Republic, Washington, D.C. 

~. Responding to Terrorism. 

What can the U.S. do politically, economicall~militarily and legis

latively to resist terrorism? /'\ 

Local Senator, Congressman, Law enforcement official 

Official Office Counter-terrorism, State Department 

Marc Tanenbaum, Director of International Relations, AJC 
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